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STMMARY

The thesis examines t.he effect of light on the thermoluminescence

(TL) of natural quartz extracted from sedimentary deposits. Enphasís

is on the lnvestigatíon of factors affecting the 1T. 1evel remaining

after deposition ("residual"), and determlning the relative efficiencíes

with which wavelengths present in the solar specLrum reduce (rrbleach")

Èhe natural IL (NTL).

ïhe light source for bleaching was an Oriel f000 I^I solar simulator,

producing controllable illunination of intensity and spectrum comparable

to that of clear-day natural sunlight. TL measurements were taken by a

RisQ automat.ed TL reader unit.

Coarse grain ( 90-125 pro) quart z from Lake l.rlcods , Northern

Territory, r¡Ias used throughout. Ihe requirenents of Ehe work gave rise

to a sample preparation technique that mininízed sampling

reproducibility problems. A supplenentary ínvestlgation looked for

sources of. the remaining variability and concluded it was intrinsíc to

the quartz, originating from míneral inclusions and a smal1 proportíon

of high TL sensiÈivfty quartz graíns.

Principal findíngs from bleaching by sinulated sunlight are thaÈ

t.he residual ís not an inherently unbleachable TL componenÈ, but should

instead be consídered a zone (rather than a defined level) to which

bleaching proceeds relaÈively rapidly, the precise raÈe being dependent

on bleaching conditions (spectrun, luminous flux, ambient temperature),

and in which further TL reduction occurs monotonlcally at a slower and

decreasing rate. Ihis residual zone relaÈes to some characteristic



concentration of trapped charge within the crystal, and not to a

proportion of the tnitial TL. Generally, the TL at all glow curve

temperatures can be bleached, but aE different rates and Lo differing

exÈents, with susceptíbílity to bleaching declining with increasing

glow curve Èemperature. The glow peak aÈ 325"C hlas found to be a

significant exception to the general behaviour, bleaching approxinately

two orders of magnitude more rapidly Ehan other NTL glow peaks.

l{arked dependence of bleachlng efficíency on wavelength was

found. I,Iavelengths less than 400 run (W) actively bleached all NTL glow

peaks, and are the only corûponerits of naÈural sunlight capable of

reducing the glow peaks at 370oC and 480"C. Visible light bleached only

the 325'C glow peak, while infra-red wavelengths had no effect on any

NTL peak. In general, bleaching efficíency increases approxímaÈely

exponentially with decreasing wavelength.

Subsidiary work suggest,ed preferentíal bleaching of the 220oC glow

peak by wavelengths of - 500 nrn.

A precaut.ionary search for effects aËtributable to the laboratory

safelight illuninatíon (see Appendix 4) found significanÈ disruptíon of

Ehe qttarEz ÎL by exposures exceeding several hours. A report of this

work is to appear in 'rAncient TLrr .

A general conclusion is that. a productive line of development for

dating applications would involve "reading" Èhe readily bleachable NTL

component the 325oC glow peak by an optícal rather than thernal

stixoulation technique .
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CHÀP]5R I INTRODTICTION AI{D REVIEI{

l.l IntroducÈion

IL datíng is a technique based on the measurement of accumulaÈed

trapped eharge in crystals, and was origínally applied to heated objects

such as pottery, where the event dated was the erasure of previously

acquired TL by the acÈ of firing. Since Èhe discovery in the nid

1960ts that older sediments of a profile possess more TL than younger,

the technique has also been applied to sedimentary materials, with

increasing intensity of efforE. TL dating of sediments depends on there

being some mechanisn that reduces the TL content of minerals durlng the

sedimentatíon process. Although early uncertainty over this mechanism

was resolved ín favour of exposure to sunlight - "bleaching" - as the

agent responsible, assessing the TL renaining after deposiÈion, t,he

"resídual", has remained the central problen in TL sedínenÈ dating. Ihis

conplication has given rise to a number of interrelated quest.íons

concerning the bleaching process, some of the more prominent. of which are

listed in sectíon 1.ll and gíve noEivatíon for this work.

The thesis investigates the bleaching behaviour of Ëhe NfL of

selected sedimentary qtrartz samples. Enphasis ís on examining the

factors affecting the resídua1 achieved, and on determining the response

of the quartz NTL glow peaks to the varíous wavelengths present. in

natural sunlight. Some of the other questions on bleachíng are examined

in supplemenÈary experiments.
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chapter I introduces the phenomenon of rL, Èhen out.lines the

developmenÈ of TT. dating for heated naterials and its subsequent

extension to opÈícaIly bleached sediments. Current TL sed.iment dating

techniques and some applications are then described. The chapter

concludes with a review of the bleaching of quartz TL and poses a series

of questions addressing current. topics in bleaching.

ChaPter 2 presents the procedures for extracting coarse grain (90-

125 um) quattz from the bulk sediment, and descríbes and justifies a

sample spreading technique developed to minimize sanple reproduCibility

problens. I,lhile Èhis narkedry improved sample reproducibility, a

component of variability still remained. further work, based on electron

microscopy, and which concluded that this remaíning variability r{as

intrinsic to the quartz samples, is presenEed in chapter 6.

rnstrumentation is described where appropriate in the text:- the

laboratory illuminatíon source (oriet f00OW solar simulator) in secEion

4.2., the TL measuremenË and irradiation uniÈ (Risq auÈomated TL Reader)

in section 2.5 and Appendix 3, and laboratory irradiatíon source

calibrations ín Appendíx l.

The work Program was based on a sÈandardised natural quartz - t.he

selection and characterisat.ion of t.his naterial is described in Chapter

3, along \^rith additional work to determine the optimum pre-treatment and

glow conditions.

Chapter 4 presents investigations into the bleaching of quarÈz TL by

a simulated sunlight beam closely natchíng natural sunlíght in both

spectrum and intensity, while Èhe bleachíng efftciencies of the component

wavelengths of sunlight are examined in Chapter 5.

chapÈer 7 gíves some suggestions for future dírections of sÈudy.
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L.2 Ttrermoluninescence

Thermoluminescence (TL) is the light emitted by some solids when

heated.

Distínct from incandescence, this light is energy stored in the

crystal from previous excitation events, usually exposure Èo íonizíng

radiation, and released on heatíng.

A símplified explanation of TL can be given from the energy band

theory of solids (see Fig. 1.2.1). Though crystals consist of regular

periodic arrays of atomíc or molecular structural units, invaríably

lattice defect.s are present. Ionizing radiation (from cosmic rays and

natural rad.ioisotopes 40¡, 87Rb and the U and Ih series) incident on the

erystal produces charge pairs - free electrons and positive ho1es. The

najority reconbine immediately, dissipating the excitat.ion energy in heat

or prompt luminescence processes. Ilowever, for a sna1l proportion, the

electron diffuses vía the conduction band until it reaches a suitable

lattice defecÈ and is trapped. Likewíse the positive hole diffuses in

the valence band until similarly captured. Heating then provides the

activation energy to untrap a charge carrier, usually the electron, which

agaín diffuses in Èhe conductíon band untí1 it recombines at the hole

site. The stored energy is enítted as a photon having an energy

characteristic of the hole trap.

Although this energy band nodel gives a good illustrative picture of

the process, the actual mechanism of quartz TL on the atomic 1eve1 is

líttle known. The most generally accepted nodel involves the Al/alkali

centre, first described by 0'Brien (1955). Ihis centre is created when
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trivalent 413+ substítutes for tetravalent Si4+

one adjacent oxygen is therefore left unbonded. charge

becomesimbalance attracts a charge compensating

localized in the adjacent c-axis channel. compensating species

N"*, andare protons (tt+) and the lighter alkali metals (Li+,
+

possibly K').

The range of available charge compensators and physical

configurations gives rise to several types of A1/alkali centres.

0n irradiatíon, a hole is trapped by the non-bonding oxygen, and t.he

no\4l superfluous a1kali ion is free to diffuse alray down the c-axis

channel .

The A|/alkali centre has thus become an Al/hole centre - 1413+¡o -

belíeved to be the dominant luminescence centre in most forms of quartz.

The free electron can become trapped aE a vatíety of electron traps,

giving rise to the complex structure of quartz glow curves.

Substitutional G"4*, because of a high electron affinity, is a likely

candidate as an important electron Èrap. Other possibilities are

protons, alkalí ion clusters, substítut,ional Ti4+ and self-trapping

at Si4+. The destination of the diffusing alkali ion is unknown, Ehough

iÈ may become localized at the electron Èrap.

Subsequent heating untraps the electron which then recombines at Ëhe

(lf3*)o centre, emitting a photon. Some time later the alkali ion

returns, so restoring the original A1/ alkali centre.

The roles played, if âDY, by other ionic species are virtually

unknown. An exception is F.3*, which is believed to act as a non-

luminescent recombination centre (see Medlin, I968).

IÈ must be noted that. the emíssion spectra - while typically broad

band eníssions centred on -470nm - vary considerably for samples of

in the Si02 lattice

The resultant

monovalent ion which

Suitable
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different origíns, and for any one sample conEain several closely spaced,

overlapping bands. (McKeever, 1984).

Thís uncertainEy regarding the recombínation centres 
'

less well known electron traps, makes ínterpretation of

effects in terms of specific defects and their behaviour a

exercise at present.

and the even

observed TL

speculatíve

f .3 IL llating

As charge accumulates at defect, sites with exposure to ionlzing

radiation, some dose will eventually be reached aË whích the available

traps are filled. Consequently, further irradiation produces no further

1T. - the crystal is said Èo be saËurated. This is found Èo be the case

for the najority of geological specimens, which, along wíth oÈher

saturated materíals, are noÈ datable by Present IL techniques .

Given that a sample can produce detectable TL, Èhe prime requiremenÈ

for dating to be feasible is an increase in TL signal with dose. This

implies the sample has not yet reached sat.uration, being either too

recently formed or subjected to some other event capable of removing or

reducing the geological IT.. Such an event "zeroing" is the ac¡

dated. Datable zeroing events fall into the broad categories of heaÈing'

crysÈal formatíon and exposure to sunlight - "bleaching". Ihe latter is a

reduction rather than zeroing mechanism as some low level of TL signal -

the ttresidualtt - always remains .

Nonetheless, assuming TL increases wíth dose following the zeroing

event, Ehe age can be found from the age equatíon:

_ acquíred dose
annual doseage(years before present)
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Natural TL
x (annual dose)(Tllunit dose)

ED
(annual dose)

¡¡here: Natural TL (NTL) is that acquired since the previous zeroing

event.

Tl/unit dose is the sensitiviËy to radiation measured in the

laboratory.

Annual dose is the dose delivered yearly from environmental and

self-irradiation, and can be estimated from the radioisoËope

content of the sanple and the imnedj.ate surrounds, plus a cosmic

ray component.

ED is the "equivalent dose" - the laboratory adninistered dose

necessary to replicate the natural TL.

1.4 þplications

Historically, the earliest known report of fL was that of the

luminescence from a dianond, by Robert Boyle (1664). In following years

the phenomenon v/as observed ín numerous oEher minerals and, unÈil the

developnent of sensitíve detection systems in the 1940's, found chief

application in nineral identification.

In the early l95O's, the relationship of toÈal TL to total dose and

hence to dose rate x tíroe l{as recognízed as providing new dating

possibilities for geology and archaeology (f. Daniels et a1, I953).

Simultaneously Èhe use of TL phosphors r¡ras developing in radiation

dosinetry for such diverse purposes as monitoring nuclear explosions or
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radiation dosage to patients undergoing radiotherapy. Medícal and

environmental dosimetry have remaíned the largesÈ fields of application.

Other areas ínclude solid state physics (probing defects in

semiconducËors and insulators) and a range of minor uses.

These will not be considered further - of interest here are the

applicatíons to geology and archaeology.

I.5 IL in Geology

Dating comprises the $reater part of Èhe geologícal uses of TL'

alÈhough the onset of saturation limits t,he datable range Èo Ëhe

Qgaternary ((tOe years). Pre-l968 applicatíons are summarized in

McDougall (1968).

A variety of applications in addition to dating has been attempted,

generally relyíng on linking glow curve characteristics t.o partieular

phenomena, for example chemical impurities, past radiation or thermal

conditions, pressure or shock induced glow curve changes, or chemícal

changes . Some exanples are: Ehe weathering of rocks, (cätsu ögelnan and

Kapur, 1982); mineral prospectíng - changes ín TL propertíes can enable

the location and mapping of ore bodies (Levy, L979; Nanbi, Bapat and

David 1978); studíes of rnet,eoritic material Èo determine tirne elapsed

since fal1, ablation during fall, orbital Parameters (reviewed by

McKeever and Sears, 1979, and McKeever, 1985); earthquake prediction from

pressure induced glow curve changes (Nanbi, t98i); shock detection

relating Èo meteorite impacts (reviewed by Stäffler, 1974); and

temperatures of formation (Levy, 1979).
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Unfortunately the difficulties of unambiguously attributing glow

curve properties to the effect under investigation have meant t.hese

applications are not all on a sound footing at present.

Somewhat. more established are dating applications, examples of which

are: nineral formation - notably speleothens (Aitken and Bussel1, 1982)

and recrystallizations, and products of vulcanisro such as lavas (Wint.1e,

I973), baked sediments (Huxcable et al 1978, Smith 1983) and volcaníc

glasses (Berger and Huntley, 1983).

Finally, Èhe dating of Q:aternary sedinents zeroed by sunlight holds

promise of becorning a nosÈ important application of TL in Geology.

1.6 IL in Archaeology - PotËery dating

The dominant archaeological role for TL is datíng fired materials,

particularly poLtery - the material f or ¡^rhich the technique r¡/as

originally developed.

Pottery is a most desirable class of artifact for absolute dating,

being almost universal in occurrence, resistant. to weatheríng and already

a long establíshed tool in defining chronologies. Ttre event dated is the

act of firíng. After firing, TL accumulation imnediately recommenced due

to radíation from the environment and radíoisotopes in the pottery

fabríc. Knowledge of the resulting radiation dose-rate, combined with

measurements of Ëhe accumulated TL and TL sensitivity of the pottery

ml-nerals, yields the Èime since firing.

Extensions of Èhe technique to other materials such as oven stones

(Huxtable et aI, L972; Prescott et aI, 1982:' Mejdahl, 1983) and burnt

flints (Cätsu et al, L974) are generally based on the nethods developed

for dating pottery, and will not be discussed further.
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TL from pottery was first observed by Grogler et al (1960) and

Kennedy and Knopff (1960).

Frenlin and Srirath ( 1964) showed most of. the luminescence

originated in crystalline inclusions embedded in the clay matrix,

although the matrix contained the rnajority of the radioactivity.

Absolute dates lrere not possible until this inhomogeneity \,üas

accounted f or . This \.ras largely done in the 1960 r s by the Oxf ord

laboratory under M. Aitken. Key developnents ín techníque are described

by Aitken, Tite and Reid, (1964) and Aitken, Zimmerman and Fleming,

(1968). lhe introductions of t.he coarse grain qtJarEz inclusion rnethod by

Eleming (1966) and the fine grain method by Zimmerman (1967), along wit,h

later refinements, esÈablished TL as a relíable pottery dating

technique. Both nethods evolved from dosimet,ric considerations

- c, B and .¡ rays have approxinate ranges in pottery mLnerals of 20¡.rm,

2 mrn and -25 cn respectively, hence the rnethods were designed to exclude

the a contribuÈion (coarse graín inclusion dating) or fully include it

(fine grain neEhod).

To these !ùere added the pre-dose technique (Elerning, 1973), and

subtraction meÈhod ( FJ-ening and Stoneham, L973) .

Because of their ancesÈry to sediment techníques, the quartz

inclusion and fine grain methods are briefly outlined below.

Ihe fine graín technique utilizes 2-8um or 4-1 l¡rm polyruineral grains

exEracted from the pottery sarnple by gentle crushing followed by

sedinentation parËicle sizing. Ihe age equation includes the full

contribution from ß, y and cosmíc rays. Ihe c conponent is qualified by

an efficiency factor rrkrr because of the lower Tl/unit dose induced

by c irradiation.
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Define o=ffi typically k - 0.f

The age equation is then

NTL/ (Tllunit dose)
age k \ + R

Y
+

c

where Ro, Rß, Ry, R" are the c, B, y and cosmic ray dose rates

respect.lvely.

The coarse grain technique selects quartz inclusions of -100¡rm which

are then eEched ln HF acid to remove the outer, a frradiated 1ayer.

Consequently the cr contribution is lgnored and the age equation becomes

age
NTL/ (ÎLluniË dose)*ß**r**"

A noÈable spln-off from pottery datíng that has assumed great

imporËance for archaeology and antiquities in general is TL authenÈicity

testing (see Eleming, I979).

1.7 1T, dating of sediments - historical

The earliest application of TL to sedinent dating is attributed Eo

Shelkoplyas and Morozov (1966), who noted t'an íncrease in íntensity of

thermoluminescence from young to more ancl-ent depositsr...., allowing the

determination of thefr relat.ive agett. Ihis inspíred an active daEing

program based in Kiev and working on Central Russían deposiÈs, although

R+R
c
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faulty methodology has invalidated most of the resultant dates (Dreimanis

et al , L978, I^Iintle and. Huntley, L982, Hütt and Snirnov, 1982).

In the $rest, Bothner and Johnson (L969 ) found an increase in TL

signal \^rith depth in high carbonate marine cores, but the significance of

this was apparently missed unÈi1 Huntley and Johnson (1976) observed a

sirnilar effect in deep sea sediment cores. Follow up papers by lfinEle

and Huntley (1979 arb) recognized deÈrita1 grains as the source of the TL

signal, not foraminíferal matería1s as previously supposed, and produced

the first correct seríes of dates for deep sea sedinent. They then

described Èhe applícation of the fine-grain method to marine sediment

cores . A key paper, I^Iintle and lluntley ( 1980) , showed exposure to

sunlight was the dominant zeroíng mechanism for the fine-grain sediments,

finding a fivefold TL reduction from 20 mínuEes of natural sunlight

exposure, and also proposed three methods for estimating the equlvalent

dose, based on bleaching by sun or sunlamp. Of these, method (c)

"partial bleachingrt - \^Ias recommended f or sinplicity.

Ilighly bleached terrestrial sediment.s motivated Èhe introductíon of

the total bleach (additive) method by Singhvi et aI (1982), and the

logical extension by Yr'oszyíska (1983) and Debenham and I,Ialton (1983) to

produce the total bleach - regeneraÈion method.

The availability of suitable Scandínavían qvattz and feldspar

sediments has 1ed to the recent proposal by l4ejdahl (1985) of the qúar:uz-

f eldspar rnethod.

Currently, a mosÈ promísing new technique optical datíng is

developing fron partial bleaching. Ihis method exÈracts the easily

bleached TL component by optical rather than thermal stiroulation (Huntley

er al, 1985).
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1.8 Techniques for estímâting sediment equivalent doses

In many situations the extent to which natural bleaching proceeded

can only be guessed at. For example, while loess particles and deserË

dune sands can reasonably be expected to have bleached to their practical

1init, other sediments such as marine and glacíal deposits may have

received rninimal light exposure. Consequently, techniques capable of

finding the ED for a variety of zeroLtg condít.ions have been developed.

These can be broadly classed as either total bleach or partial bleach

nethods .

Total bleaching is preferable where an exposure sufficienÈ t,o reduce

the TL to the residual level can be assumed (typically i I d^y). In all

other cases, partial bleachíng is probably more suitable, as it relies on

only removing that fraction of TL readily bleachable by limited light

êXpOSllfê e

The currently favoured methods for estimating ED are described

below.

Partial Bleach l{ethod.

Also known as the R-I or R-ß method, partial bleaching was introduced as

trmethod (c)" by l{int1e and Huntley (i980). Previously, I,'¡int1e and

Huntley (L979a) had proposed that Ëhe NTL (at a gíven temperature) of a

sedíment sample could be resolved into tvlo comPonents:

Inat o

I =NTLnat

f = an unbleachable residual
o

I+I
d

¡^rhere
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I¿ TL acquired since deposit,ion.

The corresponding dose expression is ED.

Ihree rnethods for determining ED were then proposed. Method(a) equated

ED to C/(I-f), where G was the y dose needed to restore the NTL leve1

following a standard sunlamp exposure of 40 rn-inutes, and f was the

fraction of IU remaining afÈer the standard exposure. Problems of

sensitívity changes and difficulties in deËernining f led to rnethod

(b). This technique finds G for a range of NTL and NTL + I samples; an

ext.rapolation to G - 0 on a G Vs I p1oÈ then gives ED as

the I íntercept. However, the excessive laboratory work required gave

rise to the sinplified version introduced as method (c). Ttre reduction

in the TL (R) from a standard sunlamp exposure is plotted against added

laboraËory gamma (or beta) dose, and ED is found as the intercept on the

dose axis . Experimentally, tr\ro sets of NTL saruples are irradiated, one

providing the growth curve, the second receiving a short sunlamp bleach

before measurement . The difference between correspondÍng samples, R, is

then determined and plotted as a function of dose. In practice it was

preferable to plot the growth and bleached curves índependently, ED being

found from their intersection. (see Fig. I.8.1.)

trlhile this method is in prínciple the only established technique

applicable to Poorly bleached sedinents, in practice the unknown duration

and spectrun of the depositional exposure makes selection of Ehe correct

laboratory bleaching conditions an educated guess at best. Problens of

overbleaching (or underbleaching) are then possible. Consequently it is

probably prudent to restrict use of the R-I method to sediments for which

a reasonable estínate of depositional exposure can be made.

D=D +
o
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A further class of sedimenEs for which Èhis nethod rnay noÈ perform

to expecÈations is young, well bleached sediroents, where the errors in

extrapolating the N+1 and N+y+SIJN curves can domínate the ED. At the

ot,her end of the Eime-span measured by the quartz TL "clockt', old

sediments exhibiÈing non-linear TL growth are ruled out by the methodrs

reliance on linear extrapolations . However, the volume of apparently

successful dating work published based on this method indicates an

otherwise general applicability.

lotal Bleach lßthocl

Introduced by Singhvi eE al, (1982), the Èotal bleach nethod assumes

that predepositional bleaching reduced the geological TL to the residual

level Ior beyond which bleaching does noË proceed. At least one ful1 day

of sunlight exposure is assumed. Io ean then be approximated ín the

laboratory by a long sunlamp bleach, Èypica11y 1000 minutes ' 
and

expressed as a fraction R of InAtt

R

Previously lrrra was resolved into a bleachable componenÈ I¿ and the

unbleachable residual Io, hence T¿ in terms of R gives Id = k"t (t-R).

Graphically, the growth curve extrapolated to the dose axís yields ED as

the intercept r.rith TL = Io, (see Fig.I.8.2.) . Advantages of the total

bleach method are sirnplicity, non-reliance on a linear growth curve and

no bleach-lnduced sensitivity changes (as no posË-bleach data are

requíred). A dísadvantage is the possibility of incorrectly

ro
rnaE
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reproducing Io, usually by overbleaching, and so incorrectly determining

I¿. Ihis technique is generally inapplicable to waterlaid and other

poorly-bleached sedinents .

Total Bleach-Regeneration l{ethod

Introduced independently by Prloszyiska (1983) and Debenham and

I.Ialton ( 1983 ) , this nethod makes the same assumption as total bleaching

in that predepositional exposure was sufficient Ëo reduce the TL leve1 Èo

the unbleachable residual Io. Ilere however, a set of samples totally

bleached ín the laboratory are administered radiation doses to produce a

regenerated growth curve. ED is that dose required to match the NTL

level (see Fig.1.8.3.) . A significant advantage shared with the TB

¡net.hod is the possibility of esÈimating ED for samples showing non-linear

growth.

Key stipulations by Debenham and Iblton are thaÈ the laboratory

bleaching has (a) accurately reprod.uced the depositional TL leve1 and (b)

not altered the TL sensitivity (the lst growth and regenerated growth

curves have the same slope). Although rrãszyísta states "common minerals

exposed to sunlight or nercury sunlamp do not change their IL properties

in Ehe 250-350"C region", this nust be considered a questionable

assertion (llinÈle, 1985) and bleaching induced sensitivity changes pose

unresolved problems for this method.

The above three rnethods currently form the basis of TL sediment

dating, and though there is nuch promise in the new quartz-feldspar and

optical methods, these are ouÈlined below largely for the sake of

completeness, as they have not yet received widespread application.
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Qgartz-Feldspar llethod

Mejdahl (1985) proposed this method to utilíze the different

bleaching rates and dose rates of quartz and feldspars. The assumption

is that only one bleach tine exists that will bleach to precisely the

depositional TL 1evel. Given t.hat suitable coarse grain quattz and

feld.spars can be separated from Èhe same sample, the correct bleach time

is found as follows:

(1) Construct the quartz and feldspar growth curves.

(2) Sirnultaneously bleach aliquots of qvartz and feldspar for various

times. Itre intersections of the resultant TL leve1s with the growth

curves allows the ED ratio iT-/Qr to be evaluated for each bleach

tíme, ( Fi and Qi are the feldspar

time) .

an,rl quart z EDt s f or the ith bleach

(3) The correct bleach Eine is that which produces an ED ratio equal to

the feldspar/quartz dose rate ratio . ( See Fig.1 .8 .4 .) .

This method has not yeÈ been wídely applied, although prelíminary

work by Mejdahl (1985) on sone young aeolian deposits seens promising.

Drawbacks are the need for suitable quartz and feldspars in the same

sample, and limitat.ions ímposed by the relatively early saturation of

quartz . The volume of laboratory work required is also a disadvantage '

Ehough a short-cut is possible if a relation exisEs between the quartz

and feldspar residuals. Mejdahl empirically deterrnined the approximatíon

Res. (Fetdspar) = 0.5 x Res. (Quartz) for a glacíal sand deposít examined

and showed this pernitted a reasonable ED ratio Lo be found.
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This technique is still under development.

Optical StinulaÈion I'lethod

InÈroduced by Huntley et al (1985), the optical stimulation method

relies on there being a component of trapped charge readily bleachable by

visible light. It is found that any predepositional bleaching exceeding

the equivalent of about l0 seconds of sunlight will conpletely erase this

TL. A novel departure fron previous TL reading techniques is that

optical rather than thermal activation ís used to untrap this light

sensitive component. Ihe 514.5 nn (green) fignt from an argon-ion laser

r^/as chosen as the stimulating wavelength, only untrapping the readily

bleachable TL acquired since deposition. A great advantage of probing

only these bleachable traps is the elimination of the need to estimate a

residual TL leve1. Preliminary work has found this method

satisfactorally resolved discrete depositional events in È\^ro sequences

(stranded South Australian beach dunes, aged from 0 - >700 ka, and qÍaîEz

extracts fron soils forned on aeolian parent material, aged 0-6 ka), and

determíned the ED of three sanples of known age (Hunrley et al' 1985).

1.9 Sone applications of sediment dating

Given the criteríon of predepositional exposure to sunlight any

bleachable sedímentary material is in principle datable by TL - this has

noEivated applications of the technlque to a wide range of sediments.

These are perhaps best grouped according to the landform dated.
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the major categorles are then dune sandsr loess, marine sedíments and

various fluvial deposits. Less well establlshed are applicatíons such as

the datíng of glaciers or polar ice sheets by Ehe TL of their aeolian

dust load (Bhandari eÈ al, 1983), and discussion here will exclude these.

Iì¡ne Sands

LengÈhy bleaching can frequently be assumed for dune sands, and has

pernitted successful dating, usually by the total-bleach (TB) or total

bleach-regeneration (TB-R) methods. Ihe TB nethod I¡Ias proposed, and

first used, by Sínghvi ( 1982) to date the Thar desert ' Rajasthan,

India. Both polyroineral fine-grains (1-8urn) and coarse grain quart.z

(100urn) !¡ere eventually used, and in general the dates agreed.

More recent are some European studies. Bluszcz and Pazdtt (1985)

used l50U quartz and Èhe R-f nethod on samples from aeolian dune profiles

in Poland. Six of Ëhe fourËeen dates appeared correct, the remainder

gave varying overestímates due to overbleaching in the laboratory (24

hours sunlarnp).

Jungner (1985) in Fj.nland compared the R-t (30 nínutes bleach) and TB (20

hours bleach) neÈhods as applied to 100-300ym quartz and feldspar

fractions from post-glacial dunes of known age. Results agreed with

accepted ages, except for the quartz based value found for Èhe only

glacíofluvial deposl-t examined; this was 300% high, the discrepancy beíng

attributed Èo insufficient zeroing at deposition.

Australia. The Adelaide group has determined a chronology for

aeolian dune sands at Roonka, South Australia. Ittis site shows evidence

of hurnan habitation for back to 20ka BP, and is of major archaeological

significance. the dates determined by applying the Èotal bleach method
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(60 hours sunlight) Èo 90-125um quartz generally concurred wiÈh

I4C dates, where these were available (Prescott, 1983' PrescoËt, et al,

1eB2).

The Lake l,t¡ods (Northern Territory) site was a case requiring only

that the anÈiquíty of a landform r¡ras verifíed. 90-125¡rm quartz gave an

age of about 2Oka, compatible with geomorphological evidence (IIutton et

al, 1984) . Current investigatlons concern a sequence of stranded beach

dunes ín the South-East of South Aust,ralia represent,ing a series of

discrete depositional events over t,he last -600ka. 90-I25pro quarEz

grains reveal increasing TL wiËh age for Ehe whole time-span; these dunes

therefore constituÈe an ídea1 test sequence for TL techniques over this

time range (Iluntley et al, 1985).

Readhead (I982) has reported dates from two sites at Lake Mungo

(N.S.W., Australia). The TB-R nethod with 90-125¡n qtrartz gave ages

sinilar to 14C findings.

l{arine sediments

As mentioned previously, IL sediment dating originated with the

discovery of a Tl,fcore depth relationshíp in deep ocean cores. The

earliest marine TL dating program, by t{intle and lfuntley (1979arb, 1980) '

used 4-lIUm detrital grains from North Pacific and Antarctic Ocean

cores. Deep ocean cores are significant in that they preserve an

unbroken record of sedimentation, and so contain palaeoclimatic

ínformation unavailable fron terrestrial deposiÈs.

Continental Margíns. Spencer Gulf (Australia) cores have been dated

using polyrnineral fine-grains (4-1lum) and 90-I25un quartz grains (Smith

et al, 1982; Srnith, I983; Belperio et aI, 1984). Conparisons beÈween

14C, geological predlctions and TL dates generally gave good agreemenE'
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hrith some instructive exceptions. Polymineral fine-grain samples gave

low ages due to anomalous fading; when the fading component was removed

by hydrofluorsilicic acíd (H2 SiF6) treatment, the remaining grains,

quarÈz, gave correct ages . Also, some coarse grain quarÈz samples gave

unacceptably large ages for geologically young deposits. The suggested

explanation v¡as preferential bleaching of the lower tenperature NTL by

the reddened sunlight transmiÈEed through the Gulf waters, given the

entire sedimenÈation process occurred under\^later.

Castagnoli et al (1982) studied sediment cores fron the Tlrrhenian

sea, and found an apparent correlatíon of TL intensíty peaks with

historical supernovae events. However, there are roajor queries

concerning this ínterpretation. Chief of these is how grains, whích of

necessity rrlere irradiat.ed in the uPPer atmosphere, could, in spite of

solar bleachíng, retaín their enhanced TL signal through prolonged

periods of settling ín atnosphere and water. Fì¡rthermore, enough extra

signal musE be ret.ained to produce the clearly defined peaks dístinct

fron the background sígnal froro unírradiated maÈerial.

Loess

Loess deposiÈs have received much attention, particularly in Europe,

and more recently China. The Chinese deposits are potentially a valuable

test sequence for IL, analogous to the previously menÈioned stranded

Australian beach dunes. Most reported work has used separated quartz of

various grain sizes up Èo l00pn, but details are not readily available.

Studies of N.I{. Pakistan deposiÈs by Rendell et al (1983) usíng the

TB-R meÈhod and 2-10Um fine-graíns revealed complex sensiEivity changes

induced by laboratory bleaching, and more recently (Rende1l, t9B5) ,

difftculties regarding water content estimation.
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Europe. Dating prograns have been undertaken for a number of

European siEes. Ttre most significant finding is the possibility thaÈ

fading Eay puÈ severe age limitations on Èhe applicability of polymineral

fine-grain techniques. Studies by Debenham (1985), NorËhern F?ance,

I{int1e (1985), SÈ. Romain, Fbance and l^Iintle (1985), Karlich, Germany,

a1l yielded an apparent TL age limit of -I20ka. Debenhan proposed tine

dependent loss of luminescence centres as the cause, whereas !üint1e

proposed d.ose-dependent sensitivity changes occurring when the sarople \^/as

exposed to light. A consequence of these findings üay be a move to

'rreliable" minerals, parÈicularly quartz and K-feldspar, and away from

polynineral-nix sarnplíng. Numerous other loess st.udies are now in the

literature, examples being: I^Iintle, (1981), late Devensian deposits,

Sourhern England , Pr'oszyn6ta (1933), l,lintle and Prôszyñska (1983) ,

Pr'oszyñska - Bordas (1985), various Polish loess and fossil soil

deposits, Balescu eÈ al (I986) N.l{. Europe, particularly Belgiun, Borsy

et al (197g), Hungary, Singhvi et a1 (1986), Ilintle and Brunnacker

( 1982) , C'ermany.

Eluvial Deposits

hlaterlaid sedimenÈs are not ideal for TL dating, though judicious

selection of TL nethod and mineral fraction can permit good results.

fuartz has been widely reporÈed as resistant to bleaching under fluvial

transportation (e.g., Mejdahl, 1985, Bergerr 1985, tûitt et al, 1982),

and consequently most st,udíes have used K-feldspars or fine-grains '

Notable work has been performed in Denmark (Kronborg, 1983, hjdahl,

1985r) Canada (Berger and lluntley, L982, Lamothe, 1984, Berger, 1984'

1985a,b, Ifuntley, 1985), Scorland (Murray et al, 1983), Finland (Jungner,

i9B3) and Eastern Europe (review by Hütt eÈ al, 1982)'
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f.10 lhe bleaching of qÍartz

Following the discovery that exposure to sunlight rrras the dominant

mechanism for zeroíng sediment TL, and the ensuing development of bleach-

based techniques to evaluate ED, it has become clear that a necessary

element to remove much of the empiricism from sediment dating is an

understanding of the behaviour of sediment TL when exposed to sunlight.

Although estímating the TL level aE deposition has remained a

cent.ral problern in sediment. dating, 1iÈt1e systematic work examining

bleaching properties of common minerals has been carried ouË . I,,liËh

reference to quartz, most published work originates from studies

ancillary to dating programs the bleaching of quartz NTL by natural

sunlight has received very little atÈention per se. furthermore, the fe¡.r

studies existing have used either excessive rad.íation doses, oÍ

'tunnaturalr' photons in the illuminating spectrum, or both. Extrapolating

from such experiments to the natural sunlight bleaching of sedimentary

quartz NTL seems an uncertain proposition at best.

The aspects of the bleaching mechanism of direct relevance Èo dating

applications are briefly discussed be1ow. Though interrelaÈed in effect,

they may be broadly classed as (1) the effect of exposure duration, (2)

the relatíve effíciencies of various wavelengths, (3) sensitivit,y

changes induced by bleaching, (4) dependence of the rate and ultirnate

extent of bleaching on temperature. Fíg. 1.10.1 shows a select,ion of

bleach curves for quartz samples exposed to broad spect.rum light sources

or natural sunlight.

Detailed comparisons are precluded by the dissimilarities of both

quartz and bleaching conditions, though some generally valíd observations

may be made. The curves are characterised by an approach to a "residual"

level, typically within 2-3 hours, followed by a slowing and apparently
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monotonic reducEion thereafter. Similar behaviour, observed in deep

ocean sedinents (Fig. 1.I0.2, no.(1), and Fig. 1.10.3, no.(I)) by l{íntle

and Huntley (I979a,b) led to the representation of Inrt as Io * I¿, and

forms the physical basís of the long bleach neÈhods. The same authors

noted and utilized the similar fractional reductions given by similar

bleach tines.

Huntley (I985) concluded fron the non-exponential forro of the bleach

curves that there is a variety of traps, each having a specific

sensiÈiviÈy Èo optical bleaching. The R-l method was based on Èhis

observation, being designed to separate the readily bleachable componenÈ

on the assumption that it at leasÈ \^Ias removed during deposiÈion.

Bleach curves, while nainly due to untrapping, also involve

contributions from retrapping, and possibly from changes in luminescence

efficiency. However, useful conclusions can be drawn from a nodel in

which only unÈrapping, retrapping and recombinatlon Processes occur .

Levy (1982), considering the case of a rnaterial with one glow-peak, a

bleaching rate proport.ional to trapped e- concentration and in which

only e-'s are thermally untrapped, derived the equation for trapped

charge concentration as a function of bleach time:

o.t (Nr - rr)dtt
dr

(-1) (on1 0,r1) [r nú

where

otl (Nr - nr ) + r r

0 = photon flux

nl = trapped e- concentraEion at tine t.

oul = cross section for photon induced untrappíng.

otl = cross section for retrapPíng from the conductíon band.

N1 = toÈal number of e- traps, conÈaining no1 electrons

at t = 0, hence (Nr - nl ) = concenÈration of enpty e- ÈraPS.
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nr = trapPed hole concentration.

o = cross section for recombination at hole site.r

oI It Nr(
otlI1 Dr

I_rl sn 
-l

/ n -'oI
Solving yields t = +

(oo o n1 nol úuI r r

if n1 nolaÈt=0andn1 nr

lho imporÈant conclusions are drawn from Èhe solution. FirstlYr vJe find

that n1 + 0 only as t + æ, showing traPped charge requires an infíníte

bleach time to be conpletely removed. ltre practical consequence is thaE

while some very long bleach time will reduce the TÍ. to some given 1ow

level, optical bleaching alone cannot truly "zero". lhe residual is

therefore not a fixed definite leve1 but depends on the bleaching

conditions - specifically, duration of exposure for a given temperaÈure

and illumination.

Secondly, the trapped charge vs bleach time curve is non-exPonential in

form, ín agreement with experimental daÈa (see, for example, Fig.1.10.1'

no. (5) and Figs.1.10.2, nos. (1),(2)), and lending justification to the

raÈíonale behlnd total and partial bleachíng nethods.

These conclusíons hold when the model is generalized to material

having two or more glow peaks, and additionally predict Ehat peaks whose

traPs are enpty at the comnencement of bleaching will first grow by

retrapping, then theroselves be reduced as bleach tine increases. lttis

behaviour is also experimentally observed ( Fig. 1.10.3, nos .

(1),(2), (5)) . I,lhríle these f índings f orm a useful predictive and

inEerpretative base for general bleaching studies, they províde no

informatlon on the practlcally ímportant questions of spectral or

temperature dependence, or sensitivity changes. Observational deducÈíons

relevant Ëo these problems are ouÈlíned belovr.

I (
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Iüavelength dependence

No systematic sÈudy of the efficiencies of various wavelengths for

bleaching quartz TL has been performed. Indeed, the work by Kronborg

(1983) on feldspars is notable as the only deÈaiIed published data on Ëhe

relat.ive efficiencíes of W and visible wavelengths in bleaching any

mineral. llnforÈunately, the great differences in the relative

bleachability of quartz and feldspars, âs shown by Berger ( 1985a) ,

prevents transfer of Kronborgrs findings to qvartz. Some conclusions,

apparenË1y confírmíng the consensus that W is t.he acÈive bleaching

eomponent of the spectrum, are given in a series of papers by Berger and

Huntley (Berger and Huntley, 1982; Berger et al, 1984; Beiger, L9B4;

Berger, l985arb) in which the applicabiliÈy of the R-f method to rapidly

deposited glaciolacusÈrine silts was examíned. Jerlov (I976) has

determined that Ehe solar spectrum, when transmitted through water, is

attenuated and shifted towards longer wavelengths by scatÈering and

absorption. Ibom this , Berger and lfuntley ( 1982) Èhen found that

restricting the sunlamp spectrum gave better results by removing

overbleaching. Ihis procedure sras continued in later work and Berger

( 1985a), concluded that quartz was very resistant to bleaching by

wavelengÈhs ) 400nm, with wavelengths ) 550nm not bleaehing at all.

Phototransfer studies provide additional, though indirect,

information. Bailiff et al (1977 ) found a monotonic increase of

approxímately 2 orders of magnitude in relative quantum efficiency for

phototransfer as wavelength decreased from 360nm to 260nn (sarople

material Norwegian a- quartz). Assuming phototransfer effíciency

reflects the efficiency with which electrons are released from deeper

traps, this indicates a correspondingly strong monotonic wavelength
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dependence for bleaching efficiency. Supporting evidence is provided by

Mobbs (1979) who concluded, from an examination of low temperature

phototransfer properties ín deep ocean sediment, fine-grains, that 320nm,

400nm and 500nm wavelengths probed successively different, shallower

traps .

Bleaching undersater - turbídity and attenuation influences

Murray et al (1983) examíned the effect of attenuated sunlight on a

turbid aqueous suspension, and concluded bleaching still proceeded but at

a much reduced rate (see Fígs. 1.10.2, nos. (3),(4)). Sínílar findings

came from a systematic study by C'emmell (1985) who exposed a polymineral

fine-graín suspension in a flow tank to a W source. Bleaching rate r¡as

found Ëo depend on (1) sediment concentration., (2> flow rate and (3)

turbulence.

Ïhe reduced bleaching rates found in these laboratory simulations agree

with those found in natural situations, and consequently the resistance

of guartz to bleaching has so far lirnited its usefulness for dating in

such cases. An example: Smith (1983) deduced from the findings of

Jerlov (1976) that preferential scattering and absorption of shorter

wavelengths, by modifyíng Èhe incident sunlight specÈrum, resulÈed in

poor depositional bleaching of Spencer GrJlf sedimentary quartz, and

rendered it undatable by the techniques used. Sinilarly, Mejdahl (1985)

noted thaÈ in vlaterlaid sediments the feldspar fraction gave an

acceptable age but. quartz was poorly bleached, a conclusion also reached

by Berger (1985a).

In summary, it appears thaÈ dating waterlaid sediments requires

bleachable by a spectrum 1ow in W,technlques sampling only those traps
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similar to that to which they

with

were exposed at deposition. Such

techniques are the R-I rnethod

newer optical dating method.

a suitably filEered source, and the

Tenperature effects

The varied environoent,s in which sedimentation occurs permit a range

of anbient temperaËures - extremes being encountered by dust embedded in

Antarctic ice or surface grains ín hot deserts. Tfre temperature at which

natural bleaching took place may be of significance, particularly to long

bleach methods relying on approximatíng an Io leveI originally reached

under conditions thaE nay differ greatly from laboratory conditions.

Recognition thaÈ laborat,ory bleaching should replicate the natural

situation as closely as possible has led to the practice of cooling

sarnples during laboraÈory exposures. Nevertheless, Èhere is an absence

of formal study on the dependence of bleaching rate and extent on

temperaEure.

Optically-induced sensitivity cha ges

An effect occasionally reported is a change in sample sensitivity to

radiation, activated by optícal breaching. Such changes pose major

problems to techniques where the TL measurements are made when

irradíation has followed bleaching - the total bleach-regeneration meËhod.

being most affected.

No model currently exists to provide either an "energy band diagram"

or atomic-scale description of the processes involved, or even whether
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elect.ron traPs,

unknown are the

recombinaEion centres or both are being affected. Also

efficiencies with which various wavelengths induce these

changes .

The exístence of complex sensitivity changes is well established in

loess samples (nende[ et al 1983; I{intle 1985; Debenham 1985). However,

Ehe situation for quartz ís less c1ear, with reports varying from "gross

changes in sensitivit,y to 1 doses added after light exposure" in fine

graín qlrartz separated from river silt (Berger, 1984) to no changes, for

Lake Mungo quartz, 90-125¡rm fraction (Readhead, 1982). Differences in

materíal and illunination conditions again preven! detailed comparísons.

Huntley (1985) states sensítivity changes are Èypícally sma1l (<10%)

and can be found and possibly corrected for by measuring a regenerated

growth curve. T\,lo tyPes are posEulated: (1) changes in charge trapping

efficiency and (2) changes in luminescence efficiency.

Inconplete bleachíng

A problem addressed by Jungner ( 1983) is that found when

depositional conditions permit a sedíment to contain a mixture of

bleached and unbleached graíns. Jungner found the apparent sensitivities

of addítive growËh curves from a seÈ of samples to vary almost twofold'

although post-bleach sensiËivities \rere rárithin L0%, and atÈributed this

to a fraction of unbleached graíns present in the samples. An equatíon

\^ras proposed to correct for this ef f ect:

D (l-f)Dr f Ds,o

where D = corrected ED
o
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f = proportion of unbleached grains

D1= apparent. ED as determined by the R-I nethod

D^ = additional dose required to reach saturations (hard Èo accuratety define).

The general applicability of this approach is yet to be tesred.

1.11 Ttre Ains of this ProjecÈ

The greatest problems renaining to TL sediment dating are

uncertainties regarding vlater content. and radioacÈive equilibrium, and

the extent to which "zeroing" of geological TL progressed during the

depositional processes.

The combination of these, and lesser uncertainties, realistícally

restrícts sediment dating to a precision of -120%.

Perhaps Ehe dominant source of error is assessing the TL component

remainíng after zeroing - the 'rresidual". Natural sunlight bleaching has

been shown to be Èhe principal zeroirtg mechanísm, and so has become the

basis on which current TL sediment dating techniques are founded.

A number of questions have arisen concerning Èhe bleachíng

mechanism, and iÈ5 behaviour under varied naËural conditions and

laboratory sinulations. Some of these relate to the rate and extent of

bleaching:

1) rs there a monotonic TL decrease with increasing bleach tíne?

2) Does bleaching proceed uniformly across the entire glow curve?

Is the residual an inherently unbleachable component, or is
Io dependent on bleach conditions?

3)
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4) Is there a dependence on íníËial TL level?

5) Ts there some recovery of TL following a long exposure?

further questions are posed by the environmental framework in which

bleaching took place:

6) I,ihat is the ef fecÈ of temperature during exposure?

7) Does bleaching under wat.er have any effect?

8) Do naÈural coaÈings on grains have any effect?

Finally come Èhe physical and practícal questions of

9) i,lLraE range of wavelengths bleach, and with lrhat efficiencies?

10) Does bleaching alter the TL sensitivity to radiation, and if so¡ is

there a wavelength dependence?

i 1) Can laboratory simulation effectively reproduce depositíonal

bleaching conditions?

Given the complexíties and interrelations of the phenomenon, the aims of

this project \rere to generally examine the effect of light on the TL of

natural sedimenÈary quarLz, and so hopefully remove or justify some of

the enpiricism of current TL sediment dating techniques. More specific

goals hTere : investigation of some facÈors affecting the resl-dual,

Partícular1y durat.ion of exposure, and to determine the bleaching

efficiencies of wavelengths present in the solar spectrum.
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CEAPIER 2 IECEnIQITES AND INSTRII|ENÎÀTION

2.f Introduction

ïhis chapter describes

and introduces thesamples,

irradiations .

As mosÈ of the equipnent is commercially available, descriptíons are

restricted to developmental changes uade Èo Ehe TL reader software (see

Appendix 3), and the major features of an accessory purpose-bui1t to

facilítate controlled bleachíng experiments using an Oriel solar

sírnulaÈor (see secEion 4.2) .

The procedure by which the desired qtJattz fraction \{as separated

fron the parent sediment is outlíned, and t.he t.echnique for spreading the

prepared grains onto samPle discs for TL work is described and justified

in some detail. Tfris technique lras developed conÈemporaneously with a

study revealing that not only did considerable intrinsic sample

variabílity exíst in "pure" separated quartz (see chapter 6), but thaE a

furEher component of variability is introduced by uneven sample

spreading. The Èechnlque was desígned Èo minimize such disc-to-disc TL

variations, and also by its símplicity to pernit the rapíd and

reproducíble preparation of the large numbers of sample discs requíred by

¡he planned work progran.

the procedures used to prepare qlarEz

apparat.us used for TL neasurements and
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2.2 Sanple Preparation

This study used only coarse grain qúattz (90-125Uro) separated fron

dune sands. The standard coarse grain preparation procedure of the

Adelaide lL laboratory vras followed throughout. lhis is closely based on

the Oxford nethod, adapted from the quartz inclusion technique for

pottery.

All samples lvere prepared under subdued yellow líght, unless

otherwise stated.

The procedure is outlined below.

Soak -50gms sediment for - \2hour ín warm -2.0 nolar HCl.

(mainly to remove carbonates and sulphides) '

2. I15sh in demineralized water, then 5 rqlnuÈe soak with stirring ín

1.25 nolar NaOH, in ultrasoníc baÈh (breaks up clay aggregaÈes).

Drain, wash Eo neutrality in denineralized water, dry with

methanol then acetone.

4. Dry sieve for 90-l25un fraction.

5 I'lagnetic separation (Franz magnetic seParator, set at 20" s1ope,

2A current).

Tbo passes at each of the three tilt settings:

+10" (ferromagnetics), -2" (diamagnetics) , *2o ("higher"

nagnetics").

I

3
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6. Etch in 407" HF acid for 40 ninutes, at -20oC.

(removes outer discoloured and o irradiated 1ayer,

contaminant mineral grains such as feldspars).

and

7 Iüsh in 2.0 rnolar HCI for -I0 roinutes (removes fluorides).

B . Drain, wash to neutrality in demineralized \vacer , dry with

methanol then acetone.

9. Store separated etched guartz in stoppered glass vials under

light proof conditíons.

2.3 Sanple spreadíng

For all TL operations in this study the prepared quartz graíns were

spread onto stainless steel sample díscsr 9.7mrn in diameter and 0.5nrn

thíck, and "gluedtt to the disc surface by a thin layer of silícone oil

applied by aerosol spray prlor to loading.

Ihe procedure for spreading coarse grains on TL sample discs by disc

inversion is presented below, with discussíon followíng.

PosiÈion TL sanple disc in an aperture of the spraying mask (see

Fíg. 2.3.1).

Spray with silicone oil G7" silicone nold release, Crown

Cornlng aerosol pack). It is crucial that the layer of sílicone

wetting Èhe disc 1s thin and smooth. A layer thick or uneven

t

2
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(due to spray 'rspatteríng") will produce grain ttclumps" and

roultilayers . The optimum layer mass \¡ras f ound to be

-0.I ng.

3. Dry at. -B0oC for -3 minutes (hotplate) to remove solvent.

4. I,Ieigh for trDisc + Silícone" weight.

Spread quartz as thick levelled heap on clean card.

6. Place disc, wetted side down, onto grains.

7 . Apply light pressure to back of disc.

8. LifË disc with Èweezers, hold invert.ed and flick tweezers hard

several times to dislodge loose grains.

9. I{eigh to f ind qlJarEz mass .

The maxi.mum possible mass of an ideal monolayer on a 9.7 mn diameter

disc, assuming 100pn spherical qlJarLz grains paeked in a square latÈice,

is -llng. Given there are -720 such grains/rog, thís corresponds to a

maximum of about 8,000 grains/disc.

In this study aliquot rnasses were held between 6 and 8 ng (about

4,300 ro 5,800 grains/disc).

It is importanÈ the grains are disÈríbuted as a homogeneous

monolayer across the full disc surface, as uneven distribution, with

multilayers and bare areas, introduces disc-to-disc reproducibility

5
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problems for both NTL and ATL, among which are grain transparency and

periphery-centre effects. Transparency influences may be eíther optical

(grain coloration) or surface roughness ("frosty" and "shiny") ín

nature. Periphery-centre effects result from the sanple/detector

geometry permitting the co11ecÈion of a greaÈer fraction of emítted TL

from centrally located grains. ATL (ß induced) is additionally affected

by dose build-up and backscattering.

Dose buíld-up in quartz has been shown by l.Iintle and Murray (L977)

Èo reach a maximum * 207" above the surface value at -4}ml/cm2 (for a

sarnple Èo 90Sr-90Y ß source distance of 16nm). A lOOpm quartz layer is

about 26 .5mg/ cm2, so the lower grains of a multilayer configuraËion

receive a greater dose.

Backscattering of $ part.icles by the dísc material likewise

preferentially doses the lower grains. ß irradiatíon also exacerbates

Èhe períphery-centre effect. Zimmerman (1970) found the outernost 102 of

grains received -I0% less dose than the innermost IO"/", for a 16nm sarnple

to 90Sr-90Y ß source distance a finding confirmed by the author for

Lake l{cods quartz under si¡nilar irradiation conditions. Itre effect can

be ninlnized by restricting grains to the cenÈral region of the disc

using an annular mask, though with the greater disadvantage of small

sarnple size the unavoidable presence of some bright grains in each

sample makes Èhe largest possible monolayer mass desirable (see Section

6.8).

These problems are elirnínaÈed or controlled if the graíns form a

homogeneous monolayer over t.he full disc surface (see Plate 2.3.I). Such

a grain distribution on all discs wí11 minimíze periphery-centre

variaÈions, and also account for dose build-up, backscattering and

optical colouration if the ß source is calibrated for that particular

sarnple/substrate/lrradiaÈion combination. Additionally, Benkö (1983)
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found no calibration differences related to the frosty/shiny ratio if a

monolayer was used. This is a significant result given the ubiquity of

these graín types (see Plate 2.3.2).

Ilhen the desirability of large alíquot masses is also considered,

the optimum sample distribution is seen to be a full disc surface

monolayer. Most techniques for sample spreading are based on Èhe

sprinkling of grains onto sílicone oil wetted discs, which are then

inverted and tapped to remove loose grains. A refinement is Ëo deliver

aliquoÈs of known constant mass using various types of phosphor

dispenser. To this end, a volumetric phosphor scoop lras designed (see

Fig. 2 .3 .2) .

The sanple spreading procedure Ehen becomes:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Place disc in spraying mask aperture.

Spray r^rith silicone oi1 .

Dry to remove solvent.

Decant measured aliquot onto disc.

Hold disc wíth tvreezers above clean card, invert and tap to remove

loose grains.

¡tMopr loose grains off card using wetted disc face.6

Although Èhis gives satisfactory known mass monolayers, it does not

uniformly cover the full disc surface, hence periphery-centre effects can

be significanÈ. It can also be tedious .

Previous tests had 
. 
shown the silicone mold release to be a

sufficiently good "glue" to hold any graíns it contacÈed, and established

that its tack was unaffected by drying tíme or temperaÈure. Utilizing

these propertíes led to the disc inversion procedure given previously,



PLATE 2.3.1 Shows a typical disc loaded by the disc
inversion technique. The clean rim and homogeneous

coverage of the surface are apparent' . Sample mass.

6.6mg, X/ magnification. (rw(s¡,TD,1m) quartz, 90-125v,
HF eiched). (The ',sparklyrr appearance is a consequence
of carbon coati ng for electron microscopy) '

PLATE 2.3 .2 Shows a disc similar to the above without the
carbon coating. Sample mass 6.Bmg, X1O magnificatìon. The

monolayer arrangement and clean disc rim are distinct' Also
of notå is the presence of grains having distinctly different
optical appearances - I'frostyrrand'rshiny", along with a

range of i n te rmed i ate tYPes .



PLATE 2.3.3 Shows a typical area of the disc trom
PLATE 2. 3 .1. Minimal grain overlap i s seen. The smal I

bare areas are expected for these al iquot masses (ideaì
square packing could permit a -11mg monolayer).
Charging effects are responsible for therrbright" grains
apparent in this X41 electron micrograph.

PLATE 2.3.4 Shows a f ield selected f rom PLATE 2.3.3
to i I lustrate the absence of significant grain overlap
in even the most densely packed areas.

Xl37 electron micrograph.
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the principle now being Èo apply the silicone wetted di-sc to the grains

raEher than vice-versa.

Problems noted \Árere grains attached to the rTetted disc rims, and

nultílayer and clump formations caused by thick or uneven silicone

coatings .

The former was countered by masking t.he rirns during the sprayiug

step (see Fig.2.3.I), the latter when practice enabled a smooth, t.hin

silicone coating to be rouÈinely applied. Ihere appear Eo be no other

disadvantages. The advantages are those given by a full surface

monolayer, and discussed above, as well as the practical benefits of

siruplícity and reduced risk of inter-sample contanination.

Ttre quality of monolayers produced is consistenË1y high, as the

typical examples in Plates 2.3.1 - 2.3.4 show.

2.4 Laboratory lrradiation Sources

Detaíls of the irradiation sources used and some calibration values

for coarse grain qLlattz are given in Appendix 1.

2.5 Ïtre IL reader apparatus

This study was greatly assisÈed by the availability of an automated

microprocessor-controlled TL reader system (type fL SYSTEM TL-DA-84) made

at the Ris{ National Laboratory, Denmark.

the central component ís a 24 position sample changer incorporating

a nominal 40mCi 905r-90Y g source in a Èimer controlled irradiaÈion unit.
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An HP86B computer cont,rolled the hardware, províded daËa

nanipulation and high resolution graphics capabilities, and was

interfaced to a dual disc drive unit (HP9f2I) and a prínter unit

(HP82905B) to provide data storage and hardcopy facilities.

The PMT v/as an EMI 9635 QA (installed at Adelaide).

The unit was temperature calibrated during consÈrucÈíon.

A calibration of the B source for coarse grain quartz on stainless steel

is gíven in Appendix l.

Appendix 3 contains a brief description of Èhe soft¡.rare, and includes

listings of the analysis programs.

further details of the developmenÈ of the automated unit can be

found in B{tter-Jensen and Bundgaard (1978), B$tter -Jensen and Mejdahl

(1980), Bell et al (1980) and Bgtter -Jensen er a1 (1933). The sofrware

\{as conpletely reviewed by the author and corrected and rewritten where

necessary.
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CHAPTEB 3 SELECTIOÌ{ OF SÎANDARD HATERTAT. AND CONDTTTONS

3.1 Introduction

The aims of this project, as ouÈlined previously, are primarily

Èwofo1d. Firstly, to study the bleaching of quartz by sinulated

sunlight, with emphasis on the "residual", and particularly the extent to

which the division of Irr"a into Io and I¿ is valid. Secondly, to

determine the relative bleachíng efficiencies of Èhe varíous wavelengths

present in the solar specÈrum. The complexity of the bleaching

phenomenon, as apparent from the questions posed in section 1.11, make it

a helpful simplification to treaÈ the effects of bleaching as an

interdependence on a number of dominanE parameters: 0, À, t, T and Q.

0 represents the illunination flux, À the illumination spectrum, t the

duration of exposure and T the crystal temperature. Q is a crystal-

dependent term accounting f.or all factors contríbuting to crystal

bleaching susceptibí1iÈy, such as previous thermal and irradiation

historíes, impurity content and sensitivity changes .

Such a description provides a framework within which a systematic

phenomenological study of bleaching may be constructed. Gíven this

approach, the project aims dictate use of a "standard'r quartz, wiËh

standard reproducible bleaching and IL measurement conditions, so

permitting isolation of the paraneters of ínterest for a given sanple.

Control over bleaching conditions r¡ras achieved through the use of a

calibrated Oriel 1000I^I solar simulator (see section 4.2) . The selection
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of t.he sEandard quartz and the optimization of glow conditions - heating

rate and maximum temperature - are described in this chapter. Also

presented are typical TL glow curves and growth curves of the standard

qvattz, along with some investigations of the effects of specific Èhermal

treatmenÈs' Given the variety of published qtJatLz glow curves' this

rather detailed characterization is necessary to assist extrapolatíon of

the observed bleaching behaviours to quartz fron different origins.

A note on errors. Throughout this report errors are incorporated in

Èhe data points unless otherwise indicated. The dominant source of error

is found Eo be intrínsic sarople variabílíty (see Chapter 6).

All work r¡/as perf ormed on pairs of sinilar discs, and all glow curves

shown are averages of the given pairs. No allowances have been made for

intrinsic sample variability, other than discarding the occasional,

obviously misfitting, sample disc (typically ( I disc in 20).

The uncertainty on glow curves is estimated at 7 t 57. at all glow curve

temperatures .

3.2 Selectíon of quartz standards

From the range of quartz bearing sediments available, samples \^7ere

selected from terrestrial sites representing three geological regimes.

Comparisons with quarlz available from other Australian sources,

including commercial building sand and Spencer Gulf marine sediments (see

Fig. I.10.3, no.(3)), revealed a similarity of glow curve forms.

As the exÈent of pre-depositional bleaching and subsequent NTL

regrowth were only well known for the terrestrial samples, further work

rras restricted to them. The sites are Lake l^loods (Northern Territory),
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Roonka (Murray Valley) and Robe and !bakwine ( South East of South

Australía) .

$pical ATL glow curves for Èhe 90-125¡Ln, IIF etched qúarlz fractions

are shown ln Fig. 3.2.1, the NTL being previously erased by Èwice

preheating at 5 Ks-I Lo 550'C.

The Lake l{¡ods samples were collected from a relic lake-shore dune;

laboratory reference Lake lbods, site 3, toe of dune, lnr(LW (S3rTD,ln)).

further details nay be found in lfutton et aI, (1984).

The Roonka sanples came from the near top and bottom levels revealed

during excavation of an aeolian dune at the East bank archaeological

site. Sanple EB I/S/0.I0 was collected from lOcro below the present-day

dune surface, and EB l/S/2.1 from a depth of 2.ln. For further details:

Prescott et a1, (1982), Prescott, (1983) .

The Robe and lbakwíne samples are fron the two youngest members of a

series of stranded beach dunes, parallel to the South East coast of South

Australia (SESA), (Huntley et al, 1985).

As each site provided quartz possessing glow curves of sirnilar form,

and high but pre-saturatíon NTL levels, the criËeria for selection of a

standard became the practicalitíes of supply and separaEion.

Lake ltl¡ods (53rTD,lrn) quartz hras chosen mainly because freedom from

contaminants, noÈably zircons, gave ttcleantt glow curves . F\rrther

advantages v/ere high yield of the magnet.ícally separated, HF et,ched,

90-125um f ractíon (- 7"/" of the bulk sarnple) , and an ample supply on hand.

For experiments planned to compare the bleaching of quartz samples

from various orígins under sinilar conditions, the SESA WK IS/2 and

Roonka EB l/ S/2.1 (or the near-equívalent EB l/ S/l .9> samples slere

chosen.

All work used the 90-125pm quarÈz fraction, magnetically separated

and HF etched as described in section 2.2, wLess otherwise indicated.
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3.3 GI[ow curves aud growth curves of Lake lbods quartz

Probably t.he mosÈ inportant propert.ies for the characterízing of a

quartz sample are typical glow curves and the growth curves of the peaks.

Ihese are presented and brief 1y discussed f or Lake I.loods ( S3, TD,ln)

quartz, for cases of (a) nTL * various ß doses (figs. 3.3.1, 3.3.2);

(b) "low S doses'r, (2nd glow curves, Figs. 3.3.3, 3.3.4); (c) "high.¡

doses", (2nd glow curves, Fig. 3.3.5).

Consídering each ín turn:

Fig. 3.3.1 shows a fanily of additive ß-dose glow curves. Prominent NTL

peaks are seen at -325oC, 375oC and 480oC, and ATT. peaks at -l60oC and

220"C. Another, barely discernible, peak appears at -280oC; this peak is

revealed more clearly by an optical bleach just sufficient to remove the

325"C peak (e.9., App. 4, Fig. 1(a)).

No evídence of further peaks lras found when heating continued from

480"C to 650oC, the pracËical linít of the apparatus. lhe 480'C peak is

common to all natural quartz sanples so far examined here, regardless of

origin. C'enerally, the obse.rved glow curve peaks coíncide with peaks of

published glow curves in temperature, Lf. not in relative intensities .

For examples, see Fíg.1.I0.3., Boden et al (tlSS¡, David et al (tYll¡.

Fig 3.3.2 shows the growth curves of the prominent NTL and ATL peaks (ttre

110'C peak has not been considered as it is not used in current sedíment

dating techniques).

Ihe NTL level corresponds to an ED of -50Gy. Non-linearity commences

símultaneously for all peaks at added ß doses of -30Gy, the total linear

region being -80Gy under these condit.ions. Assuning Èhat the traps

giving ríse to different peaks represent different classes of e- Èrapplng

site, it is then most unlikely that sinulÈaneous peak saturation reflects
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saturation of the traps, but is due to saturation of the recombination

centres. Tlris appears a plausible explanation if only one class of

recombination (R) centre is present. TL emission specÈra provide

evidence that this is the case - these peaks do appear to share a common

R centre, gíving a broad band emission centred on -450-470nm and

identified with recombination at (Al3+)o sites. The equivalence of total

glow curve count sums after "saturation" (see Fig.3.3.1.) can be then

interpreted as a consequence of the sample possessing only a limited

supply of such intrinsic R cent.res. Ihis raises a possible consequence

for the generation of additíve dose grol^tth curves: the onset of non-

linearity in laboratory irradiated samples may occur at lower doses than

would be the case in nature, due to cor0peÈition for R centres.

Low B dose grorÁrth: thermal drainage of NTL by preheating to 550'C

at 5Ks-I permitted examination of the regrowth of TL for small added ß

doses. Although this ¡nethod of draining TL is not desirable for

optically bleached sediments as distorted growth patterns nay result from

thermally induced changes (for example pre-dosing, sensitivity changes or

transparency changes), there is no practical alternative.

Fig. 3.3.3 shor¿s a fanily of second glow curves for additive $ doses up

to 7 .25Gy; the corresponding growth curves are given in Fig. 3.3.4.

Ihiform growth is observed across Èhe entire glow curve, in contrast to

the report by Davíd and Sunta (1981) ttrat growth of peaks only commenced

when the immedíate lower temperature peaks approached saturation. Also

noteworthy ís the significant pre-dosing of the 325'C peak,

showing -50% enhancement of sensitivity, along with linear growth. Tltis

agrees wit.h the generally accepted behaviour of the 325'C peak - unwanted

pre-dosing has given it the label "malign" in the dating context. In

contrast, the "benígn" 375"C peak shows no detectable pre-dosing, but

does display supralinear growth for up ro -5Gy added ß dose.
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Ttre growt,h of ATL at 350oC for 60Co y doses of 0-3800Gy adminístered

to therroally dralned quarEz is shown in Fig. 3.3 .5. The growth curve

consists of a short linear region from 0 to -100Gy, folloi.red by a non-

linear secÈlon from -100 to -1000Gy, where a second linear region

copmences. An explanatíon: the first lLnear and non-linear regions

result from the exponential filling of existing intrinsic traPs which use

(at3+¡o centres for recombínation, whíle the second linear region

reflects linear growt.h of the population of daroage created defects

(possibly broken Si - O bonds). Siroilar growth curve behaviour in quartz

r.ras descríbed Uy ttutt ana Smirnov (1982), who fitted an equaÈion of Lhe

form

I

where Io, a are coefficients related Èo the trap concentratíons
and trapping cross-sections.

b relates to the f ormation of ne\,r def ects by radiation
damage.

D. is the ED.

D" is added laboratory dose.

In this rnodel, saturatíon of the second línear region would only

occur when the rate of radiational destruction of traps equals the rate

of trap creation. Although this opens the entícing possibillty that the

second l1near regíon nay permit the dating of quartz for ages exceeding

106 years, there is also a likelihood of loss of R centres and traps by

long Ëime-scale annealing processes at ambient EemperaÈures. Absolute

dating based on this secÈion of the growth curve must therefore be

regarded as an uncertain propositíon at present.

ro [I - "-t 
(o" * D")] +b çor, + o.) '
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3.4 TL growÈh aud bleaching in annealed Lake lbods quartsz

Followíng the selection of Lake lbods (53rTDrlm) q:uarLz, it remained

to determine what, if any, thermal pre-treatments should be glven.

Previously, (Smith, 1983) annealed quarÈz had been used successfully

ín preference Èo natural quartz for laboratory radiation source

calibration, largely because of superior disc-Èo-disc reproducibílíty.

ïhe possíbility of similar advantages for bleaching studies rnotivated

inspection of the TL growEh and bleaching behaviour of annealed quartz.

Several grams of IIF etched, 90-125prn Lake I,*Icods ( 53, TDr ln) quartz

v¡ere annealed at 800"C for 24 hours in an electric furnace then slowly

cooled Èo room temperature overnight. Ttre sample was exposed to air in

an open platinum crucible throughout.

Fig. 3.4.1 compares the TL growÈh at 350'C for annealed and naÈural LI^l

( 53, TD, In) quartz .

Annealíng enhanced the sensitiviÈy by almost fourfold in the linear

region, but non-linear growth commenced at a lower total dose about

50Gy compared to ) 80Gy for the natural sanple. This behavíour r¡ras

unexpected: repetition using a well bleached surface sarnple of Roonka

quartz (EB 1/S/0.10) gave sinllar results, with - sixfold enhancement of

sensiÈiviÈy and the onset of non-línearity at a lower dose than for non-

annealed sanples.

Ttre growth of TL in annealed LI^I (S3,TDrIm) quarËz is shown in Fig.

3.4.2 by a fanily of glow curves ind,uced by various added 905r-90y 
B

doses. Comparison with Fig. 3.3.1, over the same dose range, reveals

major dissínilarities of glow curve form. Although the peaks aÈ -I60oC

and 220"C largely retaín their relatíve posiÈions and intensiËies, those

formerly at 370"C and 480oC are no longer detectable. As dose increased

Eo )300Gy', relaÈive peak increases are seen at -220oC and -370oC.
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Itre final test of the suitabílity of an annealing preËreatmenE for

the sÈock quartz r.ras an examination of the bleaching behaviour of

annealed quartz ATL.

A set of similar samples was gíven 46Gy 90Sr-90Y ß Írradiatíons then

stored for one day to pernit t.he decay of the Il0oC peak before receiving

various sinulated sunlight exposures. ltre resulÈs are shown in Figs.

3.4.3 and 3.4.4. A general and rapid early reduction of ATL ís seen,

followed af Ëer -10 ninutes by a slo\,rer monotoníc decrease. ltrrexpectedly

the resistance to bleaching of the t60oc peak appears comparable t,o that

of the 330oC peak over intermediate bleach tímes, but the indicaÈions are

that for exposures exceeding -1000 minuÈes a continued exponential

decline occurs at 160oC, and a slowing decline at 330oC.

Lack of knowledge of the defects involved in the TL processes (see

section I.2) prevents confídent díscussion of the thermally induced

changes and the subsequent TL behaviour, but sorue deductions may be

made. Defect nodificatíon by t,hermal treatment is known to be capable of

increasing or decreasing the sensitivity of various peaks. If the

assumption that different peaks correspond to different types

of e- trap is extended by considering several trap types, and hence

several peaks, to occur as differing configurations of the sane trappíng

centre, then heating may provide Ëhe activaÈion energy to perniÈ

relaxation of the centre to some most stable configuration.

Ttre apparent loss of t.he 370"C and 480'C peaks rnay be examples of

such configurational changes. An alternative possibility is ËhaÈ the

traps responsible for these peaks involve broken Si-O bonds, and not

ttpermanentrr elemental irnpurities such as Ge or Ti, and are being annealed

out . This propo"f åon nay be tested: damage by large doses of ionizl-ng

radiation should permit some peak structure relat.ed to broken Si-O bonds

Èo be regenerated. Etg. 3.4.2 shows there is no apparent peak
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regrolrth at 480'C for ß doses uP to 68BGy, supporting confi.gurational

changes to ínpurity relaÈed traps as causing the desensitization of this

trap. The 370'C peak does seem Eo reappear somewhat, indicating a

possible origin in radiation damage, buÈ these doses are probably too low

to clearly regenerate a significant Population of damage sites.

Changes in the number of lumínescence cenÈres nay also be taking

place. However, Fox (Pers. Comm.r 1986) reports the TL ernission spectra

of annealed quartz Ëo be indistinguishable fron that of natural quartz

for glow curve temperatures > t30oC, wiËh the peak wavelength consisEent

with reconbination at (At3+)o sites in boEh cases, showíng thaÈ the type,

if not the densíty, of R centres is unchanged.

The greater TL efficiency of annealed quartz may be attributable to

the acËivation of additional R centres, given the earlier finding

(section 3.3) that saturation of these centres seÈs the linit on TL

grorrth in untreated quarÈz. Conversely, there is the possibility thaÈ

annealing is reducing an unidentifíed population of conpeting' non-

luminescent R centres.

Considering bleaching: the 330"C peak reveals an absence of

structure suggestive of there being only one class of trap contributing.

Noteworthy effects seen in Fig. 3.4.3 are (a) the rapid TL reduction Ëo

a slowly decll-níng "residual" and (b) the shifting to higher

temperaËures of Tr"* as bleach time íncreases. Both effects have Èwo

plausible, Èhough untested, explanations.

Ttre bleaching rat.e xûay ref lect a greater inherent sensitivity to

IJV/visible photons of the modified trap structure. Alternatively, the

absence of deeper traps may remove the resupply reservoir of trapped

charge as well as increasíng Ehe probability of recombination for a

released charge, as there are now reduced options for retrappíng.
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Retrapping also provides an explanation for the shift of T,o"*: the

glow curves are consistenÈ with government of Èhe bleaching Process by

2nd order kinetics (Levy, 1982), applicable where sígnificant retrapping

occurs.

AlternatíveIy, the traps contribut.ing to each peak may together

comprise a band of energy levels, and so bleaching is seen to proceed

fron the low Èemperature side of the glow peak as the shallorrrer traps are

pref erentially enptied .

Sunmarizing, the ATL growt.h, glow curve structure and bleaching

behaviour of annealed Lake lüoods qtJar:-z differs sígníficantly frorn thaÈ

of t.he NTL of naEural qvarEz under similar conditions, possibly due to

thermally activated changes to defecÈ configurations. The difficulty of

then generalizing results to natural untreated qúariuz outweighed any

benefits of annealing, hence thernal pretreatment !üas discontinued, and

all further bleaching work performed on 'rnatural" quartz.

3.5 Optimisation of glow conditions

Ihe optimum combination of TL measurement conditions - heating rate

and maximum ÈemperaËure was found Èo be heating at 5Ks-I to 550"C

maximum. Greater heating rates produced Poorer glow peak resolution,

whereas slovrer rates gave no improvement and were Èime consuming. llte

maximum temperature of 55OoC was chosen as beíng the lowest temperature

permítting the complete glow curve Èo be read. Routine maximum

ÈemperaËures exceeding 550"C were not, used due to rapídly increasing

blackbody signal at these temperatures, absence of any detectable quartz

1T, beyond -550oC, and the possibility of therrnally inducing changes in

the quartz TL characteristics.
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A series of heat/irradiatíon cycles was performed to determine the

extent of any such changes from heating to 550'C. The results and a

descriptíon of the procedure are given in Figs. 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.

Signifícant changes in peak sensiÈivities are seen, the contínuation

of which would appear Èo produce a glow curve similar Èo that. found

previously for annealed qtaÊtz (see Fig. 3.4.2). Ihese observations are

similarly explicable as thermally activated modifications Èo the e-

trapping centres producíng the peaks.

It ís also seen that the total glow curve TL sum íncreased by -25%

between Èhe lst and 16th cycles, agreeing with the greater TL effíciency

found for annealed (800'C for 24 hrs) qvartz. Given the earlier finding

that saturation of R centres limited the TL growÈh in unheated LI,I quart.z,

this enhanced TL efficiency may result from actívation of additíonal R

cenÈres or elimlnaÈíon of conpeting non-luminescent R centres.

Conversely, the apparenÈ pre-dosing of the 325"C peak may be the

consequence of there being an energetically preferred configuration

possessed by the corresponding class of e- traps, and to which the

Èrapping centres responsible for several peaks "relax" on suitable

thernal activation. If so r Èhís ttpre-dosert behaviour is not the tttruett

pre-dose effect, attribuÈed by J. Zimmerman ( 1971) to the thernal

transfer of holes from ttreservoirtt non-lumínescent R centres to

luminescent R centres, and reversible by exposure to W light.

This hypoEhesis may be tested: the pre-dosing of Èhe 325'C peak should

not be reversible by W irradiation if it is a consequence of

nodifications to e- trapping centre configurationa.

Fron a practical standpoint, rshí1e the ¡rechanism responsible for

these glow curve changes remains unclear, it,s effects must be accounted

for in experinental design, and strongly supporÈ the pracÈice of using

first glow data wherever possible.
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Applyíng Èhese findings Èo the desígn of the bleaching experiments

1ed to routine measuremenÈ of TL to a maximum Ëemperature of 550oC at

5Ks-t, followed by the subtractlon of a simirarry acquired reheat

curve . Additionally, there l¡tere no pretreatments , either therrnal or

radlat.ional, gíven to Lhe quarËz prior to bleaching other than the

separation steps outlined in section 2.2.
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CEAPTER 4 T.HE BLEACEING OF QIIARTZ BY SIHTILAIED ST]NLIGET

4.L IntroductLon

Ttris chapter considers the bleaching of natural qluar:uz TL by

laboratory siroulafed sunlight. the "ful1 solar spectrumrr i1lumínation

r¡ras used in experiments designed to investigate some of the questions

concerning the bleaching rate and residual posed in section l'I1' These

questions (1-4) are frarned in the TL dating context, and to assist the

experÍmental findings to be of direct applicability to sediment dating

problems, the laboratory bleaching conditions \{ere seÈ up Èo replicate

nature as closely as possible. Ihis follows from the uncerEaín validiÈy
!^/ÁveLÉiVG.rH

of exÈrapolations f rom studies using "unnaturally" shorÈ71W phoÈons or

arÈificially treated (radiation or heat) quartz to the "real" case of the

natural sunlight bleaching of quartz NÏL.

the ílluroination source rsas an Oriel 1000I^I solar simulator' chosen

to closely natch natural sunlight both in spectrum and intensíÈy (see

section 4.2). The questions addressed relate to exPosure-time-dependent

glow curve changes, and the approach taken was to observe the progress of

these changes by bleachíng sets of siní1ar quartz samples for various

Èimes . The ef f ects seen r¡rere found to be explicable in terms of a

balance between photo-excitation of trapped electrons (optical

untrapping) and the retrapping of released electrons at any available

vacant trap sites . A rqodel f or optical untrapping ' by Levy ( 1982) r¡Ias

found to agree rsith the experimental findings in all irnporEant details '
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The bleaching of LI,t (S3,TD,ln) quartz for the case of NTL + added

90gr-90Y ß doses is also considered. Finally, the influence of on-siÈe

physical conditions is briefly discussed, specifically, ambient

temperature during bleaching, attenuati-on of incident sunlight by the

grain's oxide coatíngs, and the thickness of overburden with which grains

must be covered for bleaching to cease.

4.2 Light sources for bleaching

MosÈ laboratory bleaching used an Oriel Corporation i000üI solar

sinulator - a1Ëhough some early work used natural sunlight.

Essential requírements of an artificial light source r,lere held to

be:

t Representation of all wavelengths present in the solar

spectrum, with no signíficant W overabundarlce.

No shorter wavelengths present in Èhe artificial spectrum

than in natural sunlíght.

3. Long term spectral output stability.

Fig. 4.2.I compares the natural sunlight and sírnulated sunlight

spectra. Ihe simulation is generally very good, with the greatesÈ

mismatches in relaËive poerer occurring at IR wavelengths, and so being

inconsequentíal. The "spike" aÈ -450 nrn can be accounted for in

calibraÈíon, and is anyway at wavelengËhs too long to be significant in

high ternperature TL bleaching (325'C peak excepted - see sectíon 5.2) .

2
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More serious ís the under-representation of W at wavelengths less

than -320 nm in the símulated sunlight spectrum, compounded by Ëhe

decline of W output with lamp age. The latter is not well documented -

enquiries to manufact.urers and users of hígh pressure short arc Xe lamps

show agreement that Ëhe W output drops rapidly aE first but by 50 hrs

lamp age iE is considered stable for normal use, though details on

further spectral changes are lacking.

As a guide to the acceptibilíty of Èhe Oriel sinulator as a sun

substituËe, Ëhe bleaching of similar sets of Lake l,Ioods qtrartz samples

r¡tas compared f or natural and simulated sunlight . Good agreemenÈ I¡Ias

generally found, indicating that. the calibraËed simulator effectively

simulated the intensity and spectrum of natural sunlight for 'rful1

spectrumtt exposures.

The 0rie1 f000lrl solar simulaEor is shown schenatically in Fig.

4.2.2. The lamp and mirror housings and Eheir components are

proprietery, the exposure chamber (I7) qras designed by the author and

builÈ in the llniversity of Adelaide Physics Department workshops.

The chamber is a light-proof ¡níld steel box, the lids of which are

interchangeable masks whose apertures pernit the use of eíther 5 x 5cm

square filters, or an unobsÈructed'rfull spectrum" 15 x 15cm beam. The

workplane is the top surface of an aluminium plate whose distance from

the outpuE wíndow can be varied by a geared suPPorÈ mechanism. Ihis

facility along with the use of an Oriel Solar SirnulaËor Radiometer (nodel

81020) to monitor beano strengÈh, allowed an effectively constanË PoI¡Ier

output beam (nVcn2) to be maintained as the lanp aged, by changing the

window - disc distance to compensaÈe.

Reprodueible posiÈioning of samples was aided by an XY grid painted

on the workplane and a vertical scale on the chamber wall. The chamber

itself was bolted to the benchtop.
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Calibratíon I^Ias carried out usíng the Orie1 radÍometer at, the

recomroended bearn reference point.s and intermediate sítes, and was checked

before each experimental run.

the sample holder is unpainted aluminium, and accommodates up to 53

discs in sites arranged concentrically. Access is by a hinged fronË

panel of the chamber. All surfaces of the workplane and chamber are

painted matÈ black. Cooling is available by a copper \,rater tube attached

Èo the underside of the workplate, but was found unnecessary.

4.3 Effects of exposure duration

An investigatíon of the effects of exposure duration on bleaching

s/as conducted using the calibrated Oriel Solar Sinulator as a

controllable laboratory light source. Ihis permitted the illuminatíon

spectrum and intensity, and crystal temperaÈure, to be reproducibly

rcaintained, and the variable of inÈerest exposure tine to be

accurately controlled .

Forty similar sample discs vrere prepared from Lake lbods (53rTD,ln)

qtJartz (90-125uro fractíon, magnetically separaÈed and HF etched but

otherwise untreated) then exposed ín pairs to simulat.ed sunlight for

periods of 0,112,418r16,3216411281256,5L2, 1200 minutes and 32 r44156,68,

80,92,104, I24 hours .

To broaden somewhat the applicability of the findings, the

experíment was expanded to include quartz samples from tvlo sites other

than Lake l{¡ods, chosen so that in all quartz from three geologlcal

regimes rdas represented. The additional sedinenEs were from Èhe Roonka

site (EB l/S/2.I) and the lbakwine Range (Wf IS/2), (see section 3.2),

with sets of forty sinilar sample discs prepared for each. Quartz

separatl-on was as f or the Lake l,I¡ods sample.
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Because the holder used to position sample discs during exposures

had a capaclty of 53 discs (see Fig. 4.2.2, lllg), severâl sarne-exposure-

time pairs for each qúartz rrrere bleached simultaneously Ëo ninimize

effect.s of exposure tírning errors and larnp output fluctuatíons.

Fanilies of bleached glow curves for Èhe Ëhree samples after various

exposure times are shown in Fígs. 4.3.1 , 4 .3.2 and 4.3.3. The mosÈ

notable feature is perhaps the overall similarity of bleaching behavíour,

which permits some general observatíons to be made.

Most striking is the apparent removal of the 325"C peak within the

first minute, and the consequent generatíon by retrapping of peaks aL

160"C and 220"C. Fbrther discusslon of the susceptibility to bleaching

of the 325oC peak is given in Chapter 5.

As bleach time increases, TL reduction occurs across the glow curve,

but at differíng rates at differenÈ temperatures, wit,h higher temperature

features generally resisting bleaching Èo a greater extent. Ihis

disagrees with the findings of David and Sunta (1981), who observed in

the W bleaching of a non-saturated sample of nat.ural pink quartz

(irradiatíon 100Gy 60Co y), "that the glow-curve peaks at Èhe lovrer-most

and the upper-most temperaEures decay faster than those at the niddle

temperature regions". These coitrary findings nay be due to

dissínilarities of the quartz sauples, compounded by an illurnination

spectrum domínated by energetic photons not present in the sea level

solar spectrum (ttre W sources Írere mercury lamps, emitting rnostly at

253.6nrn). Nevertheless, such significant disagreement highlights the

need for caut.íon when generalizing findings to sanples with different

origins and historíes.

As bleaching proeeeds, most TL reduction occurs within the first 20

hours, along with a pronounced shift to hlgher temperatures of Tr.* of

the 480oC peak. Over the next 100 hours a continuing sllght reduction is

seen aÈ most glow curve temperatures, but there is some evidence for 1T,
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grol^lt.h at tenperatures >500'C in certain samples when exposure times

exceed -100 hours.

A 1ikely explanation is Èhat the balance between retrapping and

unÈrapping becomes favourable to net.t Èrapping as the concentration of R

centres, and hence the probability of loss of an untrapped e- by

recombination, declines \^rith increasing bleach tine.

Fig. 4.3.4 shows the bleaching curves for the 370"C peaks of the

three quartz samples. The curves are of similar form and comprise three

distinct sections. IniÈially (0 to -10 mínutes) the rate of untrapping

is - equalled by the rate of retrapping of charge released fron the 325"C

peak and, after the first minute, from the lower temperature peaks

themselves generated by retrapping. Ihen follows a period

(fron -10-100 minutes) in which this supply of e-'s for retrapping is

largely exhausted, and the 370"c traps are enptying at an approxímately

exPonential rate. After -100 minutes, the concentration of filled traps

has been reduced to a 1evel where the probability of self retrapping

(retrapping at 370'C trap sites) has íncreased, due to the increasing

rat.ío of enpty traps to activated R centres. As bleaching continues and

the self-retrapping probability continues to rise, retrapping becomes

increasíngly dorninant, with the consequence thaÈ the rate of TL ¡eduction

contínues Èo slow. This third regíon of the bleach curve is the

'fresidual". Linear extrapolatíon from the residual sectíons of the

bleach curves ín Fig. 4.3.4 indicates a total energy of ) 107 J/cm2 is

requlred to fu1ly remove the TL at 370'C. Ihis is equivalent

to )3-4 years continuous exposure t.o natural sunlight, in agreement with

t,heoretical predictions (Levy, I9B2) thaÈ extrenely long bleach times are

required for - total TL removal.

Ihese excessive bleach times result from the domínance of retrapping

at 1ow trapped e- concentrations; the effects are best illustrated by

example. Ihe time constant estimated for t.he 370'C peak under the sane
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íllumination conditions \¡ras 5015 minutes (ttre error relates only to

curve-fitting uncertaínties, no allohrance was made for retrapping). This

value was determíned in the f0-200 minute time range, as ít was assumed

that retrappíng effects are of least significance in this period (as

retrapping of e-rs originatíng fron 325oC peak traps has largely ceased,

and the trapped e- concentration has not yet been reduced to levels at

which self-retrapping domínates). A 50 minute time constant, interpreted

as Ehe Èírne required for untrapping to reduce the trapped elecÈron

concentration by a factor of e, implies a reducÈion to IO7" of the initial

TL wiÈhin 2 hours. That such a reductíon is noÈ approached by I24 hours

exposure (residual -I77!) emphasises Ehe importance of retrapping

processes during exÈended bleaching periods.

Similar inËerpretatíons based on a balance between reÈrapping and

optícal untrapping nay be given for the bleach curves at any glow curve

temperature. Selected examples of bleach curves for the LI4I (53,TD,ho)

quartz are shov¡n in Fig. 4.3.5. Generally, the resistance to bleaching

is seen to rise with increasing glow curve temperature (the notable

exception being the 325'C peak) until at -5400C, even I24 hours of

símulated sunlight has produced a reductíon of only -30"4.

The slowing rate of TL reductíon with increasing bleach Èime,

aÈtributed to the declining concentrations of activated R centres and

trapped e-'s, permits the deduction that if ernpty traps deeper than those

producing the 480'C peak exist, Ehey must be either few in number or

possess a very low trapping cross-section, or both, and play no

detectable role in the bleaching behaviour of these qtrarLz samples. thís

may be demonstrated by assuming that such traps exisË 2 a class of

deep e- traps requiring temperatures >700'C (no glow peaks were observed

in heaËing to -6500C - the glow apparatus limit) for untrapping would

almosË certainly possess an optical activation energy greater than the

photon energies available in natural sunlight and so would not donate
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any e-r s into the conducEion band during natural or simulated sunlight

exposure. fUrthermore, both the correspondíng R centres (which nay or

may not be of the Eype producing lower temperature TL enission) and empty

deep e- traps would accept opEically untrapped charges, and so provide

the conditions whereby observable TL can be fully removed in a finite

tine, ie . the cornbined concentration of effectíve electron "sinks"

(t'normal" R cenÈres + enpty deep e- traps + activated R centres

corresponding to the filled deep e- t,raps) vlould exceed the concentration

of available elecÈrons those e-rs trapped at sites producing the

observable bleachable peaks.

Ïhese condíÈions favour a relatively rapid reduction of the observed

shallow t.rap e- populat.ions to very 1ow 1eve1s: as such behaviour is not

seen it is concluded that no significant glow curve st.ructure exists at

temperatures )550oC.

A comment on a model for optical untrapping: Ehe prevíously

outlined rnodel by Levy (1982), (see section I.10), which assumes 3 types

of e- t.raps, I type of hole trap and a rate of untrapping proportional to

the trapped e- concentration, appears to correctly predict all najor

features seen on bleaching. this nodel is based on competing unËrappíng,

retrapping and recombínation processes, and its success gives some

justification for simílarly based explanations of the bleaching behaviour

exhibited by quartz.

Fig. 4.3.6 shows a numerical solution of the equations from the

above model describing the trapped charge concentraÈion as a funcËion of

bleach Èine. Comparison with símilarly plotted bleach data from LW

(53,TD,ln) qvattz (Fig.4.3.7) reveals the differences are of detail

rather than quality. Ihose most prominent are the relatively minor

degree of retrapping at the initially enpty 160"C peak traps, followed by

rapíd untrapping, and the near equilibriun between retrapping and

untrapping for short bleach times aÈ -500oC.
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l.fore importantly, the rnodel lends suPport to the experimental

findings showing the residual level to depend on duration of exposure and

to con¡inue to decline as bleach Lime increases. Itre model also predicts

that complete TL removal will not occur vlit.hin a finiËe bleach tine - a

prediction supported by inspection of Fig. 4.3.4.

A possible application suggested by the existence of the 480oC peak

and the general increase in resístance to bleaching wíth glow curve

temperature, $ras the use of the 480:370"C TL ratio from a contemPorary

surface sample as a convenient means of estimating the effective exposure

time undergone by previously deposited layers, assuming current site

conditions to be comparable with those of earlier times. llnfortunately

the difference ín TL reduction after bleach tiroes of several hours or

1¡ore is too sma1l for meaningful ratios to be obtained, given the

complícations of intrinsic sample variabiliÈy and low light levels.

This result does, however, largely validate the zeroirtg assumptions of

the total bleach-based methods where long exposures can be assumed.

Summarizing, ans\ÁIers may nolv be proposed f or the f írst three

questions posed in section 1.11.

The residual is not an inherently unbleachable component, but should

instead be considered to be a zone (rather than a defined level) to which

bleaching proceeds relatively rapidly, the preeise rate being dependent

on bleaching conditions (spectrum, luminous flux, anbienË temperature),

and in which further TL reduction occurs nonoËonically at a slower and

decreasing rate. This residual zoîe relates to a given characterístic

concentration of trapped charges ín the crystal, and not to some

proportion of the initíal TL.

All parts of the glow curve bleach, but at different rates and Lo

differing extents. Generally, bleaching raÈe declines wiÈh increasing

glow curve temperature, the only significant exceptíon being the 325"C

peak.
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4.4 he bleaching of artificially irradíated Lake lbods quartz

The bleaching of qvatEz TL r¡ras earlier investigated (section 4.3)

only for Èhe case where traps havÍng mean trapping lifetines )103a were

occupied, so effects dependent on the presence of lo¡,¡er Ëemperature ATL

peaks prior to bleaching were not seen. In pracÈice, such effects may be

of significance to applications of the partial bleach method - the only

established technique of ED estimatíon relying on daEa from samples

bleached after laboratory irradiation. In addition, the bleachlng

behaviour when many of the lower temperature, shallower, trap sites are

occupíed may provide further insight into the bleaching Process.

A situation analogous Eo that encountered in Èhe parÈial bleaching

procedure was produced by givíng each of a se¡ of LI4I (S3,TD,In) quartz

samples a 47 Gy 90 5.-90y ß írradíation (the dose being selected so as to

raise the TL to the near-saturation end of the linear growt.h region)

followed by a one day delay before bleaching for various times by

sinulated sunlight. Fig . 4.4.1 shows the resulting fanily of glow

curves, wiÈh t,he bleach curves of the prominent peaks given in Figs .

4,4.2 (a) , (b) .

An obvious difference between the írradiated and NTL cases is the

greater quantity of charge released in the irradiated sanples by the

fírsÈ minute of exposure (cf. Fig. 4.3.1) . Much of Èhís charge

originates from the l60oC and 22O"C peak Èraps, which are nol¡l acting as

nett e- sources rather Èhan nett retrapping sites, as they do if vacant

at the coumencement of bleaching. A consequence is íncreased retrapPing

at the 370"C and 480'C peak Èrap sites during the first 10 minuÈes of

exposure. The 370oC peak is seen in Fig. 4.4 .2 to be apparently

untouched by bleaching untí1 exposure tímes exceed 5 minutes:
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this is ínt.erpreted as evidence of an early equilibriun existing betvteen

retrapping and untrapping, which shifts ín favour of untrappíng as the

available electron supply for retrapping diroinishes with the emptying of

the lower temperature peak Èraps.

A point to note Lf fL measurements are taken after short bleach

ti¡nes (as often required by the partiâl bleach rnethod) is the possibilíty

thaE the "unbleachablet' residual remaining after the short bleach may

exceed the true NTL "unbleachablerr component due to this early growth by

reÈrapping, and so lead to an underestimate of the readily bleachable

componenÈ. The sígnificance of this effect would vary wíth sample,

dosage and illunination conditions, but is probably minor.

An unexpected feature is Ëhe relative bleaching raËe of the 160'C

and 220"C peaks. During the initial five minutes, bleaching proceeds

more rapidly aÈ 160"C than at 220"C, an expecEed finding given the

relative trap depths. However, for longer exposure tines, the 220oC peak

undergoes the great.er reduction. Tlris anomaly has several possible

explanations, anong which are (a) the peak at 160'C has an unusually

strong resistance Èo bleachíng, (b) the 220oC peak is readily bleachable

by all wavelengths (sinilar ín behavíour to the 325"C peak), (c) Ehe

220oC peak is preferentially bleached by certain wavelengths present ín

the sírnulated sunlight spectrum.

The latter explanaÈion is favoured, and bleach data from narrol,r

waveband itlumination experiment.s are gíven in sectíon 5.2 whích support

a hypothesis that preferenÈial bleachíng of the 220"C peak Èrap siÈes

occurs at wavelengths : 500nn.

Other than the iniÈial retrapping effects, the bleaching behaviour

at temperatures > 250"C for the additive dose case is similar Èo Èhat.

where only NTL ís bleached. Fig. 4.4.3 compares the bleach curves at
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370'C for these cases, both in "absolute" units (n counÈs/ng, with no

correction for detection efficiency) and as a proporEion (percentage) of

the initial TL contenE.

It is seen Ehat as bleach tlmes exceed -20 hours, the absolute 1Ï.

content (TL/mg) in both cases tends towards a similar value, an expected

finding given the conclusion in section 4.3 that the resídual is

independent of the iníÈia1 IL level and instead relates to the

untrapping-retrapping balance of a crystal specific concentration of

charge.

The ínsert to Fig. 4.4.3 presents the same data as a percentage of

the iniÈial TL. It is apparent that the assumption of equal fracÈions

bleaching in equal Èimes appears to be valíd. I{owever, as the residual

region is approached, the false dependence of the residual on the lnitial

TL level introduced by this form of data presenÈation becomes quite

nisleading. A conclusion is that TL data, particularly bleach data, is

correctly expressed in terms of absolute units, such as fL/ng, rat.her

Èhan as percentages of the initial TL.

I\^ro further studies on Èhe bleaching of additive dose samples were

conducted, and confirmed the earlier findíng that the residual reached

after long bleach tines is independent of initial TL content, within the

const.raints of experiment,al error.

Itre first used 90-125¡rn, HF etched quartz separated fron the Roonka

near-surface sample EB i/S/0.10. T\so sets of eight díscs each received

60Co y doses of 0, 34,67 and 118 Gy (giving TL contents varylng by up to

an order of uagniEude), followed by a tr¡Io day delay afÈer which one set

received a 20 hour natural sunlight bleach. A least, squares fit to this

bleach data (íntegration range 44"C centred on 370"C) gave á sËraíght

line -parallel to t.he dose axís, from which the above conclusion vlas

drawn.
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The second investigation involved administering additive 9 0 5.-9 0y 3

doses of 0, 7.65, f5.3 and 23.0 Gy to pairs of Llt (53,TD,lm) qtartz

sarnple discs, followed by two days delay before exposure to simulated

sunlight for periods of 0, 1, 2,41 8, L6,32,64, I28' 256,5L2 and' L024

minutes. the residual reached after LO24 minutes was effectively

independent of dose (-9x104 counts/rng, for a 44oC summation centred on

370"C) and'close1y approaches the residual value attainable for this

materíal afÈer long bleaches under similar condíÈions (see Fig. 4.3.4 -

the data are directly comparable as both cases used sinilarly treated

samples of the same sediment, and the same TL measurement apParatus).

A significant finding is that the parËial bleach method seems

inapplicable at t,hese temperatures (-370oC) due to the absence of a

suitable readily bleached component. From Ehe data shown in section 4.3,

and unpresented supplementary work, the mean life of an electron Èrapped

at a 325"C peak trap under the standard illumination conditions was

estimated to be 3 tens of seconds aÈ most, (cf 5015 minuÈes for the 370oC

peak), thus giving the 325'C peak an extraordinary susceptibility to

optical bleaching. It ís concluded that the 325"C peak constítutes the

readíly bleachable component utilized by the partial bleach method when

applied to quartz possessing glow curves and bleachíng behaviour

cornparable to these Agstralian quartz samples, whíle the 370"C peak plays

the role of trunbleachable" component, for short bleach times .

Application of the partial bleach rnet.hod to such quartz therefore

requires the selection of a temperature range for TL lntegration centred

at È 350oC, which provides sufficient representation of the 325"C peak to

give a usable TL reduction, as well as the 370'C peak component Eo

effectively resist bleaching for the short bleach tiues (Z minutes)

necessary to erase the 325oC peak component. Such a specífic combination

of integration range and bleach tfuoe offers the possibiliEy of valid ED

estimates for these quartz samples using the parEial bleach method.
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4.5 Some effects of site conditions

Much TL laboratory work is performed on qvariuz grains separaEed from

the parent sedinent by procedures si¡ni1ar to those outlined in secËíon

2.2, and bleached by unfiltered natural or simulated sunlight under

controlled conditions. Ihough these conditions may vary consíderably

from those experienced by the quarEz gralr^s during depositional exposure,

t.he assumption is that the TL behaviour of separated, HF etched graíns is

unchanged by such separation ËreatmenEs. A brief investígatíon \tas

conducted to assess the signifícance of some of Èhe on-site physical

conditions that may affect bleaching rate or extent, specifically: (a)

grain temperature during exposure and (b) the presence of a natural

coating (usua1ly oxídes) on grains.

Consídering each: (a) Fig.4.5.1 shorss a fanily of LI.I (53,tl,In¡ quartz

glow curves generated by exposing trvo sinilar sets of sanple discs

simultaneously, with the only difference in exposure conditions being the

temperature at which t,he grains l¡Iere held . One set r ttcooltt r htas

positioned on a cooled A1 ptate which maint,ained a sauple disc surface

temperature of -40oC, while the second set, 'rhot", rested on a slab of

uncooled black rubber at Ehe same distance fron the illuroination source,

and rapidly reached an equilibriun temperature of -90oC. Temperatures

hrere rneasured at the grain surface of the sample discs by means of a

thermocouple probe.

The TL reductíon at the 370'C and 480'C peaks ís shown in Fig.

4 .5 .2.

While the early bleaching behavlours at 370"C appear símilar, afÈer

bleach t.irnes exceed -lO0 ¡ainutes the rate of bleaching of t.he "hoL"

samples declÍnes more slow1y than that of the "coo1", permitting

bleachíng to proceed to a lovrer ÎL level in Èhe former case, for a given

long exposure. Ttre greater "hot" TL content aE 480oC durlng the first 20
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minutes is attributable to enhanced retrapping probabilitíes for these

traps due to the effective prevention of conpetition from ll0oC peak

traps by the relatively high cryst.al temperature.

In conclusion, Ëhe aubient temperature during depositional exposure

becomes important with respect to Ehe residual reached after long

exposures, and so is of direct relevance to total bleach-based meËhods .

(b). One consequence of the separation procedure, particularly IIF

etching, is the removal of the grainrs natural coatings. The possibiliÈy

that these coatíngs rnay bias or attenuate the incident natural sunlight,

and so alter or slow the bleaching pattern, r^ras investigated by comparing

the effect of natural sunlight on two sets of samples . Ihese sets,

prepared fron LI{ (53rTDrlrn) sedirnent¡ differed only in that followíng HCl

dígestion, sieving and magneEic separation, one set received a 40 minute

HF etch while the other renained uneÈched.

Ihree unbleached sample discs from each set províded a normalization

factor !o accounÈ for signal attenuatíon, transparency changes on heating

and a contribution differences between the seÈs, resulting from the

presence of the outer grain layers in the uneÈched case (see caption for

Fig. 4.5.3). Any disparities between the bleached glow curves were then

considered to be consequences of attenuation of the incident sunlight by

the grain coatings. Fig . 4.5.3 shows the fanilies of bleached glow

curves, and as no differences are seen afÈer normalization íÈ is

concluded t,haÈ t.he natural oxide coatings have no significant effect on

bleaching behaviour, at least for the monolayer configurations in which

the grains were exposed.

This raises a supplementary question: to what depth must a grain be

covered for bleaching to cease? For example; gíven a lonr opacity

sediment, bleaching xnay continue, albeit at a reduced rat.e' for grains

several m¡n below the surface layer, resulting ln t,he most-bleached layer
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being sub-surface and so causing surface layer sampling Èo give an

erroneously high residual compared to that finally reached.

An experiment to determine the rn-Lnímun thickness of sedinent required to

prevent bleaching was conducted by positíoníng known thickness layers of

untreated Roonka sedimenË between the sirnulated sunlight source and

samples prepared from EB IIS/1.9 quartz. Exposure times lrere t hour

only. It I^las found that lmm of sedimenE \,ras suf f ícienÈ to prevent

detectable TL reduction at 370"C, indicatíng sËrong absorption of the

active bleaching wavelengËhs . Ilowever, )6mn of sediment \À/ere necessary

before bleaching of the 325"C peak ceased, leading to the conclusion Ëhat

bleaching of susceptible glow peaks can continue in the near-surface

layers under suítable conditions, and so produce longer effective bleach

times in these cases, (it must be noted that the Roonka sediment is of

1ow opacity, lacking ín both organic content. and sígnificant oxide

discolouration) .
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GIIAPIER 5 THE EFIECT OF HIVBLENGIA ON ffiE BLEÀCEING OF QUARTZ IL

5.1 Introduction

Precedíng work considered the bleachíng of qtJartz TL by a simulated

sunlíght beam closely approximat.ing clear-day natural sunlight in both

intensity and spectrum.

However, 1ittle is currently known concerning Ëhe dependence of

bleaching on the wavelengths present in the incident beam (see section

I .10), though such information is useful ín predicting how bleaching

proceeds in varíous envíronments, particularly those which selectively

a¡t,enuate the íncident sunlight (eg, fluvial and marl-ne sedimentation),

and for tailoring Ehe spectrum of laboratory light sources Èo maÈch.

Furt.hermore, the behaviour of the NTL glow peaks under illuminaËion

by specific wavelengths assumes some pracÈical importance with the

introduction of optícal stimulation of an NTL component as the essenÈial

feature of a promising nevr technique of TL measurement (Huntley et al,

1985).

This chapter reports a study on Èhe relative efficiencíes of

f ourteen 'rnatural" wavebands f.or the bleaching of Lake l{oods ( 53 , TD, hn)

quartz NTL. TTre effect of three of these selected wavebands on the TL of

Lake hToods (53,TD,lm) q:uart,z r{as also examined for the additive dose

case, and a further study compared the bleaching of Roonka (fs I/S/I.9)

and ltroakwine (I,ü( 1S/4) quartz NTL by the same three wavebands.

In all the above experíments the illuninating beam \.Ias separated

from Èhe output of the Oriel solar sj-mulator by interference filters (see

Appendíx 2). Finally, Èhe bleaching of quartz NTL by ultra-violet free

"\^rhite'r light was brief 1y investigated.
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5.2 The effect of il1uûination wavelengËh

The relarive efficiency with which Ehe NTL of quarÈz is bleached by

the various wavelengths present in natural sunltght is of significance

for reliably predicting the bleaching behaviours encountered in a range

of environments where attenuation of the i-ncídenÈ sunlight introduces a

wavelength bias. Furthermore, such infornatíon may help elucidaÈe Èhe

nature of the traps probed. Consequently this sEudy \das underÈaken to

examine the dependence of bleaching behaviour on illurnination wavelengÈh.

Experimental: bleaching illurnínation was provided by means of the

selected lnterference filters (see Appendix 2) used to separaÈe fourteen

wavebands from the output of the Oriel solar simulator. As some of these

wavebands conÈained longer wavelengths than those passed by the plastic

colour filters used t.o provide laboratory safelight il1umínation' a

precautionary experiment was conducEed to determine what effect, if any,

prolonged exposure to the ambient safelight illumination had on the

quartz TL. The findings are given ín Appendix 4, and it was concluded

that significant disruption to Ëhe quartz TL is induced by ) 4 hours

exposure. As a result,ttChris James'r L79 (orange) plastic colour filters

r,rere substítuted for the ye11ow "Cinemoid" No.I filters previously in

use, and a new baÈch of Lake l{oods (S3rTD,In) quartz \¡tas prePared as per

section 2.2, buÈ under only the low intensity red light emítted by a l5W

fluorescent tube wrapped in three layers of "Chris James" 164 (red).

Sets of È,wenty-four sinilar sarnples prepared from Ehis quartz (Lake

I,Ioods ( 53, TDr lm); 90-L25un f raeÈion, roagneÈically separated and HF

etched, N[ only) \{ere exposed to illumination from each of the chosen

wavebands for periods of o rI r2r4 r8, 16 r32,64 1128 1256 1512 and 1200 rnínutes

(two sample d,iscs per exposure time) ' Il'eating conditions for TL

measurement vtere 5Ks-l to 550oC maxirnum, \dith reheats subtracted.
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Figs. 5.2.1(a)-(n) show the mass normalized, averaged glow curves

from the paírs of sample discs exposed to 0r 1,4 ,16 164,256 and 1200

minutes illunination by each waveband.

From inspection, a number of broad conclusions can be drawn. In

general, the IR wavelengths appear, incapable of untrapping fron any of

the NTL traps, vísible light untraps from 325"C peak traps only, with

increasing efficíency as wavelength decreases, and W untraps from all

traps, also wiÈh increasing effícíency as vlavelength decreases.

I,ltrile thís progression of increasing bleaching ef f iciency with

decreasing wavelength was expecÈed, it was not expected thaÈ any of the

NTL peaks would be significantly affected by visible wavelengths. Other

occurrences, as the 325"C peak is removed, are some growÈh by retrapping

at the remaining higher temperature peaks and the generation and

subsequent bleaching of the 160oC and 220oC peaks.

Also noÈeworthy is the apparent absence of any bleaching resonances

at any wavelength.

Fíg. 5.2.2. shows a representation of the energy required at gíven

wavelengths to reduce the NTL glow peaks to specified levels - 807" of

initial TL for the 370o and 480'C peaks, and complete removal for the

325"C peak. 'rComplete removal'r refers to reduction below the leve1 at

which a 325"C peak component can be resolved from the glow curve (this

requires - 4 t,imes the energy needed for a 20I reduction of the peak).

Ttre rule that sinilar fractions of IL are removed by sinilar exposures

(see insert to Fig. 4.4.3) índlcates that the energies necessary for

these reductions will remove the corresponding fractions for any ínitial

TL 1evel, excepting the near-resídual case. The fractions chosen were

determined by several considerations. For the 325"C peak: Èhe rapid

bleachíng of this peak under "norma1" daylight conditions ensures iEs

rapíd and complete removal in the great najoriÈy of environments, and so
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in the archaeometrícal context t,he energies required for complete removal

are of parEicular ínterest (examples: predicting the applicability of

partial bleaching, or design of optical stimulation experinents). For

the 370'C and 480"C peaks: the slow rate of bleaching by wavelengths

) 350 nru, and the apparent resl-stance to any bleaching by

wavelengths ) 400 nn, prevented collection of data on reductions

exceeding 207" ín the exposure times available. Conversely, at the 325"C

peak, conplete bleaching occurred within 4 minutes for all

wavelengths ( 600 nm, and in nost cases less than 2 rn-inuEes, so líniting

the data available for all buE the complete removal case.

It is notable that the 325"C peak bleaches without leaving a

detecEable residual - a finding not unexpected from a consideraÈion of

e trap and L centre populations. Sinply, given there exists an

activated L centre corresponding to each of the e I s trapped at all

classes of trap, when untrapping occurs only fron 325'C peak traps, the

population of L centres exceeds the number of these e rs available for

recombination. Assuming the known high bleachlng suscepÈibility ensures

rapid re-evícÈion of any e ts retrapped at 325"C peak traps, and the

apparently favourable probability of recombination rather than

retrapping, Ehese conditions permit. the effective removal of this

trapped e- population wit.hout retrapping dominating at any stage, even at

the lowest concentrations of trapped e-rs.

Inspection of Fig. 5 .2.2. shows a símilarity in response to light by

the 370oC and 480'C peaks in the early stages of bleaching. It is only

as bleaching proceeds further that the 480'C peak traps display the

greater resistance Èo bleachíng expecÈed from their greater resistance to

thermal unËrapping. the absence of knowledge concerning these e traps

prevents confident interpretation of this observation, although the

sinílarity in bleaching response does tend to support the earlier
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suggesÈion, arising from the behaviour of annealed quartz (see sectíon

3.4), that these traps have a similar physical nature.

An unexpected finding is that thernally deter¡oined trap depths are

not necessarily good indícators of the sensiÈiviÈy of the traps to

optical bleaching. For example, Èhe 325"C and 370oC peak traps have

similar trap depths as determlned by kínetic studles, buÈ when probed

optícally the 325"C peak Èraps appear tv¡o orders more sensitive aÈ the

shorÈer "naturalr' wavelengLhs, wíth the disparity increasing wíth

increasíng wavelength.

the kinetically determined trap depth nay represenE the limiting

phoÈon energy capable of untrapping. For instance, at wavelengths

> 700 nn, the exposure tínes required to remove the 325"C peak are long

enough for "leakage'r of unwanÈed wavelengths through the filters to

become slgnificant, and the bleaching seen for wavelengths > 750nn is

consistent wiLh ttleaked" líght being the dominant, if not only, bleaching

agent. Ihis implies IR wavelengths do not bleach at aI1, and so

indicates the existence of a threshold wavelengÈh beyond which the photon

energies are insufficient for untrapping. Considering the 325oC peak: if

it is assumed thaÈ leaked light accounts for Ëhe apparent bleaching by

IR, then the longest acÈive bleaching wavelengths are - 700 nm, and so

have a photon energy (- t.g eV) close Èo the kinetically determined Èrap

depth of 1.69 eV (I+rintle, 1977) .

The case for the 370oC (and 480'C) peak does not aPpear so straight

forward the apparent threshold wavelength, - 400 nm, has a photon

energy (- 3.1 eV) significantly exceeding trap depth. The mechanism

requiring this discrepancy in threshold energy remains unknown.
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Leaving aside the physical naÈure of Èhe e Èraps and their

interactions with photons for a more phenomenological descripEion of the

dependence of bleaching on wavelength, a reasonable fit to the wavelength

response curves (Fíg. 5.2.2) is obtained by a sirnple exponential of the

form:

energy for specified reducÈion (l/cn2) = 4.. À/k

Ttre equations fitted for each glow peak are:

E
3250C, removal

(1.9x10J). eÀ/35 (J/cn2)

E
370oC,20% reduction

= (4.7 x t0-16). e À/10 (t /c#)

E
4800C,20% reduction

(r.o x lû-ls). e À/Io (t / cnz)

Ihe constants 'rkrr indicaÈe that bleaching efficiency changes by a

factor of rrerr every 35 nm for the 325"C peak, and every 10 nm for the

370oC and 480oC peaks.

Errors onkare, k325oc=35*5i k370oc= l0É2i k480oc= 10*3

For practlcal applicatlons, it is insËructive to rePresent t.he

reductíon induced by specific wavelengËhs against equivalent minutes of

naÈural sunlíght - thís is shown in Figs. 5.2.3 (a), (b) an¿ (c) for each

NTL peak. "EqulvalenÈ minutes of natural sunlight'r refers to Èhe

duraÈíon of exposure to natural sunlight requíred t.o deliver the same

total energy in the given waveband. ltre conversion equation from real-

tine filtered simulated sunllght exposures (minutes) to equivalent

minutes of naÈural sunlight 1s:
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Equiv. Sunlíght (mins) = Exposure Time x x

Comparison between Figs. 5.2.3 (a), (b) and (c) shows the ability of

vísible wavelengths to bleach only the 325"C peak, and highlights the

efficiency of W as Èhe dominant bleaching wavelengths. Also shown is

that bleaching is most efficient by Èhe shortest W wavelengths.

Consider the bleachíng of each NTL glow peak in turn: (a) the 325oC

peak temperature range integrated (310'C - 330'C) contains principally TL

fron thls peak, but also contributions from the adjacent 280'C and 370'C

peaks amounting to - 407" of. the inítial NIL. Visibte wavelengths remove

the 325"c peak component wiÈh íncreasing rapidity as wavelength

decreases, but do not affect the other components. W reduces the 325"C

peak TT. more rapídly stí11, but also removes the prevíous1y resistanÈ

"overlap" TL component (ttre 3ZO + 12 nn waveband appears to contain the

longest wavelengths capable of bleachíng the more stable 370'c (and

280"c) peak IT.). (b) The 370oC peak (TL integrarion 365"c - 385"c): rhe

unbleached NIT- in this tenperature range consists of. - 90"/" 37OoC peak TL

and - I07" 325oC peak TL. Exposure to visible light reduces the total TL

to - 901l by renovíng only the 325"C peak contributíon. The remaining 1T.

is bleachable only by W light, with bleaching efficlency i-ncreasing as

wavelength decreases. (c) 480"C peak (m integraÈion 475oC 495'C).

Ihis glow peak laeks any readily bleachable component, being red.uced only

by W líght, and also shows an increasing susceptíbility Èo bleaching as

W wavelength decreases, similar to the 370'C peak.

The above investigation examínes the wavelength dependence of Lhe

bleaching of quartz NTL; a supplemenÈary study was conducted to indicate

how, if at all, the presence of lower temperaÈure (ATL) peaks affects the

response of Èhe NIL peaks.

Filter
Transmittance

Simulator Power
Sunlight Power
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For the ATL peaks themselves, in general ' greater bleaching

efficiency was expected from shorter hravelengths' and greater bleaching

susceptibility to be exhibited at lower glow curve temPeratures.

Three wavebands only were selected for this trial:-

500 + 20 nm, 370 + 12 nn and 322 + 12 nm - representing the mosE abundanÈ

visible natural sunlighÈ wavelengths and the longer and shorter naturally

occurring W wavelengÈhs respectively. Exposure, TL measuremenÈ and

analysis conditions are as described above, and the material (LW

(53,TDrln) quarÈz) was from the same prepared batch, differing only in

that each sample now received a 4T ar 
tOSt 

-90Y B-írradiaÈion, followed

by a two day delay prior to exposure. Fig. 5.2.4 shows the fanilies of

bleached glow curves for each wavelength - these are directly conparable

to Figs . 5.2.L. (f ), (i) and (m) .

Consider first the 370oC and 480'C glow peaks. As expected, neiËher

is affect,ed by 500 nm illumination (the slight reduction seen after 20

hours is consistent with bleaehing by the W leakage through the filter).

Similarly, the 370 nm and 322 nm illuminations both induce TL reductions

comparable to those expected, though a slíght1y greater proportion of

TL (- 87") is removed in a given exposure time than for the NTL câsê ¡

This díscrepancy is aEtributed to the greater raEio of enpty/occupied

traps in the latter case, so giving a greater probabílity of retrapping'

and a consequent decline in the raEe of neËt TL reduction. Otherwise,

there are no deËec¡able alterations to the bleaching behavíour of either

the 370oC or 4B0oC peaks.

lhe 325oC peak appeared unaffected by Èhe presence of lower

temperature peaks, both in rate of reduction and response to gíven

wavelengths. Ihe 160oC anð. 220"C AIL peaks generally behaved as expected

ln that progressively shorter wavelengths bleached more efficiently.

Horrever, although both peaks are readily bleachable by 322nm and 370nm
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light, it appears the 220"C peak is the more susceptible to 500 nm light,

and so provides evidence of a preferential bleaching resPonse. F\-rrther

work is required Èo accurately determíne the most efficient

wavelengths. (Although there ís also a suggestion of similar behaviour by

325"C peak Èraps at sinilar wavelengths, experimental uncertainty

prevents firm concluslons being drawn fron the available data (see Fig.

s .2.2)) .

5.3 A conparison between dissírnilar quartz

This section describes an investigation in which the generalíty of

the previous findings (section 5.2) was enpirically examined by comparing

¿he bleaching behaviour of a f urther tI,Io díssinilar quarÈz samples .

lhese were separated from sediment collected at the Roonka (EB l/S/L.9)

and lbakwine ( l¡lt 1S/4) sires . All details of sample preparation and

experinental design are as for t.he preceding study, this comparacíve

study differing only in Èhat fewer wavebands were utilized - those

selected were 322 + l2nm, 370 + l2nrn and 500 + 20nrn. The 322nn waveband

was chosen as representative of the shortesÈ solar W commonly reaching

sea level (Diffey , Ig77), 37Onm as approxinating the W/visible boundary,

and containing the longest wavelengÈhs aPparently capable of

significantly bleaching all the quartz NTL peaks, and 500nrn was chosen as

the most abundant region of the solar spectrum and rePresentatíve of

vislble light, (additíona1ly, Èhe existence or otherwise of an NTL

componenÈ readily bleachable by these wavelengths is of interest given

this waveband contains the 514.5nn Argon-1on line used in readíng IL by

rhe oprlcal stimulatíon technlque of Huntley et al (1985)).
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Figs.5.3.I and 5.3.2 show the families of glow curves for each

waveband from the Roonka and Irtrcakwine quartz respectívely. The

reproducibiltty of these glow curves is noE accurately known, but from

t.he higher proportíons of contaminant grains found in each, compared to

Lake lbods (33rTDrIn) quart.z, (see chapter 6), and some unPresented work,

+87" is probably a reasonable estimate. Figs ' 5 '3 'f and 5 '3 '2 are

directly conparable to each other and to the sirnllarly bleached Lake

I^Ioods (53,TDrln) quartz gLow curves shown in Fig. 5.2.1 (f ), (i) and (rn).

On comparison, the most noticeable fealure is the close similaríty

in the behaviour of all three samples at each bleaching wavelengËh

corresponding peaks are bleached at similar rates by a given waveband,

appearing Èo have similar proportions removed by given exposures ' A1so,

in each case the 500nm illunínatíon removes the 325"C peak wíÈhin the

first minute of exposure, but thereafter has no slgnificant effectt

showing the 325"C peak effectively constitutes a thermally sËable

component of NTL readily bleachable by víslble light, and so suggesËs the

applicability of the optical stimulation technique to these sediments '

In conclusion, for the Australian quarEz samples on whích this work

r{as performed, the NTL changes induced by a given exPosure duration and

wavelengEh are remarkably similar.

In ext.ensíon, if some assumptions are made concerning the trap tyPes

and populations, the earller fíndlngs on the susceptibillty of each glow

peak Eo various illuninating wavelengths have universal applicability '

consider a glow curve as Èhe sum of its component glow peaks, each of

which corresponds Èo a specific type of e- traP; then by inference the

different glow curve shapes from qlJar:"z with different origins and

historíes are attributable to varied proportions of the same, relatively

few, classes of e- traP. The physical nature of each of these e- trap

classes gives thern a characteristic response to any given wavelength and

so makes the bleachíng of each individual peak, and hence Ehe compleÈe
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glow curve, predictable. An example: the sinilar relative peak heights'

and hence relative trap populations of Èhe three quartz samples compared

here makes t.he observed sinilarity of bleaching behaviour the expected

result .

The above argument and empirical support suggest the possibility of

reliably predicting Ëhe bleaching behaviour of any given quartz under any

specified illunínation conditions.

5.4 Bleaching by W-free "white" light

A final investigation into the dependence of bleaching on

illunination wavelength examined Èhe bleachíng by a sinulated sunlight

beam from whích the W component was removed. Ihís filtering was done by

stacking three 400nn long wave pass plastic filters, giving a transmiÈÈed

"\^rhite" light beam of approxitoately natural clear-day intensity ( Fig.

5.4.2 shows Èota1 transmittance of the three stacked filters) .

Experimental design material (Lake trdcods (53,TD,ko) quarËz),

bleachíng conditions, TL measurement and analysis - IÁras as described in

section 5.2, differing only ín that the 400 nm long r{ave pass filter was

substítuted for the interference filters. Fig.5.4.l shor+s the resulÈing

family of bleached glow curves.

Notable features include the removal of t,he 325"C peak within the

first minute of exposure, and the sl-multaneous growth by retrapping of

peaks at 160'C and 220"C and Ehelr subsequent reduction wiÈh increasing

bleach tlmes.

Given the absence of W from Èhe illumlnatíng beam, no significant

changes were expected at either the 370"C or 480oC peaks. However, 20

hours of "whíte" light exposure, toÈa11ing approxlmaÈely 4.8 kJ/cn2

(energy flux o 4 J/cn2/roinute), induced a TL reduction of about 157" ax
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boÈh peaks. Several possible explanations for the observed reduction

exist: (a) sufficient W "leaks" through the plastic filters (b)

coincidental statístical fluctuations (un1ikely), (c) sufficient energy

of visible wavelengths is delívered by the longer exposures to account

for some of rhe reducÈion (see Fig. 5 .2.2) .

The data does not perniÈ a conclusion as to which of Ehe above l-s

dominant - it is possible that all three facÈors conÈribute.

Irrespective of the precise cause, t.he total TL decrease at the

370oC and 480'C peaks is srnall considering the Eotal illunination energy

delivered ( 4.S t¡/cm2), and supports the findings given in section 5.2.

that W is the sole acEive bleaching component of the solar spectrum for

quartz NTL at all glow curve temperatures (the 325oC peak excepEed).

A corollary: the specÈrun of the illumination used above is an

approximate analogue to Ehat of Ehe W-depleEed natural sunlight

encount.ered when sedimentation occurs underwater, and the bleaching

behaviour seen ís consistent wíth the conclusions of Mejdahl (1985) and

Berger ( I985a) EhaÈ waËerlaid quarÈz is poorly bleached . However,

neither author noted the susceptibílity of the 325"C peak to bleaching by

wavelengths > 400 nm, and the consequent role it gives this peak as an

NlL component bleachable by W-depleted illuninatíon. Such selecÈive

removal of the 325oC peak can introduce peculiarities as the natural

regeneraÈion of t,he bleached glow curve proceeds. For exanple, Snith

(1983) found a double plateau in sone Spencer G.rlf qvartz samples, and

attrlbuÈed thls to preferentíal attenuation by gulf waters of the shorter

wavelengths required to bleach higher temperaÈure N[, so permittlng

bleaching only of the lower temperaEure NTL. This ínterpretation aPpears

essentially correct, and it is nor{ apparent that removal of the lolrer

temperature NTL Èhe 325"C peak - does not require any W, and can be

expecÈed in all situations where reasonable exposure to visible 1íght

OCCllf S o
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The relevance of this to datíng waÈerlal-d sediments is self-evident

- only techniques reading the readily bleached 325oC NTL component, such

as partíal bleaching or optical stímulaÈion, are applieable to Èhese

deposíts, and only then if there has been sufficient pre-deposiÈional

exposure to light to remove Èhe 325"C peak (equivalent to <

unaÈt,enuated sunlight) .

Addítionally, this further enphasises the need to protect Èhe sarnple

fron inadverÈent bleaching during sample collection and preparat.ion (see

Appendix 4).
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CHAPIER 6 REPRODITCIBILIIY OF QIrÀRTZ fl, - SOHE INVESTIGATIONS

6.1 Introduction

Occasional references exisÈ in the literature to the poor

reproducibility of coarse grain quartz TL, with disc-to-disc varl-ations

commonly lO7" ot more.

In agreement with these, previous work aÈ Adelaide by Snith (1983)

has shown a typical scatter of t I07" S.D., or greater, for 3ng aliquoÈs

of South Australian qvarLz. Snith also noted that dose normalization

usually gave a much closer grouping of values than weíght nornalizatíon.

The principal cause of this variabílity is now widely accepted to be

the presence of sorne "bright" grains in a sample.

The existence of sínilar disc-to-disc scatter in Èhe Lake ldcods

quartz became apparent with personal experience, and gave motivation for

a series of tests aimed at deEerrnining the exÈenË of this scatter, then

locating and characÈerlzing the bright grains presumed responsible.

6.2 Variatíons in Èhe high teuperature NTL of Lake lÕods quarÈz

As only high Èemperature IL was used throughout this study, and is

of interesÈ in sediment dating, comparison of 1Ï. variations was

restricted to the high temperature glow curve peaks. Tttese occur at

325"C, 370oC and 480"C ín Lake l,bods quartz.
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The dístributíon of the disc-to-disc scatter l\Ias found by cornparing

the NTL of 52 similar discs of LI{ (53rTD,ln) quartz. These discs

comprised two sets - 28 beíng "zeto bleach" discs from previous work, and

the remaining 24 prepared specifically for Ehis comparison. Ihe quartz

\./as from the same separated, etched batch, ensuring an identical

preparatíon history and so allowing combínation of all the data. Ihe

batch preparation r^ras as described in section 2.2. All discs were heated

at 5Ks-l to 55OoC maximum, with reheats subtracted.

FÍgs 6.2 (a), (b) an¿ (c) show the NTL at the 325'C, 370oC and 480oC

peaks respectively. Thre TL for each peak is expressed as a percentage of

the mean. SummaÈions for Ehe 325oC and 480'C peaks were over the peak

44"C. For the 370'C peak, which appeared as a 'rshoulder" on the 325"C

peak, optical sÈripping of the latter revealed the 370'C peak to 1ie

beÈween channels 156 and 176, (343oC to 387"C), this was the Èenperature

region summed over.

The I s values of 6-87" of all three high temperature NTL peaks

confirm the exisÈence of disc-to-disc scatter of a magnítude greaÈ enough

to be troublesome in dating applications.

6.3 Variations in high temperature second glow IL

TLre reproducibility of high temperature artificíally induced TL

(ln ¡ r¡ras examined and compared Èo the NTL reproducíbil1ty of the same

set, of discs.

After first glow, each of a set of 24 discs received a 21.7 G¡

905.-90y ß dose, followed by inmediate heatíng at 5Ks-l to 550oC maximun,

wíth reheats subtracted. Both the NTL and second glow data are shown in

Figs. 6.3 (a), (b) and (c) .
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Inspection shows an apparent narrowíng of the distribut.ions after

irradlatlon, l-n agreemenË with the previously menËl-oned flndings of Smlth

(tfe:¡. Ihe significance of the narrowing r{as assessed by rrlrr testing

Èhe varlances.

At 5"Á significance level, for (23,23) degrees of freedom, the cut-

off for sígnificance is 2.02.

325oC peak ¡ s.n."rr) 2

2.36
S.D .

A

2.36 > 2.02 =) difference is significant.

370oC peak ¡ s.t.rrr) 2

I .59
S.D .ATL

I.59 < 2.02 =) no sígnifícant difference.

Ilowever, each distribution contained an extreme value, at 2.4 o NTL

and 3.4 o ATL, in populatíons of 24. Neglecting both extreme values

gives a cut-off of 2.05 for (22,22) degrees of freedom at 5i( sígnificance

level, and a ratlo of the variances of 3 .09.

3.09 > 2.05 =) dífference is significant.

480oC peak

( ø.oa\z
@r

( t .tz)z
@z r .34

I.34 < 2.02 =) no significant difference.

(Neglecting the 2 extreme values fron each distribuEion ralsed the ratio

of Èhe variances to 1.41; still no signlficant difference).
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IÈ is concluded that the 325"C and 370oC second glow peaks have

greater reprodueibility than the corresponding NTL peaks '

The 480"C peak reproducibility is unaffected, for reasons whích

remain unclear. A possibility is EhaË the poor signal/noise ratio at

Èhese elevated tenperatures, compounded by subtraction of the reheat

data, introduces an additional variability to the data during TL

measurement which obscures the true ATL:NTL differences.

6.4 Possible causes of disc-Ëo-disc variation

The possible sources of the observed scaÈÈer fall into the

categories of sanple preparation, disc loading Èechnique and íntrinsic

sample variability.

Consídering each:

Sample Preparation

(a) Insufficient nagnet.íc separation or inadequate HF etching could

pernit the survival of conÈamínanÈ graíns, such as feldspars or

zlrcons, into the final ttpurett quartz sample.

No assessment of such contamination could be nade at this stage

(see section 6.5) .

(b) The HF etching is inadequate to fully remove the oxide coatings

of the quartz grains, resulting in variable attenuation of the

TL.

This possibility was investigated and dísnissed by snith

( 1e83) .

I
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2 Disc Loadíng Technique

Ttre large aliquot masses (7 .60t0.35mg) may cause devíation fron

the assumed monolayer, and consequent variation of both enitted

TL sígnal and effective dose rate upon irradiation'

SEl,f and bínocular microscope ínspection of typícal discs

showed < 17" of grains obscured by others (see Plates 2'3'L

2.3.4) ¡ so these multilayer effects could be neglected.

fbrthernore, the homogeneous coverage of the entire dísc

surface also eliminaËes periphery-centre effects (plates 2.3 'l

and 2 .3.2) .

3. InÈrinsic le Variabilit - the existence of "b httt alns

QrarÈz grains roay be "bright" - producing a slgnificant excess

of NIL relative to rrnormal" grains - for several reasorls:

a) IIígh concentratlons of elemental inpurities enhancing the

sensitivity, eE, A1 and the alkali meÈa1s.

b) Mineral ínclusions within quartz grains - either sensltive TL

minerals such as feldspars, or minerals rich in U and I'h such

as zírcon and monaziËe.

c) Enhanced sensítivity as a consequence of thermal history.
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d) The existence of large regions of hígh radioactivity, as

reported by Sutton and Zímmerman (I978), delivering ínternal

c dose rates greatly exceeding the environmental dose rate.

(Ilowever, they found these regions Èo correlate with regions of

low luminous effíciency - if this correlatíon holds generally,

this category nay be neglected).

6.5 SEM testing of sanple purity

Itre efficiency of sample separation and the possible existence of

bright graíns could not be tested using the available TL aPParaEus, hence

electron-optical techniques r,/ere applied to Èhls end.

Sample purlty could be tested by SEM inspection of aliquots of

quarÈz that had undergone the standard separation procedure but received

varíous HF etch times. If the procedure was adequate, the standard etch-

tine alíquot should be free of contaminant grains.

Also, as SEM techniques penetrate only a thin surface layer of a few

microns, various etch tixnes ideally permit different depths wiËhin graíns

to be searched for mineral ínclusions and impurity concentrations.

For Èhe f irst, trial, a quantity of LI4I ( 53, TD, hn) sediment was

cleaned with HCl/NaOH, síeved for the 90-125un fraction, rnagnetically

separaÈed, divided into 100mg batches, then HF etched for tímes ranging

from 0-200 ro-inutes. Sarople discs were loaded from each of the 0, 20, 40,

60 and 200 minute batches, and given a 20 nru carbon coating prior Èo SEM

examínation.

the ínstrument was a Philips SEM 505 wíth an on-line Tracor-NorÈhern

fN55O0 X-ray spectrum analyser. An X-ray node available on the SEM

allowed CRT display of the abundance and spatial distribution of an
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elemenË of interest. Low nagnificat.ion viewing in this mode permitted

rapid inspection of many grains for the element, of interest, and

selection of anomalous fea¡ures for ful1 cornpositíonal analysis with the

Tracor-Northern system. Ttre uneEched material contained a sma11 but

significant proportion of irnpurlty grains - feldspars from theír X-ray

emission spectra - as well as chemically complex surface contaminants of

the quartz grains - probably iron oxides and c1ays. The 20, 40r 60 and

200 ninuEe etch samples revealed none of these, indicating the 40 minuÈe

etch Eine of the standard separation procedure is adequate' and so ruling

out inefficiency of the etching sEep as a source of scatÈer.

No conclusions could be drawn regardíng the existence of high

impurity 1eve1s, âs surface irregularities prevented the microprobe

analyses required to detect these. Also inconclusive was the absence of

any míneral inclusions, as it was possible the etching process destroyed

or dislodged Èhen from the qlJatLz matrix.

As the preeeding work ruled out probable causes of scatter excePt

for bríghE grains, an elect.ron microprobe search for anomalies in quartz

grains llas commenced. From a consideration of electron microprobe

Èechníques (Long; in "Physical MeEhods in DeÈerminative Mineralogy", Ed.

J. Zrssman) grains could be most usefully prepared for examination by

naking Ehin sections of the sediment samples. Grains sectioned and

polished ín this process could be searched for míneral l-nclusions, and,

if detection linits permicted, varied levels of impurities. the

ínpurities sought were those enhancíng TL sensitivity, particularly Al

and the alkali metals, and those delivering a sígnificant inËernal cr dose

raÈe - U and Th. See Appendix 5 for detaíls of thin section preparation .
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6.6 Electron microprobe examination of thí-n sectíons

Areas of the thin sections of 90-125uru' HF-etched Roonka qlratEz (EB

I/S/2.I), Lake l{oods qúartz (53,TD, hn) and l.loakwine quartz (I,ÙK IS/4) were

inspected by elecÈron microprobe for the compositional anomalies that may

produce bright grains. All investigations s/ere performed using a JEOL

733 Superprobe model electron microprobe analyser, with an attached KEVEX

7000 Series energy dispersive system. Calíbratíon was fírst on a pure Cu

standard, then on a silicate stândard, Kaersutite.

Analysis conditions \¡rere: accelerating voltage l5 kV' electron beam

current 5nA. Tle X-ray spectra \dere acquired on the KEVEX sysËem n¡ith a

take-off angle = 40o, a "liverr counting time of 60 seconds and detection

linits of - 0.I wt7". Data were corrected using standard ZAF procedures

(ttZtt - backscatter ef fect, dependent on atomic number' rrArr - absorptlon

of, radiatíon in sanple; trFt - fluorescence). The Ehin sections vlere

rinsed with freon prior Èo evaporative coaÈing with 20 nrn carbon using a

DenÈon Vacuum DV-502 unit.

The inspect.ion of the Lake I+tcods and l^I¡akwine samples \åIas

qualítative in nature, with instrument fa¡niliarisation also a goal. Both

samples contained numerous snall inclusions within quartz grains, few

being greater than 10Um in maximum dimensíon. Analysis revealed most to

be K-feldspars and ilmenite, with an occasional plagíoclase feldspar and

biotite. It \{as noted that, certain grains \¡Íere f ound to contain many

very sma1l inclusíons, (3-5¡rn, although the maÈrix vras pure quartz to the

detection liníts.
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Ttre JEOL 733 gives a choice of detection modes, of which the mosÈ

suitable Èo locate inclusíons is the backscattered electron imaglng mode,

"compositional". This mode utilizes the higher probability of

backscattering electrons from higher atomíc number elements, hence a

higher mean atomic number mineral phase produces a greater backscaÈtered

electron sígnal which the systen then represenLs as a brighter inage.

Also available I¡ras a "topographicrt mode, in whích a stereoscopic detector

arrangement enables the display of sarnple relief. Ttrís was useful for

discrininating t.rue inclusions from fragments enbedded into Èhe surface

during grinding or pollshing. A typical K-feldspar inclusion, viewed in

both nodes, is shown in Plate 6.6.1.

Having established the presence of inclusions, an area of the Roonka

thin sectíon was studied to estimate the (a) mineral species present, (¡)

size of typical incluslons, (c) abundance of varíous specíes.

Ttre procedure r¡las to inspect Ehe secEion at X300 in conpositional

mode - aÈ Èhís nagnífícation about Ëwo sectioned grains were displayed -

if apparenÈ inclusions hrere present, t,hey were classifíed by topographic

mode as ttinclusionstr or ttremnantstt, then identif ied by microprobe

analysis. A new field was then brought into view and the procedure

repeated.

Ihe total number of fields viewed was L20, containing about 250

secÈioned grains. TÌre results are shown ín Table 6.6.1. Some examples

of spot analyses from the X-ray emíssion spectra are shorvn ín Table

6.6.2.
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LATE 6.6.1. A typical K-feldspar inclusion in Roonka (nn
P

LlSlL.l) qvar,tz shows as the brighE cenÈral patch in the lower

image, laken in compositional mode' An ilmenite fragment is

also apparent to the ríght of the grain '

The upper image, in topographic mode' shows the K-feldspar to

be an integral parE of the grain' whereas the ilmenite is

unconnected to it, an,il so classed as a preparation remnant'

Analysis of

limits .

t.he matrix showed pure quartz to Èhe detection

Scale is given by the lùmbar, lower right'
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Table 6.6.1 . Results of electron mi croprobe search of 250 sectioned

grains of Roonka quartz.

Mineral Nunber Tlpical Size

up to -10um

(8un

(5un

3-5un

one -IOpm;
(3um

rodlike -5xlun

(5un

-5um

(5un

$pical U, fh
concentraEíons

U

0.2-3

0.2-5

1-40

l-50

100-7 00

5-1 50

500-3,000

300-3,000

(PPM)
*

rh

3-7

0.5-3

0.5-50

100-600

20- r 50

25,000-200,000

I00-2 ,500

rh/ u
Ratio

2-6

1-5

0.5-3

L-2

I

25-50

0.2-I

K-feldspar

plagioclase

bíotlte

aruphibole

ilmeniÈe

sphene

apatite

monazite

zircon

6

others

7

2

7

2

I

2

I

2

,,c(^ After Adams et al, 1959)'

OnlytheconcentrationsofcIemitËersaregivenabove.ßandY

contributions are neglected as the much greater track lengths deposít the

raajority. of the energy outside Ëhe grains containing source inclusions '

other species deEected, but classed as remnants' were Baso4 (tvlo

fragmenÈs), iron oxide (two), and rutíle (two) ' rYagments of K-feldspar'

plagioclase, zircon, aPatite and ilmeniËe were also identified'

Ihe total volume probed \ras E 4.8 x tO6 Un3. (1he mean diameter of a

sectioned, grain was estinated at -9Ourn, giving a mean area of

- 6.3 x 103 ¡rm2, Èhe effective probe penetration depËh was 3¡rm and 250

grains were probed). This corresponds to compleËe volume examinatl-on of

-12-i3 equivalent spherical 90¡rn grains ¡ or -7 equivalent spherical

llOum grains.
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TABLE 6.6.2 Typicaì Spot Analyses of lnclusÎons in Roonka

Quartz, from the X-ray Emission SPectra'

(l) PKo,KBt,SKo Lines interpreted as 7r Lcrl,Lgt,Lyl

(z) ,r*o,U*o Lines interpreted as Ce,_U,Ce¡o

Low Summe due to rough inclusion surface'

(3) A1, Mg probably from I ine overìap and so not reaì '
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The abundance of sroa1l inclusions suggesÈs they are not responsible

for all the observed disc-to-disc variations, buÈ would contribute or

induce a component of NTL lacking in subsequent glows.

Ilowever, the linited volume searched suggesEs larger inclusions are

present, and ít. must be noted that a typical 20¡rn monaziÈe would deliver

an internal dose-rate to a l00un grain of about 100nGy/a. This could

induce ín the hosÈ graín a relative TL overabundance of up to 100 times,

given typical young sedinent condítions of linear TL growth and lnGy/a

dose-rate. Such larger high radioactivlty ínclusions would adequately

account for the scatter component removed on first g1ow.

6.7 Gathodolrminescence investigations

There remaíned the problem of scatter for second and subsequent

glows. As this was regenerated by irradiat.ion, Èhe cause was assumed to

be the enhanced TL sensitivity of some graíns. FurÈher, as the graíns

sought were brighc in TL, iÈ seemed reasonable to assume they were also

prominent ín cathodoluminescence (CL).

A CL detection system r^ras available on the Philips SEM 505. It

consisted of two fish-eye collecting lenses attached by optical fibres

to a Philips TYpe PW 6765/00 photomultiplier tube. Sanples were gíven

the sÈandard 20nrn carbon coating.

Inspection of the Lake l{cods, Roonka and lbakwíne thin sections

revealed a wide range of grain luminosities in all three, wlth a few

especiatly bright grains in each. A field of the LhI quarEz is shown ín

Plate 6.7 .I. These grains were obviously not accessible for Tt

examinatíon, so a procedure for the detection and separation of CL bright

grains was designed: an array of graíns laid onto double sided tape on a
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PLATE 6.7 .I. A CL inspection shows four very bright

a selected f ield of the LI^I ( 53 , TD, hn) qvartz thin

The abundance of these grains r¡ras about I in 200.

found them to be pure Si02 to deÈection linits (-0.1

remaíning grains exhibit a range of luminosities.

Magnification is 50X.
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glass subsÈrate is carbon coated, then photographed in CL mode. Ïhis

perrníts grains of interest to be later identified under a binocular

microscope and removed with fine Èweezers to a TL sample disc. IníÈially

a 200pn rnesh was used to produce the array, but this proved

unsatisfactory. Following a suggestion by B. Griffin of the Electron

Optical Centre, EM biological sample mounting grids etere successfully

tried. Tttese grids were att.ached to the double sided tape/glass

substrate, and grains positioned by Eweezers in each aperture, under the

binocular microscope. A typical prePared array is shown in Plate 6 '7 '2 '

Hunrley and Kirkey (1985) reported the deËect,ion of bright grains in

sedinentary quartz fron the South East of SouÈh AusÈralia (SESA). Itreir

apparaËus r{as a glow oven monitored by an image intensifier/camera

combinatj.on, hence the grains detected were TL bright, and so should be

CL bright. Consequentlyr the first sample searched for bright CL grains

rras f rom the SESA region - I{K IS/4 r(90-tZ5u¡o f racÈion, magnetically

separated and ItF etched).

Plate 6 .7 .2 shows a typical array of I^I¡akwine quartz in CL node.

The grains classified CL t'brighÈ" or "dark" ate keyed in Fig. 6.7 .l.

Seven arrays qrere laid, totallíng 380 quartz graíts. T'he broad classes

of "bright" and "dark" contained about 197" and 26% respectively, the

remainder \Árere of various intermediate luroinositíes . No grains bright

and rare (( few percent) enough t,o account for t,he scaEter vlere seen'

contrary to the CL survey of the thin sections. IÏris was considered a

consequence of small sample population.



PLATE 6.7.2 A typical array of VJK 1S/4 quarTz grains
seen in CL showing a range of grain luminositÌes'

Magnification is 34'4X.

FIG 6.7.1 shows the broad classification of graTns
from the above array as Ibright" and I'dark".

brighE, 

- 

dark'
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To deterroine the TL characteristics of each class ' 
two TL sample

discs Írere prepared: one loaded with 35 bright grains, the other with 35

dark. Both were heated at 5Ks-l to 550'C maximum, and background

subtracted. Ihe first glow data \{ere discarded due to a doninanÈ

chemiluminescence peak frorn glue and coating residues at - 200oC '

To record ATL, each disc was given a I74 Gy 90Sr-90Y ß dose, allowed

Èwo days'rsettlíng'r, then heated as for the first g1ow. A second 174 Gy

905t-90y ß dose/two day settling rvas followed by a one hour bleach by

sinulaÈed sunlight (-330 J/cro2) to indicate the components of the bulk

sample residual TL contributed by each class of graíns '

Fig. 6.7 .2 shows Èhe ATL and ATL + t hr bleach for the brighE grains and

Fig. 6.7 .3 for the dark.

further doses of 29 Gy 90 Sr-90Y ß followed by imnediate heating

gave the near-saturation TL levels of the 110'c peaks. The bright:dark

ratio for a TL sunmation over 40oC centred on the tI0oC peak Tr"* is

2.4. TLris suggesÈs the prominent 110"C peak is possibly the princípal

source of the bright grain's exEra luminosity in CL'

Notably, the ATL differences are pronounced over the enÈire

temperaËure range, Yet the sum of the ATL curves yields a close

approxination to the bulk sample glow curve, as shown ín Fig. 6.7.4'

Deviat,ions can be aÈtríbuted to the omission of gralns of intermediate

luminosities , which comprise about, 557. of. the bulk material.

Few studíes have been directed towards measuring the TL yield of

individual grains. Benkä (I983), in a study princípally concerned with

grain transparency effects, found grain-to-grain íntensity varíations of

up to an order of magnitude which seemed índependent of graín size and

optical appearance. I{owever, no najor differences in glow curve form

lrere reported .
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Huntley and Kirkey (1985), working with a SESA sanple sinilar to WK

IS/4, found grains bright in various temperature ranges. Specifically,

they noted a grain bright between z5o"c and 4oo.c, bur barely visibre
between 400'c and 450oC - possíbly a grain similar to the above "brighÈ"
c1ass.

The variations bet.ween the quart z gJow curves of sanples from widely

different geographícal locations is well known (" .g., singhvi and

Zimmerman (1978), for identified sarnples from rran, England, sicily and

rhailand), and rnay also occur in samples of greaÈer proximlty. However,

the preceding CL study is taken to show t.he exístence of at least tvro

varíetíes of quartz at the same síte having distinctly different glow

curve characteristics . further examinaÈion of the unsarnpled 55"Á of the

material may reveal addítionar grow curve forms in Ehe I,iK rs/4 qtrartz.

Ihe superficial resemblance of the bright grain's glow curve to that
of annealed quari..z, and the unexpected occurrence of various glow curve

forms, led to a repeat of the experiment using annealed quarÈz. rt was

hoped that high temperature annealíng would erase any varied thernal
hístories of the gralns, and so simplify interpretation of the results .

Ttre material chosen r{as EB r/ s/z.r quartz, 90-125¡rm, magnetically

separated and HF etched. Annealing vras at 800.c for 24 hrs in air.
Plate 6 '7 .3 and Fig. 6.7 .7 show the classes identified and separated.

lbelve arrays lrere laíd, totalling 600 grains, from which 5 "very

bright", 28 rtíntermediate bríghtness", 50 t'bright" and 59 "dark" graíns

srere separated. The very bright grains comprised 0.87" of the graíns

examined, t.he other classes were about 57., -40% and. -40% respectively.

Ihe ATL and AfL + I hr sínulated sun r¡/ere measured as for the WK

IS/4 grains. Addítionally, weíght normalization was carried out. ïhe

masses ldere too sruall for available balances, so the TL fron each class

r^tas normalized for 5 grain units - the normalizatíon facÈors being I,
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l/5.6, I/I0, 1/11.8 respectively. Ihe results are shown in Fíg. 6.7.5

an¿ Fig. 6.7.6. Ttre almost tenfold fL reduction r^'ith I hr bleaching is

characteristic of annealed quartz.

As was shown in section 3.4, the thermal treatment received by Èhe

EB l/S/2.I sample produces a sensitiviËy enhancement aÈ 325'C of about

six Èimes. Ihis opens the possibility that símilar heatingr ê9, by

bushfire, vulcanism or mants campfires, could produce símilarly bright

grains. However, no difference was seen in total CL luminosity between

annealed and natural EB I/S/2.1 - enhancement thus appears to be specifíc

to certain glow curve peaks . furthermore, no evídence lùas found in this

study of naturally occurring therrnal enhancement of sensitivíty (the

sirnilarities between the I,ùK IS/4'rbright" and annealed quarÈz glow curves

are superficial only).

It is concluded that the range of TL ouÈputs shown in Fíg . 6.7.5 and

Fig. 6 .7 .6 ís due to varied levels of elemental ínpurities - an expecÈed

result r âs parts per million of foreígn aÈoms can make a marked

difference to the luminescence behavíour (Tovrnsend and Kel1y, 1973). ltte

wide range of CL behavíour supports this, and is illusËrated by Plate

6.7.4. TLris shows a field of annealed EB l/S/2.L sprlnkled onto double

sided tape . At centre are 3 graíns classed as very bright, bright and

dark, while at lower left and lower centre are grains exhibiting veins of

very bright naÈeríal in a dark matrix. Also seen are four grains that

appear to have no CL output (two left of centre, t\,vo at right hand edge)

interpreted as indicat.ing an absence of luminescence centres. T'hroughout

this st.udy, no correlaÈion lsas observed between luminescence proPerËies

and Ehe optical appearance of grains ("frosEytt and "shiny"). Plate

6.7.5, showing the same field as Plate 6.7.4 but in "normal" mode,

illustrates this.
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PLATE 6.7.\ Annealed EB 1/S/2.1 in CL, X81.5.
Luminosities range from very bright to no apparent
output. The latter (4) being arrowed as

"transparent".

PLATE 6.1 .5 The same f ield as above in t'normal"

mode. The absence of any relation betlveen CL

characteristics and optical appearance is marked'

Magnification is X81.5.
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It must be noted that no very bright unheated CL grains (as seen in

Plate 6.7 .L) were separated for TL examination, hence the question of

their being very bright in high temperature IL remains unanswered.

ILís híghlights a limitatíon of CL searches grains bright ín CL

are not necessarily IL bright in the temperature range of interest.

A preferred method for detecting and separat.ing unusual ÏL grains

would comblne the previously mentioned inage inÈensífier - camera rig of

Huntley and Kirkey (1985) with the techníque used here for isolating CL

bright grains, based on prepared arrays of grains.

6.8 Conclusions

It is concluded that intrinsic sample variability is the principal

cause of dísc-to-disc scatter.

0f the possible sources outlined in section 6.4, the presence of

mineral inclusions is confirned, and the exístence of varied 1evels of

elemental iropurities is deduced an expected result given the samples

are reworked dune sands. These sources alone can account for the

observed variability.

The remaining sources nay contribute significanÈly in special cases.

It is apparent that the nature of the bright grains precludes their

removal by feasíble physical or chemical techniques. A heavy liquid

separation st.ep, routinely used in some IL laboratorlesr mâY remove most

grains hosting relatively large míneral inclusions, but cannot

distinguish those grains owing their excess TL sensítivity to favourable
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elemental irnpurity Ievels. Miniml-zlrrg Ehe scatÈer thus becomes

nininizing the influence of bright grains.

A possíble solution is the use of larger sample allquots to reduce

fluctuations in Èhe disc-to-disc bríght grain population. TLre monolayer

constraint restricÈs practieal aliquot masses to below -10n9 for a lcn

dianeter disc, so consideratlon nay need to be given to either increaslng

the size of the sample díscs or increasing the number of lcm sanple discs

used.
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CHAPTER 7 FUTITRE DIRECTIONS

7 .l Iutroduct.ion

The principal topics considered in the Èhesis are the factors

affecËing the residual TL Ievel remaining in naÈural quartz after

exposure to sunlight, and the relative efficiencies with which the

component wavelengths of sunlight bleach. Itris work is presented in

Chapters 4 and 5 and will not be reiterated here, though the conclusions

are draftrn upon.

lhis chapter first suggests some investigations furt.her to define

the response of natural quartz to sunlighE (largely based on the

questions given ín section t.f1), Êhen proposes, from the observed

bleaching behavlour of sedimentary quartz, that effort be directed into

the development of techniques for TL measurement by t'optical

stímulation't, sinilar to Èhat described by Huntley et al (1985), and with

the specific intenL of rtreadingrr the 325oC glow peak of quartz.

7.2 Suggestíons for further bleachi_ng studies

Earlier work (Chapter 4) examined properties of the residual TL

1evel, but the guestíon of there being a t'recovery" of TL following a

long bleach has not been resolved. Though the existence of such an

effect is problenatical, and the very absence of convincing reports of

detection indicate a minor significance at most. for TL sediment dating,

the imporEance to an und.erst,anding of the e Ëraps is much greater,
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inplying as it does t,he possibility of a "1ink", such as quanÈum

mechanical tunnelling, beÈween some classes of traps. A study aimed at

detecting this effect would therefore be worthwhile.

Crystal temperature during exposure was found to affect the residual

Ievel reached the significance of this to total-bleach based methods

suggests further work ís needed. A possible method of aecurately

mainËaining a known crystal temperaËure during exposure is shallow

ímmersion in a thermostat water bath.

Natural coatings on grains were found to have no detectable effect

on bleaching. ïhough thís conclusion seems generally valid, it requires

confirmation, particularly for grains possessing severe discolouration or

carbonate jackets.

As a more detaíled follow-up study to the work on the wavelength

dependence of bleaching described ín Chapter 5, it is proposed that the

work be repeated for Ehe W waveband - 200-400 nm, but using instead a

monochromator/calibrated W photodetecÈor corobinaÈíon to construct higher

resolution po\¡Ier vs wavelength curves for each NIL glow peak. Emphasis

would be on deternining threshold wavelengths beyond which bleaching

ceases, and detecting bleaching resonances, if present . It is also noted

that the bleaching responses of the l10oC, 160"C and 220"C ATL peaks

remain líttle known a similar study of their bleaehing aE W and

visible wavelengEhs would be worthwhile.

Tl;re bleaching of \^raterlaid sedíments can effectively be considered

a special-case illustration of the sensitíve dependence of bleaching on

illumination spectrum, and given that the depositional íllumination

spect.rum is deternined by the ambient environmental condit,íons, further

general studíes are not recommended. A conclusion is that dating of

waterlaid sedimentary quartz should only be attempted using a techníque

exploiting Ëhe readily bleachable NTL component, identified as Ehe 325oC
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glow peak and only if a ninimurn depositional exPosure of - I mínute of

sunlight can be assumed. Such techniques are partial bleaching with a

suitably filtered light source, and optical stimulation ' Samples

receiving briefer depositional exposures must be considered undatable by

current techniques.

An aspect of bleaching not considered here is thaÈ of sensitivity

changes induced by optical bleaching. A sÈudy to detect such changes and

deEermine the wavelength dependence (assuming phoEo-activaËed mechanisms)

would be of value, parÈicularly for applications of the total bleach-

regeneration method, (speculating Èhat independence of the unErapping and

senSitization mechanisns may allow the existence of a ttwindowtt of

wavelengths capable of bleaching but not of inducíng sensiÈivity

changes).

Fínally, a whole range of further studies on the bleaching of feldspars

would be very valuable.

t.3 ftre optical stiuulation technique

ïhe optical stínulation techníque, proposed by Huntley et a1 (1985),

represents an extension of the approach to ED estimation that gave rise

to the parrial bleaching rnethod (!üínt1e and HunÈley, 1980). Both are

based on the principle that only the readily bleachable NTL coBPonenE can

be assumed removed aÈ deposiEion, and so should be the NIL component

measured by a TL dating technique in cases where long depositlonal

exposures are unlikelY.
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From a consideration of the observed bleaching responses of Èhe

quartz NTL glow peaks it was concluded that quarLz is ideally suíÈed for

applícation of the optical stinulation meEhod. If vísib1e stimulating

wavelengths are used, the only NTL glow peak probed is that at 325oC, so

removing problems of ísolatíng the signal component of interest.

Addirionally, the high susceptibiliËy to bleaching exhibited by this

peak ensures ít fulfills the essential requirement for TL dating in that

not only does a TL reductíon take p1ace, but that under most depositional

conditions it can also be assumed that effectively complete zeroing

occurs, so eliminating the need to assess a residual TL level.

In parÈial justification of Èhis conclusion it is useful to

summarize some of the bleaching characËeristics of the prominent quartz

NTL glow peaks.

(a) Long wavelength llmits for bleaching:

' 700 nm for 325oc peak, ' 400 nm for 370oC and 48OoC peaks.

(b) Mean life when exposed to natural sunlight:

- tens of seconds for 325oc peak, - 50 ninutes for 370oc peak,

- 4 hour for 480oC peak .

(c) Residuals: effectively no residual from 325"C peak (l ninuEe

suntíght ) ,

- 8-157" of saruraÈion TL level for 370oC peak (20 hours sunlight),

- 30% of saturation TL level for 480"C peak (20 hours sunlight).

Energy required for sirnilar specifíed reductions of peaks is

t$ro orders of magnitude greater for the 370oC and 480oC peaks

for the 325"C peak (see section 5.2.).

over

than

(d)
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(e) Energies required for specified peak reductions are approximately

exponent,ially dependenË on wavelength, changing by "e" every 35 + 5

nm for 325"C peak, lo + 2 nm for 370oc peak and to t 3 nm for 480'c

peak.

Clearly the only NTL glow peak bleachable by visible light is that

at 325"C, suggesting that only the traps corresponding to this peak are

probed by the stinulation !/avelengt.hs currently used for opÈical reading

( 514 .5 nrn) .

Support for Èhis interpretation is indirectly given frorn the reporÈ

by Hunrley er al (1985) that the optically stimulaÈed stgnal enitted by a

SESA quarËz sample exposed to 5I4.5 nrn illunination of intensity

- 50 nl,I/cm2 declines afÈer - 20 seeonds Èo a - few percent of the initial

value. lhis corresponds to -tJ total energy, ín agreement with the value

found (by ínterpolation on Fig. 5.2.2) for compleÈe removal of the 325oC

peak by this wavelength. F\rrther indirect stlPport is given by Èhe

deducÈion that no signifícant glow curve strucEure exists at higher

temperatures than - 550oC (see section 4.3), so liniting the probable

squrces of the optically induced emission to the observed NTL glow

peaks. Finally, this proposition can be sínp1y verified by the pre-

illunínation annealing of NTL to remove only the 325"C peak comPonent'

and comparison of the resul¡ant optically stimulated signal with that

from a similar but unannealed sample.

Assuming that the NTL conponent measured by the opÈical stinulation

technique is t.he 325'C peak, some comments regarding choice of

stinulating wavelengÈhs are given below, and some questions posed

concerning the nature of thís glow peak.
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All wavelengths ( 700 nm mây, in principle, be used for optical

s¡ímulatíon, but t,he desirabílity of not reading signal ori-ginating from

370oC and 480"C peak traps precludes use of the W wavelengths, and the

superposition of scattered illuminat,ion wíth the quartz TL emission rules

out wavelengths of - 400-500 nm.

The rapid increase rvith wavelength of total energy required to

remove a given proportion of the peak weighs against Ehe practical use of

wavelengths much exceeding - 600 nn (for example; the total energy

required fron a lie-Ne laser (632.8 nn) to induce a given reduction is

- 30 tines that from an Ar-ion laser (514.5 nn) for a similar reduction) .

It ís concluded that Èhe optimum wavelengths are those of - 500-600 nm.

Regarding the optícally stimulated signal: inspecÈion of Fig.

5.2.1.(f) indicates thar the retrapping at ATL peak trap sites of e-rs

released from 325"C peak traps wll1 compete with luminescent

recombínatíon and so reduce the nagnitude of the ínítíal signal.

However, the response of these ATL peaks (see Fíg. 5.2.4 (a)) to 500 nn

light indicates they too witl be bleached by che stinulating wavelengths,

buE at a lesser raÈe than the 325oC peak, and so will contrlbuÈe a "tail-

off" signal. Presumably the ll0oC peak ís sinilarly bleached and so wíIl

exacerbate the significance of the "tail-offr'. An additional problen nay

be posed by post-íllumination thermal decay of the ATL peaks índucing

some regrowth of the 325oC peak by retraPPing.

The above effects nay be circumvented by uaintaíning the sample at

an elevated temperature (say - 100-2000C) cluring illurnination, Ehe

purpose being to thermally prevent retrapping at ATL peak trap sites.

However, regarding the above, cautions are raised by the aPparent

full reliance of the optical stínulation Èechnique on the behaviour of

the enigmatic 325oC peak. Much work remains before an understanding of
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t.he nature and properties of this peak is achieved.

significant questíons raised are:

(a) what. is the 'rpre-dose" mechanism operating?

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Not the least

can optical wavelengths induce sensitivíty changes in this

peak, and if so, which wavelengths, and to what extent?

Is 325"C peak regrowth in naÈure affected by rhe presenee of

unbleached 370"C and 480oC NTL peaks (".g., enhanced by

reduced e- trapping competiÈion)?

Hhat traps are

mechanism gíves

responslble for the 325"C peak, and what

thern the observed susceptibility to light?

Emíssion spectra indlcate all NIL peaks share common L-

cenÈres, though 'rthermal quenching" is seen only at the 325oC

peak, inplying that the observed "thermal quenching" is a

property of one class of e- trap, and not the L centres . If

so, what process is occurring and what is its signifícance?

Following point "(e)" above, is the 325"C peak stable over

time-spans exceedíng 105 a?
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APPEI{DIK I

Laboratory irradiation sources

1 . fl Sources.

The laboratory ß sources r{ere Amersham SIP 90Sr-90Y plaques. Those

available were nominally 20pCir 500yCír 5nCi, 21mCt, a "housed'r 40mCi and

the 40mCí incorporaÈed within the automated TL reader system. The latter

was used for Èhe najority of irradiations.

The 5nCi source is the local standard, havíng been calibrated

agaínst a known 60Co y source for three dífferent sample materials

( Srnith, f 983) . Consequently, the ot,her sources r{ere ealibrated agaínst

the 5rnCi source. tr{hen mounted 1n the "HI" configuratlon, this source rùas

found by Prescott and SmíÈh to deliver a dose rate to coarse graín quartz

on stainless steel of 0.216 + 0.003 Gy/rninute, âs at Feb. 1980.

CorrectLon for Èhe 28.0 year half-life of 90 Sr gave the dose raÈe as at

Feb. 1985 Èo be 0.191 + 0.003 Gylminute.
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calibrations for caso4 are given below (annealed at 500oc ín N2i

stainless steel discs; lead shielding used).

Source Configuration RaÈio Group values*

HI 500uCí
25.83 t 0.02 26.r t 0.4 (JRP)HI 20uCi

TJ

294 .7 t 2.8 299.6 + 6.6 (.rne¡

296.8 + 8.8 (cBR)

11.41 + 0.10 1t .48 r 0.18 (JRP)

11.37 i 0.29 (cnn)

HI 5nCi
III 2lnCí 0.233 + 0.001

HI 5mCi 0.139 t 0.001used on-p1ate

HI 5mCi 0.151 r 0.001I{oused 40mCí (AU)

Eggqqd 4OrnCi (AU)
0 .920 f 0.01 0.9r7 r 0.01 (.lnr¡Housed 40nCi (Uf)

AU Autonatic irradiation uniË

HI I'High'r mount on Líttlemore unit heat,er plate

Errors are o//n.
¿
Determined by other group members, initials given.

ú¡

HI 5nCi
Hf zo[ci

HI 5mCí
ttrmom

calculated fron Ëhe 500ucj-/20vci and 5nc1/500uci values.
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Ïhe automated TL reader ß source r{as calibrated against the housed

40mCi source, for the HF et.ched., 90-I25um fraction of Lake ¡roods

( s3, TDr ln) quarEz on stainless steel. pretreatment to erase NTL

consisted of twice heating to 550oC maximum at 5Ks-1 . RelaÈive dose-rates

$rere assessed by natching the 325"C and 480"C peaks fron timed standard

irradiations with Ëhose from test irradiaÈions. Found

Housed 40mCi (AU)
Autonated TL ß source 0 .s7e8 + 0 .0014 (o // n) .

Giving a dose-rate = 84.80 + 0.13 Gy/hour, as at Nov. I9g5.

"Leakage" through the closed shutter was -8mGy/hour onto the

position directly beneath the source, -InGy/hour onto the tr^ro adjacent

sites, and negligible at the other 2l positions.

"spi11over", during irradiation, onto the two adjacent positions

was -5OnGy/hour; the next trnro positions received -4uGy/hour, with

negligible dose aÈ the reroainíng 19 sites.

2. Gamma Sources

Ïhe Departnent of C'eology kindly permít.ted use of their noninally

600Ci 60Co Y source. This rÀras calibrated againsÈ the housed 40mCi (AU)

source f or Lake l.trcods ( s3, TDr In) quartz, (g0-125¡rrn, IIF etchedr oD

stainless steel). rrradiations were 2 mínutes 60co y, matched aÈ the

325"C peak by t hour housed 40nCi (AU). Saroples for irradiation by rhis

source are held in I6 position plasÈic sample holders. The dose-rates

given below are for all posítions of the "green" sanple holder as at

November 1984. (kGy/hour; errors o//n).
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Upper 8 positíons.

Lor¿er B positions .

3. The use of o sources was not required ln this study.

8

4.03 + 0.13

7

4 .57 + O.r7

6

4.56 + 0.18

5

3.87 + 0.r5

4

3.97 + 0.r3

3

4.50 + 0.r5

2

4.47 + A.20

1

3.97 *, 0.21

16

3.67 + 0.14

15

4 .15 + 0.10

14

4.07 + 0.r9

13

3 .59 + 0.20

12

3 .60 r 0.09

11

4.I2 * 0.I4

10

4.11 r 0.18

9

3 .59 + 0.r8
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APPENDXK 2

Tnterference filters

Central to this study hlas an investigation of t,he dependence of

bleaching on the illumination spectrum (see Chapter 5), specifically, on

the relatíve bleaching effíciencj-es of various wavelengths. Ihis was

done by selecting representative wavebands from the simulated sunlight

sPectrum by rneans of high quality interference filters, chosen to sanple

almost all wavelengths present in the natural solar specËrum incident at

sea level (see Figs. 4.2.L, App . 2.r, App . 2.2). The filrers are 50x50nm

square, (permittíng the simultaneous exposure of several sample discs)

and give )3 optical density blocking of unwanted wavelengths

(manufacturer's specifications). Consequently, the "leakage" of unwanted

wavelengths during a 1000 minute exposure should be equivalent to ( I

minute of unfiltered illumination. In practice, leakage was found to be

negligible, equivalent to several seconds exposure at most.

Some specificaÈions for the interference filters, and data on the

illurnination delivered when used wíth the Oriel Solar simulator, are

shown be1ow.



FILTER

À rÀL
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nm.

(1) Q)
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TRANSMITTANCE
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(3) (4)
POI^¡ER IN POWER
BANDIüIDTH DELIVERED

TO WORKPLANE

ENERGY
DELIVERED
TO }ü]RKPLANE

MEAN
PHOTON

ENERGY
(Ào)

EV

PTTOTON

H.IIX

PHOTONS/
nE2 /trinute/" nl/crn2 ølI/ cm2 nJ/cn2 /¡oinute

290È10
322tr2, .
33e+r o ):
34sft 1 ):
363110 \'
37 0xI2
400È20
450È20
500r20
550r20
600r20
650r20
700x20
>7 50

r8 .3
L5 .2
28 .3+ l0 .9
23 .0+17 .4
32.2+L4 .3
47 .4
32.4
48.5
53.7
62.5
5r .8
58 .5
63 .3
-80

<0 .002
0 .072
0.084
0.187
0.31
0 .54
3.60
4.60
4 .80
4.88
5 .08
4 .60
4.02
-32

<0 .0004
0.011

.023+ .009

.042+.032

.095+.042
0.25
I .14
2.15
2.48
2.9r
2.53
2.69
2.41
-25

<0 .02
0 .63

I .37+0.53
2 .52+ L .90
5 .7+2.5

15
68

129
r49
L74
152
r55
145

- l, 500

<0 .3
l0

23+9
44+33
lO4+46

280
1,400
2,900
3,700
4,800
4,600
5 ,100
5,100

>60,000

4.28
3 .85
3.66
3 .59
3 .41
3 .35
3.10
2.76
2.48
2.25
2.07
I.9r
L .77

<1.65

(1).

(2).

(3).

(4) .

290, 322nm filters frou Acton Researc corp., (Acton, Mass., u.s.A., orTzo),remainder fron Corion Corp., (Holliston, MA., U.S .A., OLi46).

Transmittance for equivalent filter having bandrvidth 2AÀ.

Power from Oriel_ Solar Simulator (see Fig. 4.2.I) summed over bandwidth 2^À.

Power in bandwidth x effective peak transmiÈtance x solar sinulator calibrationfactor .

(5).
T" ."tlYg of the parameter is shown both before use and after 20 hours exposureof the filter to sinurated sunríght, for these defective firters.
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The three defecÈíve Corion W filters (lo values nornínally 337, 350,

and 360nn) posed problerns in that Èhe transmlttance changes r¡rere not

found until the bleaching work had been completed. However, as Ehe same

wavebands \Árere sampled throughout (Ào remained -unchanged in each case),

allowance need only be nade for the altered Èransmittance. Ihis r¿as done

by assuming a linear change with tíúe in the absence of any daËa on the

Erue rate of ehange. The unknown validity of this assumption ís

accounted for 1n greaÈer uncertainties assigned to the total irradiance

delivered ln these wavebands.
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APPENDIX 3

Automated TL reader sofÈware

The software package (written ín HP-basic at the Ris$ National

Laboratory, Dennark) supplied \,rith the automated-TL reader system

consisted of t.hree control programs and a primary analysis program.

The control programs were adequate for the needs of this study, and

required only superficial changes. A brief description of their

functions follor¡s:

"LEDTEST'| : for system self-calibration, using an inbuilt LED.

"ENTSEQ" : Permits the operator to enter a set of ínstructions for

irradiating and/or ranping selected grouPS of sample discs.

This ttsequencett can be stored for repeated use '

"RUNSEQ" : The hardware control

ínsÈructions (ttsequencett)

"ENTSEQt' .

runs the sYStem using

and stored by Program

program

wrítten

The analysis program "RECALL" \¡/as strucÈured around an 'rON-KEY"

routines menu. Available hardcopy otltputs !üere counts from each of the

250 channels into which the temperature range is dívided, and a graphical

represenËation of the sane. An addít.ional f eature I^las a peak summation
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routine which integrated over a nominated tenperaËure ttwídthtt in a user

specified ttarea of inÈeresttt temperature range.

the prograrn strucÈure pernitted user authored routines to be added

to the "ON-KEY" tnenu - t.his was done for weight normalization, 5 channel

summations, l0 channel summations and a curve averaging routÍne (produces

the mean of two glow curves). Ihe summation subrouEine algorithms are

based on those in the progran "l'fcsl9r' written by B. Smith.

The considerable "hands-on" time required to output analysed data

led to the creation of Èwo auÈomatlc output programs, based on

"RECALL". lhese give graphÍcal and 5 channel sun hardcopy of the weight

normalized data, along with run details. Progran "A!IN5CSt' does this for

each of up to 250 records, whereas "AVCIIRV" produces the same ouÈput

fornat for averaged pairs of records (up to L25 pairs). Listings of

"REcALLtt "AWN5CS", and "AVcuRv" fo11ow.
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E=Y-SCALE (O=AUTOTIATIC)
E$=NÊME BF CURVE (I-E-
..PRE" OR "POST")
A2=SA|'4PLE NUHEER TO BE
DISFLÊYFD
**xx*xt***x**xt*********

(JL) *70i15C)/ NUM (Dei:Ol ) ) ; ',oE

E GoTO gf,O
ç. 6é(lB+NUf4 (D$Ef,91 ) *ê,===E*2V

FOR taEY LABE!-S- *r*x**rf

_ COUT.ITS DATA FIEDOUERED FRoII

I OOO

1010
1 Q10
1C)f,C)
TO4C)
1r:)5C)
1 0åo
107C)
1 080
1 090
1 100
! 11^

1 r10
1 130
1 140
1 150
I 1óO
717A
1 1BO
I 19C)

1200
i:10
1f20
113C,

1 ?óO
1370

139Cr
1f,('()
Í31o
if,?Q
1f,f,Cì
134tlr

1f,óCr
7=70
1f,BC)
15?O
14U0
1r110
14iO
1 430
1 440

l4åo
7170
1 480
749..j
1 500
1510
1520
1530
1540

1560
r37o
1580
1 59t
1 ôOO
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1ó1O IF IiOT D4 THEN i64O : TETIF'=RÂTI.JRE OR CHâNNE:-S
1é1() D6=INT (D4)TF,/83) I CONVEÊT TEMFEFATURE TO CHANNEL NUMEEF:S
1ó=O D7=Il.¡T (D5*8,/8f,)
ré4O TF Dé}O AND Dôi:51 AI.ID D7>.= Dé AND D7<-37 THEN 1ÒBO
1ê5Cr DISF "Integration areã out o+ range" c'DISF "Carrsed by å FROSRAIIi1I¡.IG ERRORÍ

Ió60 BEEP
1670 sToF
16Ê0 D3=o €, Dg=Dô
1é9O FOR A9=D6 TO D7 ! SEARCH PEAK
17OO IF A(49):Dî THSN D:=A(49) Er D9=49 I LOCATE,STOFE FEAK COUt,,tT Ar,¡D CHAÌÙ.JEL-
1710 NEXT Â9
1730 IF F:)Q THtrN DS=F E!-SE DE=INT (-tFxB/ í:ÈEf,)))Ìf+1 ! FIND I.JU¡1E=R OF CHAN iF I
NT AREA IN TEMP
i7trO D(¡=D9-(DB-1)/2 | LOIJEST IiiT=EÂATlOtl CHât{r..lEL
174O D1=D9+(DE-1)/3 : HIGHEST
77=O IF DCr>O ÊND D1,::51 THEiI 179Q ! WIDTH Dt{ ?
17åO DB=-(MIN (:sO-Dç,D9-1)*?+1) I CALCULATE NEW N]DTH
L77O Dç'=D9- ( (-DB-l) ./2)
178O D1=D?+ ( (-DB-1) ,/:)
1790 DEESó!3óI=CHR$ (DO) | STOFE INTEGÊÂTION AREA
lgor:, DsE37,37l=CHR:F (D1)
181O D3=O
1B2C) FOR Ag=DC) TO Dl
1830 D3=D3+Ê(49) I INTEGRÊTE OVER AREA OF INTEFEST.
1E4O NEXI A9
1850 !

laóo | ***rBt**xr**l*t********x**i sET Y-scALE. ***XxX****Xx*XXx*X**Xx***X*
1B7Ct I

1B8o D=E ! SET SCALE
1B9O IF NOT D THEN D=HAX (1.D2) ! AUTOT4ATIC Y-SCAI-E (l4IN 1)
19C)() E4-LEN (VALI5 (II.IT (D) ) ) ! NUIIBER OF FIGURES IN Y-sCALE
1?1O D=(INT ((D-1)/10'-(E4-1) )+1)x1O^(E4-1) ! SCALE ?*1(,^?
193Cr E4=LEN (vAL$ (D) ) I CORRECT
19=O !

1940 : *lxx***x*f*rxixl***xx**l DRAW GRAFH ON CRT- **xXXåxt***x*x******xx*r
íç=c, I

1960 GFAFH ! GRâF'HICS MODE
1ç7T) ECLEAR
19EO SCALE O!3óO!-(- 1*D). 1. C)5*D
1990 XAXIS O!50 ! DRAW AXIS
îOOQ YÊXIS O. . 1 *D! O! D

FOR A?=O TO 4 : FFINT UNITS
PEN UF.
HOVE +(r+5Þ*A9.-(. 1iD)
LASEL VAL$ ( INT (5()r (Aç+t) *Ë:/E) )
NEXT Ê9
FOR A9=.1XD TO D STEP .1*D
PEN UF'
MOVE 10. A9

TEI1FERATURE ON X AXIS

LÊEEL VAL$ (A9/1O^. (E4-3) ) : COUI'ITS OI.I Y AXIS
NEXT A9
PEI.I I.JF

t4ovE 30, -9*D
LAËEL''X10"- I FFINT MULTIPLICATOR
HOVE 45, - 94XD
LAEEL VALS (F4-?)
PEN UP
ñovE olo
FOR A9=1 TO 350
PLOT A9!Ê(A9) : PLOT CUFVE
F'EN UP
NEXT A9
FEN UP
MOVE DÖ.O ! DRAI4 II{TEERATION ÂREA
DRêtd DO. A (D())
PEN UF.
MOVE D1.O
DRAt¡l D1! A (Dl)
PEN UF

tx*tx******x*x* LAEEL GRAPH,DISFLAY INTEGRATION VALUE- ***i*X***X*xX**

FE=E$&"#"&VAL6 (42)&" T="&vAL$ (INT (D9XB3./B))&" I="
IF DB>O THEN F6=FâI<VALE (lNT (D=)) ELSE F$=Fse"t"&VAL$ (INT (Df,-DB/lOoC)))&'l

HOVE lf,O-4*LEN (FS).D
LAEEL F!È

FEN UF

t**f* FRINT DETAILS OF GLEI¡,ICURVÊ IF GRAFHICAL HARDCOFY IS FEG¡UIFED. xxxx

2C) 1 Cr

20îo
:Q3()
2Cr40
1050
2C¡60
!c)7cl
:oao
2090
:r o()
21 10

2130
314(r

21óO

=i7ö21 BO
:190
î?frrl

2:2C)
:?3O
:1.40
2:50
?36Cl

3?B()
2=90
::oo
:J10
2320
2330

!f,40

2;60
?=7A
!3SO
2390
?40c1 IF E$="Y" THE¡'I 2410 ELSE 3570
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341t:) IF NAMESS="()" THEN GOTE 14=C)

24?(r PFII'lT ¡ ID5
?430 FRIIJT E PRINT "FILE : "¡As&" HEASURED EY TL-IÍEASUFEME¡.IT
PftOGRAII : "; D$ L2,4J
2440 PRIiIT 'SAÌIPLE NO. :"¡NlJl4 (D$ElÊl)." RUN NO- :".'NUl"l (DËi191)
?45() PRINT ,,RECERD NO. : '' ì X, " SECOND NAmE : " ¡ p5t5, 14)
?460 HAXTEHF=FNR (f1)*1O,/NUl'l (D$t:Ol)
2470 HEATRATE=HAXTEHF.¿ (FNR (:1 ) *NUt'l (DEt13l ) x - OOCr138*:O./ 1 9 - óoCtE )

248(ì FRIiIT "HEATING RATE:"¡INT (HEATFÊT=*1OO)./1OO;"DEG/SEC-'TO A MAXIfiUtI TEMPERß
TURE oF "; irur - (fidiTEñF'x1o) 71çr; "ose- cELsIuS- "
:49O LET DDD=NUH (Dst15l) E M|'4H=NUF1 (Dst1él) e YYY=NUi4 (DEt17l)
:5OO FFINT "DATE OF RUN : ";DDD; ".2";Mllll; ".2";YYY
:51O FRINT "IRFADIATiON TIfIE:"IINT ((FNR(40)*,OCIBxlQ,/19.66O8+NUm (DEtf,9l)*ê5.BS
*?O,,1 ,a - ó6C)BX _ OOB ) * 1O0) ,/ 1C)Cr¡ ',S=CONDS',
:5fO IF IIEIGHT>O THEN PRII{T "DATA u,=IGHT NORMALISED FOFI SA|4Fl-E F1ASS : "INEiGHT;¡|m
s- "
253() !

:540 : T*****X*X***T* IF HARDCOFY FEEUIREÐ.ADVå¡,ICE PRINTEÊ 9 LINES FÊOIl ÐETAILS>
FFINT GRAPH.ADVANCE TO TOF OF NEXT FOFI4.STORE DATA IF RECIUIREÐ. ******XX*XXX*:
:550 !

-56() FRiI.IT F FFINT Ê PFiI¡.,IT E.FRII'JT III PRINT E FRINT G'PFI¡'¡T g FF]I''¡T E'FFiI.IT
237C) IF Ers=tti'r THEN DU,*IF G-''{APHICS O.A. i É' FRI¡JT E FFINT E FF:IllT E FRIIIT
:5EO IF EIS=''Y" THEN FRIÌ.¡T CHR$ (i:) E:-SE 1590
'59() IF C5="Y" THEN PRIi¡T+ 1 ; D$
16(10 RETURN
?ê10 !

3ó?O I *****x***XX****X*l*x*X*[
2å;Cì ! FRINT CEUNTS F:DUTINE
2é4lJ t **xx*********xx****t**x*
3650 !

3é'òC) !

?67O | *xx***x****X IF HÊRÐCOFY COUll;: REAUI-tr;EÐ'FñINT DETAILS' *****ä****i*
2680 !

2é9O IF Er$="Y" THEN :7OO EI-SE 1860
?7OC, IF NA|'4ES$="O" THEN GOTD 3730
271O FRINT ¡ IDE
273() FñINT E FRINT "FILE : ";A$3r" MEASURED EY TL-I'IEASUFEI'IE¡/T
PROEFAH; "¡D$E?r4J
î7=O FRll'IT "SÊllPLE NO, :"¡NUl4 (DstlBl)'" FUN t{O' :";NUFI (DËE19Ð
.?74O FRINT "RECORD NO. :"iX," SECOND NAI4E : ";Dst5'14J
:75o IIAXTEHP=FNR (11) xlolNUH (D5t3Ol)
!7é(| HEATRATE=|4AXTEI'1F/ (FNR (31 ) *NUl (D$ t:31 ) * - OCIC| 13axîcr/ 79 - 66OA)
!77O FËINT "HEATING RATE: "I I¡JT (H=ÊTRÊTE*1r-,O) /'1Oo; "DEG/SEC- ,TO A HAXIl4ulf TEMF5Rñ
TU-riE OF ":INT (I'IAXTEMPxIO)/1C¡; I'DE6. CELSIUS"'
:7BCr LET DDD=NUi'I (D5t15l) E MMf=NUl'l iD6tlél) F YYY=l'.¡LJlf (Dãt171)
:.79O FFINT "DATE OF RUN : "¡D.DD; ",/";l'1lfh; ".2";YYY
î8(rO FF:INT "IRÊâDIATiON TI|.lE:"iIt,ll ((FllFt(4(:r)*,oc)3t:(:),/19.ååos+riuÌ1 (D$tf,?l)t63s3l-
*?C)/ 1 9. ô6()Bx - lrOB ) * 1 O0 ) ./ 1 CrCr ; " S;CONDS "
2A1O IF WETGHT>O THEN FRINT .'DATA I{ETGHT NORI4ALISED FOF SAIIFLE IIASS :.';{.JEIGHT;'Im

:E?C) FRINT E. FRINT
:ef,() !

"B4O I **XX*XX* DISFLAY COUI{TS OI'1 CFT, AND FRII.¡T IjÊ-IiDCOF'Y IF REtrUIFED. i****X'I
1e5c) !

2860 IF Bs="Y" THEN PRINT ALL
1B7O FDR Y=1 TD ?51 STEF 5
:BB() DISF USI¡.lG 2940 ¡ Y. A {Y) ,4 (Y+1) .4 (Y+2) . Ê (Y+f,) ! A (Y+4)
:890
19O(j
:91 Ct

191C,
193C)

!940
395C¡
:960
297(l
a9SC)

2990
3000
3C)1()
30?o
303C)
3Cr4O

3050
30óo

NEXT Y
DISF USING 394r-) i Y. A (Y) ,4 (Y+i ) ! A (\'+3) .4 (Y+f,)
NgRT4AL
IF E5=,'Y.' THEN F-IiIi.¡T CHF:E (i?) I ADVÊÌ.ICE FRIT{TER TO TOF OF FOF:H.

I.:EY LASEL E. RETURN
i tiÊGE f,z . 6x . SDz . 6x . 8DZ, óX . sDZ . 6X, SDZ. óX . SDZ
I

| **xx*rx*x****xr***x* DEFINE USEF:-DEFII.JED FUNETIONS. lx*å*****t**x*****t

DEF FNR(X) = :55Ê¡,lul'i (DsiXl)+l'.¡Ull (DâEX+11)
DEF FND9(X) = VAL$ (INT (NUt'l (DstX,Xl) /1O) )I¿VAL$ (RllD (NUN (D$lXrXl) 

' 
1O) )

I

: lxr*******trt***** oN/oFF st¡,rTcH FoR HARDCOFY l4ÜÐE. ****¡**X*r********
!

CLEAR
IF Be="Y" THEN B$="N" G DISF "HARDCOFY OFF" ELSE B$="Y" e DISF "HARDCOFY ow

3070
3080
3Cr9Q
31 00
31 10
3120
i.l -19

IF B:s="Y" THEN GOTO 3060 ELSE CLEAR e 60T0 3O9O
DISP "ENTER TITLE (UP TO 75 CHARAETERS) - O IF TITLE NOT REtrUIRED'

(BUT DO NOT USE COI'IT,IAS) _ P fF PREVIOUSLY ENTERED.'';
INFUI NAHES:S
IF NâilES$+'O" AND NA|4ES6#"P" THEN ID$=NA¡1ES$
KEY LASEL
RETUFN

lix**X****xr*l**t*x**xt** ENTER NEI¡J Y-SCA!-E. X*x*Èxx*x*x*X***ff****x*l
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31 4(l
31 5()
tr16(:)
377f.)
f,lAC)
319C)
f,?oo
f,:l c,

JSrlO

326C)

3?BC)
f,:9(ì
=3C,O

CLEAR 6' DISF "Enter new .v-scale (t-l=Aui.oma+-i'c) "¡
INF.UT E
IF E.':= Cr THEt'l l1=Y LAEEL G F:=TUFTN

BE=F
GOTO =14(,

x**xx******x*x sET LotJEF EOUiIDARY OF AREA OF INTFñ=ST. Xx*xXã**t*x**t

ELEAF:
DISF' "Enter IoH tÊmÞ. or chennel "
DISF'"(1 to";INT (FNR{2i)/NUM (DÊtaúl)x1O);"or Cl ta C33(r)"i
INFUT 419
A1$=UFCS (416)
IF A1I'='"' THEN S=EF G GOTO 3-3CI
IF A1!5tl,1l="c" THEN D4=0 Er D6=VAL (A1st:l) e', GoTg 5=3O
D4=INT (VAL (ArE))
Dé=INT (D4l (FNR(31)/NL,H (Dsi:Ol)x1O)*25C)+.5)

I

CLEAF
DISF "Enter width o{ area to inte'9rate":
DISF " (In temperatlrre I '.o"; Il'JT tFNR(!1) /NUl4 (Dst2C)l) )ß1())

DISF "deçrees or in chann=Ie Cl to" E DISP "C?49(I+ channel= an odd

INFUT A1:!
IF 416="" THEN 369(l
IF 416E1,1l+"C" THEN F=-VâL (41É) E 60T0 :71O
F=VAL (41$t2l)
¡F RIID (F,2) AI.ID F)O AND Fiî50 THEN I:EY LABEL E RETURN

DfSF "Number o+ chånneÌs to integràte"
DISF "out o{ range"
EEEF
GOTO f,590
IF -F>O AND -F.íFNR(31)/NUT"i (DEE:O])'1O THEN KEY LAEEL G RETURN

331O DISF D4r"= CHANNEL";D6
33rO D4=O
5=30 IF- Dó:>O Al{D Dó(:5(r THEt'l 

=35C)3-34C¡ DISP "Low channel out of rångP" e EEEF G' GOTO =330f,=5o IF D6<D7 THEN KEY LAEEL E RETURN

=36C) 
GoTO 

=410f,f,7o I

f,3s0 : tr*******x*xx* 5ET UpF=Ã EOUNDÊRY OF AREÂ BF INTEÉEST. *xx*Xf*XXx**x**
f,f,9o !

34OO ELEÊR
f,-11O DISP "Ente¡- high temF. or chånnel "
=4:Cr DISF "(1 ttr"f INT (Fl.lR(i1'),/NUl'1 (DE!?(il)Í1t:r)¡"or C1 to C:5C))";
34=O ÌNFL'T âiS
344Cr A1$=UF'CS (Ê1E)
]45Cì IF A19='''' THEI'I EEEF E' GOTO 3'+1O
3460 IF AL$E1,ll="C" THEN D4=O E'D7=VAL (Al$t3l) E'EOTE 331(¡
347o D5=iNT (VAL (41$) )

3a€,O D7=INT (D=l (FNR (:1) /NUl'1 (DÊtf C)l ) *1O) x!5C)+- 5)
349O DISF D5¡ "= CHANT{EL";D7
35oct Ds=O
3510 IF Dé>O AND Dèi:5O THEN 35f,O
f,5?C) DISP "High channel out o+ rånge" E EEEF E EOTO J41()
35:-.(, IF Dé<D7 THEN KEY LAEEL 13 RÉTURI{
3540 60T0 3230
f,550 :

f,E6O ! *x**x******rx**xr** SET t¡jIDTH OF AREA TO II{TEEFATE. ***l**xx******x**x*-

:580
f,590
f,óc)c¡
3¿1C)
) ,.;
362ó
3630
36r+O

3ó60
367C)
36A0
3690
:'7c)o
371 0

number)

37?O DISP "t¡Jidth of in'-egråtion areå out of"¡O DISP "range"
3730 EEEF
J740 GOTO 35çO
5750 !

s7óo ! ***x*******'l*r*x** UEiGHT NORHâLISATIOtI SUEROUTII.IE. ****Xl****xX**r(*X)ß
377Ct !
37AO CLEAF E DISP TAEI (=O) ¡ "t¡lEIÊHT NORIIALISATION- "
l79cr DISF e DrSF, ,,(TO WETEHT NOR¡iALIS= AN AVEFAGED CURVE'USE (14495 SAF1FLE 1 +14¡1

ss SANFLE ?)./2 AS ,'9CHR5 (34)&"SAI4PLE HâSS. "i¡cHFE (34)&")" E DISP È DISP
f,AOÖ DISF "ENTER I4ASS OF SAIIPLE'IN ng' (ie: 5.3)";
5E10 INFUT NEIEHT

=B:Cì 
FOF| Y=1 TO :55 STEF I

f,BSO A (Y) =Ê (Y) x1IWEIEHT
3B4O NEXT Y
5E5O CLEAR E D]SF "I.¡EIGHT NORHâLISATION COT4F'LETÊD-" G'I<EY LAEEL G'FETURN

3AóO !

sgTo ! **xxxxx***tr*i**** s CHANNEL SUHHATIoN SUB-T{CUTINE. *rx**x**x**x**x**x*
3BBO !
3S9O IF B$=..Y'' THEN PRINT ALL ! PRINT HARDCOPY IF REEUIRED.
f,9(ro IF Ers='y" THEN 39tO ELSE 4Õ30 ! IF HARDCOFY REBUIRED, FRI¡'IT DETAILS.
3910 IF NêMESS="O" THEN GOTO i?=O
3?3CI PRINT !. ID$
SSSO FRINT e pRINT "FILE : ,'¡A$&', ÌIEASURED EY TL-HEASUREME¡rÎ

PROERAM : ";D$tZ'41
S94O FRINT .SAt'lpLE NO. :',¡NUH (DsElBl), " RUN NO. : ":NUM (D$ElÐ)
3?5C) PRTNT "RECtrRD NO, :''!X,'' SECOND NAME : ";DSE5'14J
f,960 llAXTEIIF=FNR (21) *1olt'¡Ull (D$E2Ol)
3970 HEATRATE=MAXTEMP/ (FNR (31 ) xNull (DsE::l ) x- OOCr138XîO/ 19' åéOB)
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393O PF:Il.JT "H=ÊTINe RATE:',:1tJT (HEATRATExI()O) /1CrC)! "DEG/gEC. !TE A I4AXIF1UM TEÍFERA
TURE OF "ì INT (MAXTEIFxIO) /roi"D=É. CELSIUS.'

=99o 
LET DDD=NUH (D5!151) É' ÌlHh=NUH (DEt16l) e YYY=NU|'| (D$t171)

4()r:)O PRINT "DATE OF RUN : "¡DDD¡ "./"''l1l1t4¡ "/";YYY
4C1o FRINT,'IRRADIA-iION TIME:,,iIÌlT ((FNR(40)*.t)og*10/7ç'.õ609+i.lul4 (D5t39l)r4553.t
*?Q,/79- 66O8*. OOB) t1ú0) /1(¡O¡ "SECO|{DS"
4o2o IF I,.IEIGHT>O THEN PRINT ''DATÊ I¡EIGHT NORI1ALISED FOR SAI.IF.LE IiA55 :..¡t4EIGF|T;IIm

9. "
4o3o CLSAR E DISF E ÐISF TAF (f,O) 1"5 CHAIiNEL SUl"lrlATioNS' "
4C)4O IF r/¡EiGHT.:C) THEN DISF TAE (3C)); "uJEÌGHT NORMÂLISED FúF SAHFLE mASg";t^lEiGiìT;'l
ñg- u

4ò5o DlsF, ,, CHAI.INELS SUH CHANNêLS SU¡I'.
4()6O FOFI l1:9=O TCt 

=54O7O V:=(r G V3=O
4C)8Cj FOR l(B=O TO 4
4O9C V1=V3+A il<B+X9*1O+1 )

41OO NEXT KB
4110 FOR K8=5 TO I
41?O V==V3+A (KB+l':9*1 O+1 l
41f,O NEXT l<8
4i40 DISP USIl.lE 415C ¡ 1C¡lä9+11 lOXl{9+5i Vî¡ 1O*Ii9+6¡ 1(J*t{?+1O; v=
4150 rMAGE 14X..f,D! "-",Ð,3X, 1OD. l:X,trD. "-",f,D,3X, lCrD

4i6r_) NFXT t..ç
417(r IF Erã="Y" THEIJ FRII'JT CHR+ (i:)
418(, NOFFjÊL É I{EY LâËEL G' FETURN
4!90 |

42OO ! f**X**X**Xrxr:i***X 1(i CHANNEL SUt'lüÊTICN SUEROUTIT'¡E. *ËxX***tX***tl*X*
4310 !

4210 IF E1S="Y'' THETI FF:INT ALL I FÊINT SUHS IF HâÉDCOPY REOUIRED.
4:f,() ÐISF ß DI9F TAE (3O);., 1(I CHANITJEL SUI1MATIONS.,'
4!4Ö IF I¡JEIGHT>O T]iEN DISÉ TâE (2O) i ''NEIGHT NORI4ALISED FOF SAMF'LE I'IASS"¡I'JEIGHT;If
mg. '
.?:5O DISP HANNELS SUF1 CHANNÊLS SUII''
4:óü FOR K9=O TO 12
4î7O V2=o e V3=O
42Bo FOR KB=l TO 10
4:90 V?=V2+A (F:B+t<g1?ü)

4trO() NEXT KB
4f,1o FOF KS=11 Tg 30
4320 V3=V-=+A ( Ì.:B+t{9*:.J )

4330 NEXT KB
4:4o DfsF usrNG 435c i 2(t*t<9+1!30*l(.9+7oiv?i3()*1<9+11¡:c)lti9+"oiv3
4f,5o lÍAGE 14X,3D, "-",5D,3X, lC'D. 1:Xr3D, "-",3D.3X, 1OD

4f,60 NEXT l':9
4f,7o NOR¡1AL E DISF.S,DISF E'I{EY LABEL E RETURN
4:AC) !

4=9O I **XX**XX*rXÈr*t***t ELor¡JcuFVE AVERêGINE SUEROUTINE. XXxl*********x*å*x*.
440C) !

4410 CLEÊF
4-1:O DISP "THIS SUS-IioUTINE RETURNS THE AVEFAGÊ OF Tt^lo GLOWCURVES' "
44f,c) DISP ,,THtr FIFrsl CUFVE I5 THAT CURRENTLY HELD IN Ì4EüOFY.THE SEcoND IS READf
N EY THIS SUEROUTINE. "
4440 DÍSF E. DISF ''BOTH ÊLOI{CURVES HUST 8E ENTSRED AS Rât¡] COUNTS-IF THE COUNTS HE

LD IN HEI1ORY HAVE Ë¡=N I^IEIGHT NOF:ìIALISED,THEY HUST EE CONVEFT=Ð EACI'1 TO RAW "
4430 DISF "COUNTS EY I4ULTIPLY]N6 5Y THE SâMF'LE i4å5S. "
446(:I DISP ''THE SEEOND GLOT'JCIJRVE DAN THEN BE READ IN. '
4470 DJSF, E. DISP "NC CORñECTION IS I1ADE FOF CHANNEL SHIFTI¡.IE. "
448() DISF ß, DISP "HAVÊ THE CDUNTS CURRENTLY ÌN HEI1ORY EE=N WEIDHT NORI'IALISED (/
,,N)',ì
449ó ! xx*x* IF FIFST RECORD WGHT. NORi1.rTHEÌ',I CCNVEET TC RAIJ DATÊ VALUES- **x*
45CIO INF'UT I4N6
4510 IF t¡JNgt="Y" THEt'l 4520 ELSE 4370
452C) DISF "ENTER SAIIPLE mAgS (mg-)";
45f,O IT,¡PUT WEIEHT
4540 FOR Y=1 TO 260
4=5O A (Y) =A (Y ) *WEI GilT
4555 NEXT Y
45óO : x****x****t*t sToRE FIRST FECORD DêTA IN E()- ***xxf****t**
4570 FOR Y=1 TO ?åO
4580 It(Y)=A(Y)
]i59O NEXT Y
4600 AVCURVE=1O
4610 ! X*'F******X*t F=AD IN THE SECOND GLOUICUF:VE. ***xx*X*****
4ó?0 GOTO 160
4630 : *****X**r**t ÂVERAGE FIFST AND SECOI¡D FËCOFDS. i****xxì(**x*
4ó4O FOR Y=l TD ?óO
-1é5O A(Y)=A (Y) /2+B(Y) /2
4áéO NEXT Y
4670 AVCURVE=O
468cl CLEAR E DISF.''AVE'XA6INE COT,IPLETED-THE DATA I4AY NOT{ EE OUTPUT IN ANY
(34)&"ON-r€Y"&CHRÊ (34)&" FORI'4-" e r€Y LAEEL E RETURN

',&cHRf
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AWN5CS

1Q | "Al¡Jr'{5CS" - AUTO T,JEIGHT NO=itlAt-i:Et, 5 CHAär.lgi_ 5Ut15-'() CL=AF r¡'Dl5P "THis 
=t3GF:Ar íìu-¡-ilii¡T¡cAt-Ly ÐurF.urs r{EtGHT i.icñäAL;:=E, 

=:HA¡r¡nsLSUMS FOR EÂCH OF UP TE :3'I RSIJRDS. ''
:() DISF E DISF "THE OF=ñÁTOF trUST EI{TEñ lllE REtrCRD IJU|ISSRS Ai,lD CCF:RE=FOttDÌi.JG 

=sñFLE i,JEIGl-iTS.AND HÉìS THE CFTIOi,t TE =NTãF SA|1F.L= htAMgS_,'
4() ON ERROR GOTO óC)
5Cì i-OADF I N '' GÐU|'1F.- FFoG ',
åC) OFF ERROF
7a) t

E(r I **Xi***xx** DIH=l.JsIiÌ,t åÌ.JD iNiî;AL:ZE
90r
1'.)O OFTI ON BASE 1
11C) DItf Ds[1r:]41l.FElf,å1.¡tF (-51),r i?5J
j.:Cr FEAL â (:óC)) . RECÐÊDS i^5rti . UE jcäTS (-gC! j

STFI I ilE 1,'ÊF:r- åELES. AÃRAY9. *x x x i x i i * ii-

FOF] Y=l TE 36r)
A(Y)=0
t!=A ¡ I

FOR i=L TO :5O
RECOF:DS(I)=Cr
I¡JEIEHTS(I)=ö
N$(I)=""
I'IEXT T

FFII.'ITEF] ]5 7C}1
CLEAR

x****xxx**xå: cåîAr DGUE DÄlâ DISC!S=l_FtT FILE OF jilÎEÃE:T, ixå;;;Xxå:#+
LH¡ .UEIÈ

DISF "Ei.jTEF FIL=iiåiÎ=' ;
INF'IJT AS
ASS I 6N# 1 TO AFEi '' . TåTA ''

*i*rxx**î**i oFT¡!i,l To ¡\'F,È95 Dls='!åy üF Fit_E ÐIÊEcîoFiy_

YOU l,JAì.lT TO ANÂLCLEAF] F DISF ''DO YOU I'r]O* THE F:E!!F:Þ i,IUI4EE¡iS OF THE Ê=CORDS
(\,/t.l) " ¡

INFUT' FECT..¡OS

f,5(:) RECHO*.=UFC$ (RÊCHÐÊ;
:6C) IF RECtlfrg=,'n¡,' TH=¡J 4iO

=7(t IF EECNOS="Y,' THEN cgTO åCrO
¡8{.) !

f,?O ! +È:tx;È;x)Ì*iä**Ètiå:ËÉ, ÐIgãt-A.''DF =iLE DrÊE:TOFry. Ëxi*ii;xii:.ri;;í.x:**j{:}() 
I

jii i) ,clErìD+ 1. 1 ; De
¡-'tl: CLEÊR
,ì3fJ DISF lJSItlG "t:. ri. t:.::.:i.
5 I'1EÊSUF.ED : ". NUll (-ret 1=l ) .
+4r'ÐISF "FjL= ttRIl-TEN:y Ti-

,ìéC' ÐISF "R=Ð SA|'4FLE F:Ur¡ ¡iC

^?7,-r FOF Ê=i TO t'.JUH iDåt: I )

sE:O¡{D i.]ÉItE I'1A!: TEIÌF FÃMF' TJfiE T=sT-DOS= STÄÎ]

I it_,
i:+cl
t 5c)
1åCl
I /L'
180
1 ?C)

!1(:)
1:ó
:f,{)
!4C)

"5L-j3åt)
?7y-i

!9ir
f,LìÓ

f,fo

==()
i ÐÈ

.:4C)

-'1" i "FILÊ "¡rAËi¿" CONTAI¡,1iÌ]È ".Ì.¡Uil iÐËt: I ) . " RECCRD
l.lu!': (Ð=tl.ol; -NUM (I'-i171)
-ii=+5uF:=!'1EtJî 7F:3GFrÊM " : Ð: [:. I j

j+B[r ÊEAD+ 1

4?(:] IF I'.JUM

iD$

,â ¡ D$
(DsC:{:)!:crl)-:-,o TH=N Ð6i=1.-:t-tj=cHF:$, (NUH (DËt-rO.3.-rl) ti,:) r¡, FF:INTë i.A

5ii,,r 5=¡,¡gy (DËi 1gl )
51u F:=NUt't íDËi i9l )
::(:) T= Jt{T ( FNR i: i ) î1 (r. r.r!f 1Ð= if,.:ì1., f 1 ir i,, I {_l

SjCr E=¡lUH ( DÊ i -:¡-¡ ) :l Fiìã r -i j :r:. i)r:jr-ì I :Et:at./ i t . gÞtE
5+ö D=|'{UH (D3t¡-Sl )
55tt g=¡¡T ( (FNR {4ol t. u(j6;.::o/'1t. åË.ier-N'Ljt iDÊi:f,+l ) åéE==5*-rü,/1-;- oè,J5å. a'osi *tr:)aì} /lto
560 IF D THEN DISF 'JSING 57O; ArS,RrDst5,14lrT,B,CrD ELSE DISF USTNG gg(); ArS,
R! D$85, 141.T, B
57O IñAGE DDZ,2X, DZ,7X, DZ! óX t 1 OA. 3X, sDZ- D, r+X. 3DZ. 2D, 5X, óDZ- D, f, X, Z

=BO IIIAGE DDZr:X,DZ,7X,DZt6X,1ClA,3X,3DZ-Dr4X,1DZ-?Dr6X,,,NO RADIâTION',
59O NEXT A
éo(r WAIT 2000 e CLEÊR
610 !

6?c) ! i*T**X*)ßIÌI*t INFUT EUÊUE LOOP TO REEUEST AND STORE RECORD NUÍIBERS.SAMPLE
I,IEIGHTS AND SANFLE NANES (NAI4ES MAY EE UP TO 75 CHARAtrTERS LONG). **IT*i****
650 :

ó4O DISP "THE RECORD NUIIBERS.CORRESFONDING SAIIPLE WEIGHTS (mg) AND SAT.IFLE NA¡1E-S
FOF EACH RECORD I,IUST BE ENTERED TOEETHER. (IF NO SAIIFLE NAI,IE,ENTER O)'
650 DISF G, DISP " SEFARâTE EACH ITEII BY coml'IÊs. (ie: 27,5.3.LNàf N+óIIIN'
840) "
igo o¡sp ,' comr,rAs nLrsr Nor BE usED rN THE sârlpLE NANE. .
670 DISP e DISP "ENTER THE FrRST RECORD NO_,SA|IFLE [.JEIGI{T,SAtrpLE NAtfE. "i
éBO INFUT RECORDS(1),IJEIGHTS(1),N$ (1)
é9(r FOR I=2 TO ?50
7OO DISP "NEXT RECORD N0..SATFLE I^¡EIGHT,SAHPLE NAÌ'IE (O,O,O IF I,tO HORs. 1',;
710 INPUT REDORDS (I) ! WEIEHTS (I) , Nfô (I)
72O IF RECORDS(f)=O AND I¡EIGHTS(I)=O THEN GOTO 74O
73O NEXT I
7aO TOTRECS=I
750 CLEAR
760 !
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770 ! tx*x*******xt*x*** sEt-stT Y-scAI-E FOR ALL RECORDS. **X*xx*å*rãtx*r*xx
7ec, I

7?C¡ DTS¡. ''ET.¡TEÑ Y_SCALE FOR ALL RECORDS. (í:,=AIJTOMATJC) ":
ËOO INF,UT YSCALE
elQ I

A2O I ti*x*rt***xxir**** OUTFUT LOOP - PRINTS t^l=IGHT NORIIALIZED GRApHICAL AND TAEULAR HARDEOPY FOF EACH RECOãD ENTERED ON THE INFUT 6IUEUE. ***xxxx*****x***x*
830 !

B4O FOR I=1 TO TOTRECS-I
B5Ct X=RgggPP5,t,
B6C) NORMAL
B7O CLEAR
gBo : xx***t** DATA READ FROM S,TORAGE DISC_ **XXX*tt
89C) ÊEAD+ 1. X ; Ds
9C)O ! **X**XX* CFT DISFLAY OF DETAILS OF RECORD IJNDER ÂNALYSIS. **'XXXXX
9lC) DISP "FILE ; ',; A$
9:C) DISF. "IIEÊSURED FY TL-M=ÂSUR=MET{T FROGRêM "¡D6Tî.4]
93C) DISF' ''RECORD NO.:";X
94() DISF "SECOND NAHE I "iDst:.141
95O DISF USING "L.ZZ.ZZ,Z?" ; ,,DATE : ,,;NL,tf (DSt15l),NUtl (Dst1êl),NUM (DEtlTt)
9óC) DISP "SAMFLE No- :";NUH (DEildl)
?7C) DJSF "ñUN No- :.,:NUH (D5t19l)
98O DISP "F|AX. TEMFERATURE : " I INT (Fl.tR (:i) r1o/NUr (DÊr=ol) *1(:rO) /1OO; ,'DEGREES,'
ç?Cr DISF "FAMP TII'lE ¡ "¡ fNT (FNR(=1) *NU¡l (DE!:f,1 ) t.Or:rCrl:8*?C).,/!9- å6i)g*1{)C)) /1Crc-r; rr5¿
coNDs,'
loOO FOR A=O TO 2
1O1O.IF NOT FNR(!4+4*A) THEN 1C5O
,1OîCI DISP "F'AUSE TEHFERATURE:''¡INT (FNR(34+4Xâ)I1C¡/I.¡UT,I (DËt?O]))¡"DEGREES"
lcrir:) DISP "F.êUSE TIÍE : ,'¡ INT (FNR (=ê+4*A) r. C)Ogt3C)./19. éóOg) ¡ "SECONDS"
1,_rj+O NEXT A
1050 DISF "Il.lTÊGRATICt¿ AF:EÊ :,,;r.ltJM
1(lóC) DlSF "LOt¡l TEÍP=RATURE : ,, I It,iT
GR=ES "
1C)7(:' DiSP "HIGH TEtfFERAIUF:tr :,,¡ ItJT (l.tut1 (DEE37i ) XFNR (:i ) i10,/:5O,/NUFI (Dst3OJ ) );t'P

(D5i:71) -l.lulr iDEt36J ) +1¡ "cHA¡,lNEL5"
(NU¡1 (D$t;ól)XFNR(:1)*1C)./:5(:)/NUH (D$t:()l) ) ;.,D8

EGÉE=S''
lOAO IF Ds[.38,59]=cHR$ (O) lHÊN DrSF "rio FADIåTION'' 6,GOTO 113O
1ar9r-i ÐISF "TEST-D0sE TIHE:"iINT ((Ft.lFia4c))x-aj(rexîo,/1ç__<6ö3+t.tutf
.' 1 ç - åoals*. r:)i)B ) i 1 OO ),' i e() ¡', *Ê;Cui,lDS "
11r,C) ÐI3¡ "TEsT DCSE 5ÌATIOtl Nc. ": iluti (Ð5if,g,.;at )
11iO : ñXX****'****XX** LEOP TE FIEÐOVEÃ CCU¡JTS DATA FRCII STRII{G

=CT 
FER NEGATIVE t,lutlEE-ris ON SUBTRACTIoN ]-HEN i¡,tÈIGHT NoRHÉLIZE-

1110 FOR Y=l TO 3FO
1 1f,(] Á (Yl =1ü4957ó{NUt4 {Ds if,S+4Ëyl ) +4ù?5å¡,tUH .iDärf,9+4xyl ) +1ó*ÌJUM

(Dst.+1+4*\'J')

{D6r:?r ) *ó55;=)nD

sToãÄGE TH=f{ coR(
x*i**xxîHx**x*:;

(Dåi4c+4xyl ) +NUñ

1i4C! IF A(y).13ôB(lLloùoc) lH=¡i Â(\')=A(y)--.èS,if,5ô9ó
1:.=ö A (Y)=A (Y)./l¡lEIGiJTS (I)
11òO i{=xT Y
i"zt¡ : xxx** cÊLcuLAT:oti oF åR=É ÉF It¡T:F:=sr.I¡rrEGFêL FARÊ'jETEF.5 - us=s rHE ,.JA,l¡r

=s FFIOH s.iRrl.lG srÐRíìEE Ii.lFUT gY 0FEFÉToF: uEÌt¡6 
=I,trsEgl,/RUtigEGì FFCGRAF15. *x*i*

11S.-' S=NUfi (DSt3()l) .r1O
11?C) D4.DS=C)
1-'(.)Q DÁ=i'JlJFl (Dg tf,É I )

:-1r:r D?=NUtl (Dst;71i
'! ^-,ir ==lì-n¿+l
i îf,i) tsJ=ÊNR ( 11 ) ,/^50
1!4O Ê+=" FECâLL,'
1:=O iì:=l.luFl (DEt i B: I
l.:6Ç

1:-JU
i:-qQ
1trür1

1f,:C)
1J=O
1f,4f-r

if,òo

1=g(r
1 390
1+OL)

1 4f,O
1440
I 450
14ór,
7170
i4SC iF NOT D4 THEN i51O I T=HF=ÃÊTUñE OF: CHAI..II{ELS
14çI] Ðé=INT (D4XE,/83) ! cBN\jsÊT TEI'IFERATUF:E Tc' CHÊI.II.JEL NUFIEEFS
15U(I D7=INT (D5IE/Ef,)
i51rr IF D6iC) AND Dóiî=1 AND E-7.]= D6 +i.JD Ð7..a:Ji Tt-{Et,t :550
153Cr ÐISF "Integra-.ron areå ¡ui o+ rÈ.ngE', E ÐISF.,,Cau=ed bt, å FFiüGiAi.1i,lIuE 

=iROR

ÈÈ*X**ä*rÈ:i**:S**xxä;äxt
Þ:SF'LAY SUE{ RLiUTi¡]E
Â ( ) =CCUI,|TS FF|ÐH TFiE r5()
çnñ¡tt\ÈLr
B=¡{UllEEñ OF TE|íFEFTATUF:E
STEFS FEF: DEGR:Ê
Da=Lùl¡ TE|IFERÊTUF:E OF
âF{EA OF ]NT=F.EsT
D3=HLGH TEHFERÂTUFIE
F=NUI'IE{ER OF CHAi,jNELS T0
I NTEGRâTE
Ë$="Y" IF HåF:DCOF,Y
Bf,=NUMBER OF TEHFEÉÊTURE
STÉFS FER CHANI.JET-
E=Y-SCALE (C,=AUTCltåTlC)

=s=NAl'1E 
OF CURVE ( I. E.

"PRE" OR ''POST")
A3=SAIIFLE NU¡IEEF TD ËE
D]SPLAYED
*****xx*x**xxxt***xtx***
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¡ JI'U ÞÈC-
- Jr'_/ 5 ¡ul
l=5ü i-.'=+ E lç=Ds
135C¡ =OFi A9=)T. TE, Ð; I EEåÈCH PEÁII
i.57O IF A (Â?) .:D: lä=t.J ¡:=Â (A9) rI, Ð1=Aç
:54() NEXT A9
t'=1Cr IF Fì'O TIJEN D9=F EL3E D9=IN1 (-(FxE,'t=xEtr)))H:+l I FI¡¡D ¡.JUt"1Er=Fi ÐF CHAl.l IFIN'i AÊEA ¡T..I TEMF,
loOO ÐC)=D?- (DB-l ) ,.? ! LOtiESl I¡¡ÌE,r-^êTIOU CHAN¡.¡EI_
lslc; D1=D9+(Ða-1),13 ! HI6HEST
ió=.r iF DóiA AND D1.:351 TI{EN iêóC, I WIDTH Oll ?
1ó:(-r ÐB=- (llIN (:Ear-Dg. Dç-1) x=*1i I CALIULSTE tJEtd i{ID-iH
iÞ4(' Ði¡=Ð9- ( i-Ðs-1 ) .'1j
ii:L! D:=¡?+ ( i-DB-1 ) ,':)
1èår.r D3i:ó.lËl=cäF:-. (!,J) ! SÌEF;= :i{TESF;AT:5il ;Fr=å
1Þ7':r 5Fttr;.37i=CFiRs (Di i
1ôÊ() Ðl=C)
169c) FOF A9=DO T0 D1
17OO Ð==D=+A (â9) : Ì¡,¡TEËRATE
171C' NEXT A9
i7lcr I xx*:***x*xxiãix:**i;x***x*x y scâLE s=T, rx****tåxxx*trx*xi;*tä*x***
17f,¡i D=YSCALE ! SET SCA|_E
I74O IF NÐT D THEN D=ríAx (i.D2) I AUTOHAîIC -Y-SCALE fiitr,t i)
i75cr E4=¡=¡.¡ (VAL.E (rNT (D)ii t r.tut'l8=F oF FIEURES ¡N Y_SCÊLE
17åO D= ( II.JT ( (D-1) ./ 1o^ (E4-1) ) +1 ) *ie-' (E4-L ) I SCALE ?*1(J-?rf70 Ea=LÊN (vALrß (D) ) ! CORRECT
iTBCI ! **r*xxkå***x**xxx*tx*i** DRât¡ GFiApH oN :FtT *x*:xxr**x*x*x*xxri*;xxH*
179() GR,CFH ! GR$FHICg HODE
1B(rO GCL=ÊR

SCâLE C,.=ó0. - (. 1åD) . 1..rEfD
xAX :5 ö, 50 | DFAI4 å;{ I S
YAXIS O. - 1xD. Cr. D
FOF: Ag=f.I TO 4 I FFI¡IT UNITS
FgÌ.I UF,

¡1OvE 4C)4=(,*A9! - (. i. *Di
LAEEL VÊL3 { Il..lT í5öå (Aç+t ) *Ef,.,8) ) I TEtlFEñATUF;E
NEIT A9
FOFr A9=.i*D Te D SïÊF .1iD
FEI.] UF
HO\JE 1C. A9
LÀFEL VAL$ (Ê9,J1C^(84-2) ) I COUì,ITS Eii Y AXIS
N=XT A9
FEN UP
mEVE l._). . ?tD
LAEEL,'X1(I.' ] FF:liJT xULîIFLIcÂToF
|lgVE 43..:-4xD
!-ASEL VALE (E4-:)
F,Ê¡,I UF
llovE Q. t)
F3R ÀT=1 Tú :g(t
F!-OT A9.A(49) I r-LOT CUF:VE
FEN UP
NEXT A?
FE¡"I UF'
I'IOVE DÒ, O ! DFIAI,I JTJTEGF:ATiON ÊREÂ
DFtAI¡i Þ(j, Ê (Ðù)
PEN i.JP

ÌlOvE D1. C)

DRA[4 Dl! Ê (D1)
FEN UF
I *x*x*t****H*x*)i LAEE! GRÂFH,DIsFLåy ii{rEGRÊTrcl.t VÊLUE. *xxtËi;x*;*x*:t:F9=Ec9"*',!{vALÊ (A-j) &" T=',&VALS ( INT {09*E=,/E) ) tr,' I=,,!F Dê.}o rHEN F6=Fã&vÊLÈ irt¡T (D;-) ) ELSE F==Fs!¿,,t',Êrvå:-E iINT (D:-DB,,1{:'0(:r) )&¡'

rlEVE 1:ü-+*LE¡.t iF3i.Ð
LêEEL F3
FEI{ UP
1 *iTËI*X** FFT¡IT DSTAILS PRECSDING HARDCOPY GRÊFHICAL OUTPUT. **Xi*****IF N+(Ir="C,,' THEri GOTD :-Cr

33QC) FRINT ;l.Js(I)
::1C) FF:INT
.î"=A FRT¡'JT ''FILE
: ";Dr¡Efr4l

: ,': Ag&., fiEASUF:ED BY TI--FIEâSUREHEI{T ÈFEGRAÈI

=13O 
FRI¡JT "SÂ|1FLE NO- : ":NUt (DãtlBl), " EUN NCr. :,,;NUH (DËEl?:)

:!tto FRINT "RECORD NO. :,,iX",' SECOND NAME : ',iD$t5. t4l!:5C llÊXì.EI'IF=FNR (3i ) rtOlNUñ (D5!=Ol )
::60 HEÊTRATE=|'1AXTEHF/(FNR(:1 )XNUH (D$t3:l)*.()(:r()1:9Ë?0./19_6608)
3:7O FF:INT ''HEATIT'IG RåTâ: "¡ ]NT (HEATRATÊ*1OO) /iÕOi "DEG/'SEC. .TO â I4AXiIIUII TEI'IFEßII
TURE OF "¡ INT (FlâXTEt4PrtO)z'1O¡ "ÐEG. CELSIUS..
338(r LET DDD=l,lut"l (D$!!=l) E ¡lmti=i.¡ufi (Dsriöl) E yyy=F¡uÈt (D$t17t)
:19(:) F'RINT ,'DåTE OF ÃUN : ',;DDD;,,,,',;ÍHM:,,,i,,;yyy
3f,(¡A FR:¡{T',IRFADIATICN TIÌ,fE :,,:I},lT {iFNR(4a)i,-OO3*1Ol19.6é,o8+t¡ul't (DËt:91)f,é553.'
*=t:t / 7 9 - êéoBr - rl(lB ) x 1 00 1 ./ 1 ocli', sEcòNDs..f.1ù FRlNT "DATA t{EiEHT UOF|ITAL:SED FOF: SA|'1Ft_E ilÊss : ":}tÊr-GäTS(I) r,'no.',

181(r

I Sf,C
l E4Cl
1B=O
1Bó(-)
1870
¡ÈÊL;

199()
1 çi)C)
1?1ar

i çTCJ

1-tr4c)

I ?èL!
Lq7Ç
1 980
1 çîCl
-r ir rf iì

"Cr=Cr3040
:c)5c)
3O6Cr
?|:,7C)
lraQfì
1o9(j
:i. c-,0

:1 10
?1:O
:1f,C)
:1 40

:1óC)

31 BO
r1?C)

ON X AXiS
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:-Ì:t, I xx****xxx**x*xyixxîxx** ítDvÉNcE FF:riJTEF:9 LrNÊs FF:ot1 FFTNTED DETAILS.
PF:INT GRÊFH.THEN ADVANCE FFII,ITER TEr TOF' OF NEXT FOFN. xx*xt***x**xx*xx*ixi;x*
::f,C) FRiI.¡T F FRINT E FF:]I..IT E.FF:I¡]T Ê.FF:II.1T E,PFII¡IT E.PRIF.IT E'FRI¡.IT E.FRINT
1¡4{:I DUI-1F' GÉÈF,HIcS U. o. i I¡. FFITiT G' FFI¡'JT È. PF:I¡{T I¡' FFIITJT

":5C, FRIt,tT CHF$ ( 1r)
:f,6c, I *xxrr*x*****x:1Ìi* DÉFINE USER-DEFINED FU¡{CTIONS. ******åx***XrXxxx:
1::7O DEF FNF(X) =:=6*NUÍ (D$E.Xl)+t"tUM (DËtX+l1)
:3SO DEF FNDÉ iX) = VAI-Ê (INT (l¡UM (DEtX. X,ì),'1O) ).î¿uALÉ (F:llD (NUr,l (Dsf X. Xl ) . iLl) ):=9O ! *x*x*xx* PñINT DEIAILS FFEC=DING:{AFiDCDP\'5 CHrìllNEL 5Ul-,1 EUTFUT. i*t(;x**
:4C¡C) IF ll3(I)="t::" THËN GOTO 34;O
:4iO FRINT ¡Ns(I)
"4!(:) PRINT
3.?f,O FRINT "FILE : ":Asi"" I'4EASURED ËY TL-MEASUF:EÌIEI'JT F-I-:OGRAñ
: "¡DEI:.4l
r44O PFiÌNT "sÂl',lPr E t'¡0. : ":l.JLJll (Dåiisli, " RUì.t ttt- : ";tlUM (Ëgi1F:)
:45C, FRINT "RECORD LIO- : "i X. " SEiOttD ¡JAÌ'IE ; ',iD=E5, i4l.4ó':i i"iAXTS¡,IF.=FNR (:1 ) åi0,/t.luH iDÉ8101 )
?47r-; HEATFiATE=MAXTEÌ,1F./ ( FNR ( :1 ) xtlut'1 ( Ðã E=:l ) x. óriö L 

=g 
t:a),, :. ç. éóöB )

14S(1 FñII']T ''HEATI¡JG F:AIE: "¡ ]i.IT (HEATRÀTEÊTOO) /1I.IO¡ ''DEÊ,'SEÈ..T0 Ê MAXlHUH TEIIFE(¡I
TURE OF " ¡ INT (MAXTE|IFXlu),/1ù; "DEG- CELSlUS. "
3490 LET ÐDD=tlUH iDËri.9l) E Mtltl=l.iuH (D3i1ó:) E YYY=NU|4 iÞsii7,1 )
?50.-) PF:INT "DATE OF RUN : "¡DDD¡ "/"¡ttMH¡ "/".\.'YY
l=1cì FF:Il\¡T "1ÃRADIâlIilN TIt'lE :":IiJT {{FÌ,rR(+Q)x.C)(,9;1(r.¡i9-ô6ög+NUtÍ (D'Þtf,!l)*:é==tst
*lù r' 1 9 - gôfla*. Çc,B) * 1 t)0),, 1 a,cr¡,' 5=3c¡¡D3 "
:=f(ì | X**t**fitXHixi*i FRINT COLUHN H=ÊÐIij-es FùF DÊTÄ TAELE. *x*i(ÈÈ**;.*;Xilr*
:=3O FF:II.]T G. PF:INT TÊE (=I:!) ì "5 EHÊI"INEL sUIlfâiIONS. "
:5r¡(l FRINT TAE (3o) ì "!,,i=IGHT NÐFi.1Ê:-r=ED FoR sAi.tFLE HÊss,,¡I^|ETGHTS(r) i,'mg. "
:55C) FRINT ,' CHÊi.{t¡ÊLS SUt'i cHA¡+ì.lEl_s 3UM,'
:5è{] | *:Ë+:*x**Ì***S*x* LúEÞ- TC FFtir.JT = CHAiiN;l_ gUH DâTå TAËLc_ ***xÌ**x*;**ixi
357(, FOFI fi9=(, TD r=
-5êar uî=c) E vf,=o
:59() FoF: l,:A=O TO 4
2ói!cr vi=v3+A ( t,lB+li9x 1(l+1 )
:ê1Cr Ì.|EXT l<El
1òîö FoR l:S=5 TO ?
råjicr vl=vf,+Éì ( ltB+ti9* L 0+1)
364C) NEXT !i8
1ö50 FF:Il.lT USING ?66O i lOXliç+1: LO*tiç+-q¡ V:; 1(-rFtit+ó: 1i:r*t:í9+iC¡.. V=
:óó(r rHA6E 14X.f,D. "-".3D,JX! lfiD! 1:X.:Dr "j"-.=!!:X.1i_jD
1ô7Cr !'.IEXT t:9
?ôBO ! *t**X****X**i*ix*Ë***x*x*t**;(* ADiJêtjc= FFTINTEF TC TOF ùF NEXT FOF:i.4.F:ETURN
TO STÊF:T OF OUTFUT LC3F FÐF: i¡=XT F:EEOñE. i***8**ífrx***rx*XH*x;******x**

:é?c] FFllt'tT a!{Rs ( 1:)
:lL)n |'¡EXT I
-7ii:¡ CLEÈF; E Dl5Ê E LrlSF '¡ llsF E Ð:=F !¡, f i5=. T+-rr (:=; ! " È**** F.F:!ËF:Ai1 =iiiì=!'

c =t\!
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AVCURV

10 I "AVCURV" - AVERAGE OF TT,JO RECORDS AUTOMATTCALLY OUTF.UT êS WEIGHT NORMALIZÉ'
FIVE trHANNEL SUIfS.

20 CLEAR E, DISF "THIS FROGÑAH AUTOHATICALLY OUTFUTS W=IGHT NORHALIZED 5 CHANNEL
SUMS FOF FAIRS OF RECORD9.T^IITH A I'lAXIl.lUll OF 1?5 PAIFS. "
50 DISF e DTSP "THE OFERATOR MUsr ËNTER THÈ REcoRD NUt4F=âs A¡,lD coñF:ESpoNDING s¡tr1FLE I¡EIGHTS.. CO¡]SECUTIVE F'AIF:S OF RECORD5 ARE AVÊRAG=D. "
40 ON EFROR GOTO éO
30 LOADEIIN "GDUI,IP. PRDC"

FF ERROR

*X********X DIMENSIOT,I AND INITIALIzE STR]NG vAF:IABLES.âRFAYs. *x**Ix*xï**

1O0 Drt DËt1041l.FEtf,ól
110 REAL A(a6(:)),8(:60) !REtrORDS(-50),WÊI6HTS (15(r)
i:c) FoR Y=1 TO !6tl
130 A (Y) =(t
i4O F (Y) =0
15O NEXT Y
1óo FoR l=l TO ^5o
17o RECORDS(I)=O
rBo t¡IEIGHTS(I)=O
19C NEXT I
2oO AVCURVE=O
:1O FRINTEF TS 7t]1
:2O CLEAF
:f,o I

!40 : XfX*x*XX*,X* CATAI OGLJE DAîA DISC!SELECT FiLE oF INTEREST. xxx**x****r*
350 !

260 CAT ''-DATA''
!7O D]SF "ENTER FILENAN=";
380 INFUT AS
?90 ASSI6N+ 1 TO AS&'',DATA"
300 !

31O ! fXXT******** OFTION TO EYFÂgS DISFLAY OF FILE ÐIR=CTOÑY. ***X*****fX*
=20 |

Jf,O CLEAR E.D]SF.'DO YOU I.iI.IOI.J THE NUHBERS OF THE RECORDS YoU T.jAT,¡T To âT.IALYSE
Y/N) ";
f,4Q ]NF'UT RECNO$
f,5(t RECNDS=UFC:¡ (F:ECi,|OE)
3åO lF RECNCå="N" THEN 41O
f,7t) IF F:ECNOS=',y', TH=N GOTO óCr.-r
f,80 :

39C)-: **x*x*t(xx*t**i**xxrx DISPLAY OF FILE DIREËTOFY. r*****xx**r**.Èx*xxi*
400 I

41O REåD+ 1,1 ¡ DE
4!rl CLEAR
43O DISF USII'16 "t.i,K,ri,a7,a7,=2" ; "FILE ,'tA*9,, coNTAii.lltiG ,,.NUil (Ð5t1r.),,' FTECORD
S I4EASURED : ",NUH (D$t151),NUM (Dgt16l) !NUl4 (DstlTl)
44O DISP "FILE I¡RITTEN BY TL-IÍEASUREIIENT FROERAH ', lD6tf',4J
4=CI DISP
.460 DISP ''FEC SÊHFLE FUN NO. SETOND I'JAIIE I',IAX TEMF RírI,1F TIFIE TEST-Do5E STAII
0N"
47C) FOR A=1 TO ÌILJH (Ds t 1 I )
4BC) FEAD* 1,4 ¡ D$
4?O rF NUM (ÐEE!(:1.:i!l).1!ç TFiËN Ð-=i-.r-r.r()j=cqF'É (HLJM (D$t?Cr.1(._¡l)X1u) r¡,FF:ri{r+ 1rA
iD$

5(J0 s=r,¡l.J¡1 (D5t1el)
51O,î=NUM (DSt:.?li
5:(:) T=It¡T (Fi-lF("1) ii{:)/ì.jul'l (Ðst-.,.1i) å10) /1()
5fc) B=¡luH (DSt:f,1) äFl.¡Ê (-.1i *. {:r(:)()1:3*:0,'19. èåa)g
54Q D=tlUll (Ds tf,Si )
55Ct ç=¡¡1 ( (FNF (4Û) *. ÕcB*:O/',19- 5óa)g+¡'lul,l (Ð6ttr?l ) xê55tr5*1,j,/19. óéf-ì8t. r:r.irg) È1i:){ì) ,i 100

sóCI IF D THEN DISF U9ING 37CI i A.S.R.DS15.14].T.E.C.D ELSE ÐI5F, USII.IE l.EO i í\,5)
R. DäE5. T4], T. E
:]t' IrlA9i DDz. 3x. DZ. 7x. D:. 6x. 1oA. :x. :Ðt. D! 4X. lDf . :D. 5x, óDZ- Ð. f,x. Z

!?9 llAqE ÐDz.îx!DZ!7X,DZ,åX!,1(iA.;x:sDZ.D.4X.:Dz.:D.6X,,,No RADrÊTroN,,5'O NEXT A
ó(rO I.JAIT î()OC! L¡ CLEâR
É10
é:c)
È3ft

XX II..IF.UT EUEUE LOSF,TO FIEAUEST A¡.ID sToF:E ÃECÛRD NUMFEFS.sAMFLe WEIGHTS.ìQF

ó4() DISF "THE RECORÐ ì.lUl'1!E-dS Êt,lD C¡FF:ESF'O¡.IDIiIG SAIIFLE IIE]GHTS (mg) HUST EE ENTER

=Ð 
IN FAIF:S (ie: î7,5,i),'

é5O D]SF Ù DTSF. ,'EI.¡TER THE FTFIST F,AIR.'.

o

É6A
Þ7O

é90
7t)O
7iQ
72()
7=C)
74Cl
;io
760
77Cl
7BO

INFUT RECORDS (L), TJEIGHTS ( 1)
FoR I=1 TO :5o
DISP "NEXT FAÌF (O,O:F NC I'|ORE.),,;
INFUT RECORDS (I), !¡,EIGHTS ( r-)
IF RECEF:DS(Ii=O ÂND ¡JEIGHTS(i)=O THEN GOTE 71Cr
NEXT I
TOTREtrS=I
CLEAR
I

: i*xx**ii*x***;*:t* sEL=cT y-scALE FOR âLL RECORDS. *x***x:x;z_ix**x***
I

DiSF "ENTEF Y-SCÊLE FOR âLL RECORDS. ((¡=âUTOFIATIE)"l
INF.UT'/SCALE
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79C) t

gor:, ! **x*ä**xrxt;;x*x*; rluTFUT l-gCF.- FF:INTS NETGHi tiEFlf¡4L::=n sF:ÈFl-iicåL AtìDTAFUL*R HAF:ÐCOFY FDÊ -AC:I F:E:CFrD 
=¡J'rEF:=D 

OTI TI-JE INFUT EUEU=. *Xï;XiXXXîåXiXXÍìBi(, :

6:[¡ FDFi I=1 TO TOTRECS-I
ef,(¿ X=F:EÐOF:Ds(I)
84C) NOF:ñAL
CJI' LLÈiN

ê6Cr I *xx;****x*ixåxr DATÀ READ FROM STORÊGÊ DI5C. Xr;***íx:xxxxf,
67C) READ+ 1, X ; Ds
680 I **XXX*I*iX CRT DISPI AY OF }ETAILS OF F:ECOID UNDER AT.JALYSIS. *,*X,IÍ;XX*
e9Cr DISF "FILE : ,'¡ AÉ
9C,O DISFI "H=ÂSUR=D Ev TL-MEA9UREHENT F.FC,EF:AM,':DÊt?.-+l
ç 1 C¡ D I5F' '' REEOF:D NO. : '' ¡ X
9=t) DIgF ',SãCOND ìtÊME : "; Dst5. 14J
i¡ir DI9F USil'JG ',ti,Z:.ll.ZZ,' ¡ "DÊTE ¡ ":NUH (Dst15tl.Nu¡1 (D=trél).itutj (D€ttll)
94r:' D:3F "SÀ|-IFLE ilo. : ": lJUt ,iÐEt 1el )
e5C D15F "Fiu¡.i t.lù- :',:lrlUi'i (Erst1çi)
9é(! DISF "I'1AX' TEMF=RATURE:"¡iNT (F¡,JR(11)r1O,iFJUtl (DEt!(Jl);1OO),11i,ói,'DE6R=qS"
?7Ct DISF "RAÍP TÌllE :"¡i1{T (FNñ(11)XNUN (D$t:f,1 )*-C¡CrCr1+A*!O./19.6óCreirOOl/.lCrOillsE
LU¡\UÞ
9eç) FOR A=O Tú ¡
tgo IF IJOT F¡'JR(:4+4äñ) TF|FN 1i,l=O
1!)r)cr DJSF "FAUSE TE¡IP=RATUF:E : ": INT (FhtR (:4+.iåA) r1o,/t.tuH iDÉ!rói ) ) ; "83ÊFlã-s"
i r:)1(r DISF "FAUSE TIME : "i Il.lT (FNF| (:ê+4XA) *. úgB*:o,/ 19. 6ó(_lg) i,,5EcEt¡Þs"
1CI:C) NEXT A
1C¡3Cr D:SF "Il,¡TEsRâTigN ÈF.EA :,'ìi.lut't (D$t:7j)-f.tuM (DËtf,ól)+ii,,cHÀFlüEr 3"
1(r4C) DlSF "LOW TEMF=FA-iUÃE:,,rIi,li (¡tuü (D5t:él)*Ft'.lR(:1)*1()./:50./tJiltt (D+t:cìl)1i,,DE
GF:==5 "

::::_:la" "FiiGH TET4FEF:ATURE : " ¡ INT (NUM (DËt=71) *FttFr (:i.r *1(:¡./:=(ì1liJUN ,.Dst!r:)l i t; "D
t()-r(:ì :F D=ttrê.:Èi=ÈHF:r iiJ) î¡ìçti Ði5F, "Nú -riADIÁTIÐt!', È, Éù]-t .iL_¡ir
i{,7r:J lr3F "TE5T-ÐCr9Ê -ilitE:',:iijr {(FtJFi (4i))*.r:rc)ê*![,,1 1î.có{:rg+i]uil it+tlçl);ie5=:=x¿o
;1 1 9. éêi)Bi - Qî3 ) : i ()C) i,' 1,-r'-r : " SECOi{DS,'
i':)EC) DìSF ''TE9T DOSE 5TAîIoN No. ,,; Ì.IUFl (D$Ef,8.:ã] )
1i)90 | *x***xx*xx*i LDOP To REcovEF: couNTS DATA FRoH slRIhlG sroFÄGE TH=Ì,1 ccRRËcÎ
FOF NEGATiVE NUI'îEÊF:S Otl SUETRåCTION THEN t¡EIEHT NORMALIZE- *x**Xx*tx*xxxx*

11Oo FE|R Y=1 TO fEO
111o A(Y)=1Í:¡4s576*tiut'1 ,.DÊtf,s+4*Ì'l)+4o9ófNUt'1 (Dâtf,ç+4#yll+1ôx¡.iuN (Di!:tr-r+,¡;y1¡a¡¡¡¡(D$t41+4*Yl)
11:O IF A (y) .::69(rQc)(100 THEN A (y) =A (y) _3584f,5é9ó
1 13() â (Y) =A (Y) _/tr,¡EIEHTS (I )
1i4O NEXT Y
115O IF AVDURVE=iO THEI{ GOTO i"óO : IF E{OTH ñÊCS- FRES=|'{T.AuE-riáEE Tt.iÊN FF:INT-116O : X*X;* FOR FIF:ST ñÊEORÞ - STBFE SAHFLE NO..FECORE) Nò..I,,EIEHT,COUI,IT5.*X*;
1 iTCi t¡Gi.{T1=tlEIG¡JTS ( j )
11ãCr SANl=¡luil (DgCiEi)
1 l. 90 REC1 =X
1:OCr FOR Y=1 TO 

=óo1l1O F (Yi=A (Y)
!:-:O N=XT Y
iîf,o AVCUFVE=1() : Ii.JDICATES FiRST FEC- COUI'iTS êl.lD FARÊI'IETEFiS STEFiED Iti ¡iEt'tCF:y.1?jic) Ì,1€xT Ì
115ù I *t*iixx*** Åu=RÊÊ: TH= R=50RD5,5TÛF:E AVERAGÈD DÊlA ji.r åi). ;åi*;:**:**f:6O FOR Y=1 TE ìó(:)
1"7O Ê (Y)=A (Y) /.]+Ê <,tj !.r
1"8¡(:r ilÊxT Y
1:9ö AVCURV==C) i ÃE==-i- FOF i,tEíT FÂÌR.
l:c)c) I *i*xix;t ¡ALI'JLÄTE åF:=A cF INT=FiEST Ài.tD IIJT=GÃAL usiitG Tt-ti r,,É,'t:=g 

=FiûHSTRI¡JG STCRÊGE i il'iFUT !Y GFEFiÊTEF USiNrr EÌ,|TSEO,/RUt'.tS=O FFÊËF:ÄiÍs. ) ã*¡:ãiåi*
1_:1(ì E=NU|'1 (Dst-/Lìl t /1O
1-Ì3(/ Ð4, D5=r)
1trtro Do=ilUlt (D?i:61)
1f,40 D7=i^.JUf (Diit:7i )
135O F=D7-D6+1
1f,6Õ Etr=FHR t=!) iaie
1f,7i¡ E6=" FEDALL"
1f,3ö Âr=ttUtl (ÐÊt i.9l )
1f,çO l
1400 : *x*x**x**ix**x*r****t***
1410 I OUTF.UT SUE RSUTIT{E
14:0 I A()=COUiITS FFO|'4 THE r5O
143O !CHÊi,JNELS
1¿4(:; I F=l.lUi4EEF OF TEMFEFATURE
i45C) ! STEFS FER DEGR=E
1460 ! D4=LOt^t TEMF,ERATURE 0F
747C) I. AREA OF INTEREST
148(l I D5=HIGH TEMFERATURE
149C) : F=NUIIBER OF CHANNELS TO
15OO ! INTEERÄTE
1510 ! E3=NUi,1EEF OF TENFÊR3îURE
15"C' : STEFS PER CHAT.JT-{EL

153O ! E=Y-SCALE (O=AUTIHiìîIO)
1544 I EÈ=NÂ1.îE OF CURVE (;. E_
1=5C] ! ',FFE', OR ',PCST,,)
15óO ! A'r=SAMF.LE NLJNEEF: TO EE
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157(t
158(,

1éC)(l
1é1Q
1ó:Cr
1o3Çr
164C!

I DISPLAYED
I *ixx;xxxãr.xxxxxtl*;;ãå:å
I

IF NET D4 THEII iêtrO ! TEIIFERATUF= OFi CHAhINELS
D6=INT (D4xB/Ef,) ! CONVERT TEIIFERêIUF:E TO CHA¡INEL NUI'IEERS
D7=INT (D5*8./F=)
IF DÉ.-0 AND Dói.!=1 Al,iD Ð71= D¿ AiJD D7.:151 THEN 1ó7O
DISF "Integråticn arsa out o+ rångË" G'DISF "E-rused bi a -rROGñAili'1:t¡G ERRoR

1é5Cr BE=F
1éår) STOP
ioTi_: D:=O E D9=DÉ
iôEci FgF Ä9=Dé TE D7 ! sEÀ;:E,ä F=Àlr.
159C) IF A(A9)::D: TH=ä i¡=åi;t) E Dt=â9
17r]C, NEXT Êi?

1710 IF F.}O THEN DE=F ELSE DÊ=J¡'JT (-iF*E,.i:*83) ) )*:+i : FII.JD NUF1EEF OF CHâN IFI
NT ÍIREA IN TÊIIF.
17:o DO=D?-(De-1),'? ! LCWEST IrllEGÃATiùN CHÈätl=L
173Õ D1=D9+(DÊ-1)/î ! HIG|IEST
1740 IF DoiO AND Dl'::=i THEiI 1730 ! TJIDTH Oli -.

175C) DEi=- (FlIN (:5Cr-Ðç! D9-1) x:+1) ! CALCULATE NEW tjllDTH
17éO DC|=D9- ( (-DB-l ) /'=)
177Cr D1=D9+ ( (-DB-l ) _/î)
179Õ DSEf,ó,=ól=CHRs (DO) ! STORE INTEGFáTION i1F:EA
179() DsE;7!f,71=CHR$ (Di)
lBOC' Dti=O
lAlC) FCÁ å9=Df_) TC¡ Dl
1E:O Ð:=Ð.1+A (49) ! I¡iTEGRÈTE
1BJC NÊXT A9
lê40 ! tå**x***x**x*:r***cxr*rfx** Y SCALE sET. *ix*xx****xi***xxt***x**;**
lBgLj D=YSCALE I sET SCALE
lSóC IF I'JoT D THEN D=l'lÊX (1.0?) ! AUTOMATÌC Y-SCÊLE (HIN i.)
187O E4=LgN (vALs (IÌ{T (D) ) ) I I'.IUMEER ûF FIFUR=S IN \'-SCALE
19BO D=(INT ((D-1)/1C"(E4-1))+1)r10-(E.ì-i) I SËÊLE fXiO^?
1E9O E4=LSN (vALls (D) ) I CEÉFTECT
19C)O ! **X**XX$:***x*i***;**;x*Xi DFíì14 ERAFH ON CRT. X*iX*iX***X***XXÈ***Xã*t
191C) GRAPH I GRÊFHICg NE¡DE
TTJU ÞLL=HN
193u SCALE O.!éO.-(- 1gD) : 1.C=*D
194C) XAXJS Cr.5C, I DFiåt¡ åXIS
19=C) YAXrS O. - L*D. ü.D
196C) FúR ,ì?=O Tg 4 I FFiINT üiiIT=
1?7Cr PEt',t UF'
1çE(1 H0VE 4Cr+5tr*Éì9. - (. 1*D,)
1.99(i LAEEL VAL$ (ir'lT (50+ iå?+1) åË:,'E) ) ! TEHF=ñÈTURE ON X åXiS
!QL)Ö NEXT A9

"O1O FùFi Ê9=- 1*D TE D STEF- . t dD
fcri¡) FEN uP
!u30 HOVE iO.É9
:o4Õ LABEL VAL$ (A9,/1().'(E4-:.)l ! CCUNTS C,N'/ AXIS
3C5O NEXT A9
2Oór-) FEN L,F
1C)7C) I'IOUE f,í-ì. .9*D
3ú8,f, LAFEL "Xl(j', ! FRit.¡T ¡rui-iIFi_¡tÊTOFi
:ö9Cr HOVE 45. - 94*D
31O(' LAËEL VAL$ (E4-1)
3110 FEN UF
3110 t'10VE O. O
31=C, FOF: ;ì9=1 TO 35(t
3140 FLOT 49, A (Aç) I PLOT CUF:','E
315Cr FEN UF
!16Q I.IEXT A9
317C) FEN UF
:i so
:1 90
:!ot)
:?1 0
::1Cl
1ljCt
?240
?250
3260

-70
3:BC)
?lAar

IIOVE Dç.0 ! DRêW INTEERATIOI! AREA
ÐFÁt4 DO,A(DO)
F'EN UP
MOVE D1. O

DRATJ Dlr â (D1)
FEN UF
! *****l***ä**xrå LAÉEL GRâFH,DISPLTìY INT=GFATION VALUE.*ä*xåäx*X*x**xâ
Fc=EÊ&"r"&VAL!$ (Ê2)&" T="t'VAL$ (INT (D9*Ef,/E))&" I="
IF D8>O THEN FË=FÉ&VÂL$ iIt¡T {DS)) ELSE F--=F6t¡"t"&VAL$ (ItlT (DI-DB/1OOO))&r

ñovE 13O-4XLEN (Fi),D
LAEEL F$
FEN UF
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-:;ü(l : *;i(x;Ë*tsx FFIItJT ÐE'iÂj!5 ¡F:=CEDItJG HAF:DCCP\',Ë-T{AFHICâL OUTFUT. Hvråx;*X;X
:tr1C) t'j=iGHTS il ) = fl¡E:GHT5 ( Ì)+L';GHT1 ) /':
^:1C) FFIÌNT "FILE . ". ¡sri" !'4EASUR=D FY T!-llEê5U-riEMElJT FF:OEF:An

: " ¡ DSIir.1!
:==(, FRIi.iT "SAMFLE tlCS. :":SAH1i"AND"i¡JUil (DÈ!i.El)." RUì'l Ll0- :''¡NUÞ(D
är i er)
1tr40 FRIi',IT "RECOFD t'lDs. :"¡REC1¡"AND"¡X.." SECOND äíìl'lE: "iD6!5.1i+l
:35O ¡IAXTENF=Ft¡R (:l ) x1O/NUll (D5E:C)l )

:f,60 H=ÄTRATE=MAXTEHF./(Fr.lÊ(11)*NUM (D5t.:.f,1)*-r-lÖC¡1r8*3ul19.óóOA)
:37C) PFINT "HEâTING RATE:'';T¡IT (HEATFÊTE*1C}Ö)/1f.I();"DEE/SEC-,TO Ê I4âX]HUfi TEfiFERIl
TURE OF ": INT (l4AXTEtlP*10) /1O¡ "DEE. CELSIUS. "

"f,40 LET DDD=uUil (Ds! 151) E ñmE=l.lul4 (D6! 1ól ) G' Yì'Y=NU¡î (DSI i7l )

:=9O PRINT "DÊTE OF RUN : ":DDDI "z"'ìltl4M¡ "/"iYYY
î4O(r FRINT "IRRADIíìTlON TIME:,,¡INT ((Ft{R(4ü)*.OC)6*"O,/19.óóC)É+NUll (DSEf,?l)*é5sll
*.2O / 79. 5óOB*- (log) *1OO) / 1OC)r "SECONDS"
141() FRINT "DATA WEIEHT NORIÍALISED FOF SÊllFLE HASS : "ìI.IEIGi'{TS(I) l "mg. "
:43O | **x**x*x*x*xx*rr****rixr ÄDVÊI.ICE FRII'JTEÈ 9 LIIJES FF:O|'1 FFINIEÐ DETAILS!
FF:INT ERAPH.THEN ADVA}{CE F.RINTEÁ TO TOF OF ¡"¡EXT FOF:N. X*iX'*X**XXXT****íiXXfË+
:i43C1 FF:INT E'FRIT'JT E'FRIT'IT ß'FEINT @ FF:II'JT Ú FRINT B FRII{T E'F'RIi,IT F FF:JNT
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APPENDIX 4

Laboratory lllumination

As it was proposed to examine the relatíve bleaching efficiencies of

various wavelengths (see Chapter 5), prelimínaries involved identifying

any sources of bias in the experimenÈal design. One possible source

considered was the laboratory darkroom illunination.

LighEing at the Adelaide laboratory is provided by whíËe fluorescent

tubes converted to safelights. This ís cheaply and conveniently done by

jacketing the tubes with plastíc theatrical colour filEers possessíng

suitable spectral transmission characteristics ( Sutton and Zimmerman

( 1978), Jensen and Barbetti ( 1979) ) .

Given the apparent ínnocuous naÈure of yellow light, and Èhe greatly

increased operator comfort compared to red 1íght, the Rank Strand

Electric filter "Cinemoid" No.1 (yellow) has been used for a number of

years, with the sLandard safelight being one 40I{ fluorescerit tube wrapped

in at least two layers of this roaterial.

To ascerÈain whether this illumínation had any effect on quartz TL,

two sets of quartz samples rrere exposed t.o a safelight for times of up to

72 hours. Both sets lrere positioned about L6m from the centre of the

fluorescent tube.

The results are shown in Fig. App.4.I (a)'(b). Clearly there is

considerable disrupÈion of the iniÈial sígnal. Most notable are the

apparent removal of the 325oC peak in (a) and tt'e 257" reduction in peak

height ar -3300C in (b). Alrhough in case (a) Ehe bleaching appears only

aÈ the 325"C peak, the remaining peaks gro\Al' presumably by retrapping'

whereas in case (b) the reduction is general, though to differing
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extents, across the entire glow curve. Both cases illustrate changes of

an extent unaccepÈable in TL work. Mejdahl (Pers' Comm', 1984) also

reporÈs disruption Èo both quatEz and feldspar glol'7 curves by exposure to

a 40 I{ incandescent bulb (30 cms discant from samples) through Èwo layers

of "Cinemoidil No.l filter.

Fortunately, the time required for these effects to become prominent

is long (>4 hours) compared to normal laboratory operations '

Nevertheless, this unexPected susceptibility of q:uarl-z TL to bleaching

indicated Ehat. the safelighÈ spectrum required further restriction' with

the transmission cut-off at longer wavelengths '

The "Cinemoid" line was no 10nger readily available, hence a number

of possible substitutes vtere vet.ted using a Perkin-Elmer ìúodel I37 W

spectrophotomeÈer, Physics DepartmenÈ'

A range of "Rosco" filters were found to have excellent cut-off

properties, but were marred for TL purposès by narro\{ t'windov¿s" of 5-207"

transmission ín the near W/blue region.

Further searching revealed an ideal range of filters for safelighÈ

usê¡ manufactured by "chris James and co.r" of 19 New lkrarf Road, London,

NI 9RT, and available through 1oca1 agents. The transmíssion curves of

the more suitable filters are shown in Fig. App. 4.2, with a "cinemoid"

No .1 curve for cOmparison. AS a consequence of the above t ne\{

fluorescent tubes srere wrapped in t\^Io layers of 'rChris James" No ' 179

(chrone orange). This provides adequate 1íghting for normal darkroom

operations, conbined with significant reduction of (550 nro light relative

to ,,cinemoid" No.1, and better than 99 .gg7" bl0ckout of the blue/lIV

wavelengths. Flrrther restriction of "yellow" wavelengths is possible

using "Chris JamesttNo. I05 (orange) or No. I58 (deep orange)' but is

probabty unnecessary. Ihe red filters No. 164 (flane red) or No ' 106

(prínary red) reduce the intensity to a leve1 uncomfortable after

protracted sessions.
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APPENDIX 5

Preparation of thín sections

The thin sections T¡rere prepared at the l"lineralogy section of the

csIRO Division of soi1s, Glen osrnond, Adelaide, under the guidance of Mr

H. Konczalla and with the kind pernission of the Chief of the Division'

Anong Èhe samples selected were HK IS/ 4 , EB I / S/2 'I and LI'I

(s3,TD,ln). All \{ere the 90-125Um fraction, nagnetically separated and

HF etched for 40 mínutes.

Itre procedure in summarY is:

1. ApproxímaÈely lOong of sarople placed in 2cn diameter plastic

mold.

2 Ernbedding araldite selected and rnixed '

parts LC191 (resin) and I part LCL77

slow curing tyPe nix, with S.G. o 1'08

The proportions were 2

(hardener). Ihis gives a

3.

4

Mix carefully dripped onto sample until araldite layer ís

= Jmm thlck.

Cured in oven overnight, at 50oC. (Recommended time for curing

at 50oC ís 10 hrs).

Glass mounÈing subsErate prepared and labelled - standard 75 x

25m¡n nicroscope slides are ground and figured to 28 x 25 mm' to

fit elecÈron mì croprobe sample holder '

5

6 AraldiÈe disc removed from mold, labelled, and grain face

ground flat wiÈh successively finer grades of emery

(grades 400, 500, 600).

paper
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Top surface of araldite disc ground flat with grade 400

emery paper ( figs. APP.5 .I, APP.5 .2) .

Ground araldite disc glued to substrate wíth "grain face'r

adjacent to glass substrate. Tight clamping ensures

extremely thin glue layer ( Fig. APP.5 .2) .

an

9 After two days curing at ambient temPeratures, excess araldite

is cut from Èhe disc by dianond saw, leaving a -0.5 mm layer of

araldite and grains attached to the substraÈe '

'rRough'r grinding by a purpose - built grinding wheel reduces

rhe aratdire/grain layer ro -100uru. ( Eigs. APP.5.1, APP.5 .3) .

"Fine" grinding by hand with progressíve1y finer emery papers

(grades 4OO, 500 and 600) removes grooves left by the grinding

wheel.

conEinued hand grinding with grade 600 enery PaPer reduces the

layer t.o desired thickness of 30¡rm, monitored by polarizíng

microscope throughout the fine grínding stages '

Poltshlng used successively finer grades of diamond grit

( 6un, 3um, lurn) on three separate laps f or about t\'¡enty

ninutes/grade.

Each finíshed thin section is about 30¡rn thick, 2cn j-n diaroeter, and

displays pollshed secrions for -12,000 - 14,000 90-t25um grains.



"Lip'î , removed in steP 7

Removed in steP I
Removed in steP 10

Rough grain face

Araldite disc with embedded grains as

removed from rnold '
FIG . APP. 5 .1

GIass Substrate

¿t

Smoothed grain face

Thin laYer of analdite glue

GIass substnate

Surface after steP I0

Removed in stePs 11-13

- - Final Polished surface
30Um

lt

FIG. APP.5.2 Arrangement of disc and substrate at
;l;r;E and clamPine (steP 8)'

FIG. APP.5.3 Final grinding and Polishing to
proaucã 3Opmthin section'
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